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FIELD MANUAL
NO. 11·86

*FM 11-86

Ifeadquarters
.Robotech Expeditionary Force

SDF.3, July :roD

Preface _

This is the soldier's field manual. It infonns the soldier about the enemy and provtdes information to help him survive
on the battlefield.

1be enemy we fight is from a distant star. We have met his fll'St challenge and we have woo. Now we of the Robotech
Expeditionary Force rise to a new challenge and dare to take this war to our enemy's own backyard. It is a challenge that
has taken us far from our homes. but onc met with courage and tenacity. Remember, the best equipped army cannot win
without motivated and weU trained soldiers. To win, we musl have strong leadership and know our jobs to survive on the
battlefield and vanquish our enemies.

'"This manual~ fM 11-15. 2 April 2022.
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Shoulder Guard

F<xeann guanl ODd
Cyclone connecting unit.

Thigh anno<

Utility belt
and connecting unit.

Helmet cut away view sbowing the
configuration of1he helmet reveal
ing the soldKr's face:-

-~"-Knee guards

High Ranking Officers: Captain, Major, U.
Colonel, Colonel

FWd Rank InsignllJ

Fnljsttd: Private, PFC.. Corporal (a solid
lriangle).

Noo-<:onunWiooed Offi=s (NCO):
Sergeant, Staff Sergeant, Sergeant rust
Class, Sergeant, Major, Command
Sergeant ~ajor.

Officers: 15t and 2nd Lieutenants

=V
/

Clockwise tum unlocks.

Center Ox:st Plate is a ceo·
uaJ connecting unit for the

U~'16U)'

C~

Connecting labs,~~~~;~ t:r.="::i.7.,
~k M~~ism~1t.-,

Lock Mechanism·..:::."I I"
Rips up to tum. I I .:
Counter clockwise tum

IOC~~~

~ ...

Close-upofboot showing ridges foctraetioo.

Unit Insignia MB =Mars Base

•
CVR-3 BODY ARMOR

A soldier sbouJd be familiar with the CVR-3 prote¢ve body
armor. also known as "'Cyclone Body Armor." The CVR-3 armor
is the most durable and lightweight infantry pcnooncl~
designed by !be REF.

Your CVR-3 provides you with as much protection as the
Ztntraedi Battle Pods, yel is a personal body suit that is worn
by an individual soldier.

The CVR-3 is not mecha. It has no power source, locomotion
or weapon system. It is effectively a modem day suit of armor
designed for maximum field protection under ftee.

CVR·3 Body Armor Front VieW

6
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one way glass.
Operator's fea
tures can not be
seeD.

Varioos views

Female CVR-3 Body Armor

Step Flv~: Environmenlal
helmet.

•,

SI<p Tbne: Upp..- lDnO.

The flexible armor wraps
around the back, folds over
the shoulder.t. around the
ribs and connects into the
<:best pI....

~ Sl<pTwo: Forearm 8nDO<.

\.

CVR-3 SIDTING j
UP PROCEDURE

Step ODe: Start with
boots and leg armor. lhis
allows you to bend at the
waist.

Step Four: Utility belt!
waist.



CYCLONE
Veritech Riding Armor

•

•

~-041 Saber Cyclone

EP-40 anacbes lO right or left side of front wheel.

•

VR..{)52 Battler with EP-40"'''''~~~~

GR-I03 mini-missile launcher wbecl roounlS.

The cyclone is the smallest, lightest, most versatile infantry
mocha unit at your disposal. It is the only man-sized mecha;
available in lhree different models.

Modes of Operation
Motortydt mode offers a fast moving one man, variable

terrain vehicle. The presence of protoeulture provides man·
cuverabiJity and response impossible from conventional motor·
cycles.

BattJoid mode is the mecha transformed into "power'" armor.
This transformation can be engaged instantly by verbal command
and can be initiated from a standing still position or while driving
in motorcycle mode. The transformation is instantaneous, requir
ing less lhan 5 seconds to complete (1 or 2 melee actions).

CVR·3 body armor is required to use a cyclone in battloid
mode. The cyclone mecha attaches itself to the CVR-3 armor.
Without CVR·J the transformation into battloid is impossible!
REMEMBER. 00 NOT ENGAGE BATILOlD MODE wrrn·
OlIT CVR-3 ARMOR!

In battloid mode the operative has a variety of weapon systems
at his disposal, as weU as limited flight, bover, and enhanced
physical abilities.

Training in cyclone mocha is available to numerous D.C.C.s.
Interested individuals should speak to their NCO regarding com·
bal training and availability.

•

~"'"I;~."C/~
~;....

o

EP-'W
wheel mounl
Fronl view

~

Detail of VR-QS2, headlights

8



CYCLONES

Front View

.---/
CYCLONES
Model Types (3): VR-052 Battler

VR-04 J Saber
VR-()38-LT (Ligbl Cornbal)

Class: Military Operation Soldier ProlectiOll Emergency Avia·
lion Drive Auto.
en",: One

,

VR-OS2,Battler Cyclone
Basic Infantry Mecha

GR·l03 Mini-Missile Launcher
(SlAndanI weapon of tI» VR-()52)

Mini-missile with retractable fins.
Missile type varies.

Rear View k""--..

•

)



EP-40 Pulse Beam Gun~\ __

EP40 Side View

Sensor Eye for I..aser
Targeting

Trigger

VR~2 BattJerwith EP-40
Pulse .Bcam Gun in place
of the GR-103 missile
launcher.

10

Ene<gy Clip' Reloads m
less than 5 secoods.

•
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CADS·l with
retractable blade still

in its housing.

VR..()41 Saber Cyclone

CADS·l (Close Assault &: Defense System):
A pair of CADS-l are standard issue. Usually
restricted to Military Specialists or special
assignment.

CADS-I high frequency blade extended.

~

Speed: Motorcycle Mode: 2lOmph (336kmph) maximum.
Typical cruising spud is around 80mph (l28kmph). The
mecha is equipped with heavy shock absorbers and reinforced
M.D. body to easily handle rough terrain at high speeds.
TlUbo boost by the rear jet enables the motorcycle to make
leaps of up to 40ft (12.2m) across or burt itself20ft into the air.
Battloid Mode. RUMing: 60mph (96kmph) maximum.
BattJoid Mode. Aying: Hover stationary up to 30ft (9. 1m)
above the ground and fly up to 200ft (61.5m) high and at a
maximum speed of ISOmph (288kmph). However, flight uses
up protoculture energy cells three times faster than normal.
Aight is not possible without protoculture.
Banloid Mode Leaping: The powerful legs of the cyclone
mecha can leap up to 20ft (6.1 m) high or across unassisted
by the thruster. A thruster assisted leap can propel the mecha
up to 100ft (JO.5m) high or lengthwise. tr.,-{~

Height: Battloid Mode: 7ft (2.1 m)
Motorcycle Mode: 3.6ft (I.09m)

Wldtb: Battloid Mode: 3.4ft (1.03m)
Motorqcle Mode: 1.6ft (O.5m)

Length: Banloid Mode: 3.100 (O.94m)
Motorcycle Mode: Sft

Wtight: VR·052 Battler &: VR..()41 Saber
2001'" (90kg)

Rear view

------)
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VR-O.3S.LT Cyclone

Often reserved' for female
soldiers or missions requir
ing stealth and agility.

Rear View

VR-038·LT front view

RL-6 hand held in battloid
mode.

,,_, RL-6 Heavy Rocket Cannon

Anached to the cyclone.

Side view

Standard issue for the VR-038-LT Cyclone
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" g system rises.Targeun

monitor snapsTargeting

inoo place. . I 3
Sequence complete 10 •

se<oods.

altitude

13

...,- lay is simi·Systems uup k>nes in.
lar to the eye . g

t panel, sbowm

stromen fuel mileage'l~~~:S~~~=-.J~~~~~=
speed, ,
etc.

--

- rection,
speed.

ring monitorthe largeData is displayed 011the operator's helmet.
Combat "'-play inside tin"/tracker,

heads up \W> sible: large EI.
;".. (3) displays are pas dlo, systems dISplay.

d altimeter, ancompass an
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Head

13. Transformation complete: Ap-
prox. 5 seconds

12. Maneuvering jets and fins ex
tend.

II. Leg connections complete.-

10. Waistandthigbcoonectionsen
gagc.

Top ReM

6. Rider rises to standing position
while mecha continues to trans·
form.

S. Cyclone propelled 4 to 10ft into
the air.

7. Front faring moves to attach to
chest.

8. Faring attached; forearm
weapons slide into position.

GR-I03

~I

9. Tank. seat and tires move to at·
tacb to back; connection of back
and chest complete.

4. Separation of front faring (move
right &: left).

3. Lights are replaced by sen.son.

2. Transfonnation begins; lights
shift.

I. Motorcycle mode; cyclone in
motion.

Transformation Sequence
from Motorcycle to BattJoid

14



TransCormation Crom
Battloid to Motorcycle

1. Operator kneels and engages transformation se
quence.

2. Disconnects at shoulders; move forward and back
won!.

3. Pilot can now dismount; lean forward and step out.

IS

4. Cyclone with pilot removed.

5. Moves into motorcycle mode.

6. Moton:ycle transformation complete.

,
•

,



~;;;",--- Storage bay in Alpha Fighter

Cyclone Storage Inside A1pba Figbters
All cyclones can be folded and stored in a special compart

ment behind the cockpit of all Alphas. A hydraulic lift helps
to push the cyclone out of its storage bay.

:Y. side back viewThree step transformation into
motorcycle mode.

Detail of Cyclone Handle Bars and Instrument Panel
Manual Transfonnation Button

Systems Indicators

Ughts & Tum Signal

Weapons Control:

Top - Targeting
Mid - Missiles
Bouom-Gun

rigger

Targeting Display & Radar

,""",""·m
Stait Button

Compass

Location of missiles in Motorcycle Mode

GR-IOJ

Location of missiles in Battloid Mode

16
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~ Moonted Box
Can....

c:Eating Utensils & Case

Detachable cargo boxes (1) can be connected to
the rear of the bike like saddlebags. The size of each
coo.tainer is 18 inches tall by 20 inches wide by 18
incbes deep (18 x20x 18). Thestorageboxes{orpass~
enger) drop off the motorcycle when it changes into
a cyclone battJoid. Valuables in the storage box must
be retrieved laler or carried in one hand. Storage box
w~ighr per pair: IOlbs (4.Skg) empty. One soorage
box can bold 12 mini-missiles (weight - 241bs).

CYCLONE IN ACTION
VR-052 Battler

-

17
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Eocrgy cUp

Eoergy clip slides out of rifle stock

Holster for Gallant H-90 pistol; a second belt holster
can bold the rifle stock, nozUe and energy clip. Also
available as a shoulder harness and bandoleer (with
numerous ammo clips).

lbe Gallant H-90 is the only weapon depicted in
this manual because it is the srandard weapon of the
REF infantry, mecha and foot soldiers alike. It will
be a weapon all REF soldiers will come to know as
an extension of hislher own limb.

It is a durable weapon, free from jamming, over
heating and maintenance.

Rifle Stock

Shoulder strap (optional)

Safety

Gallant H-90 in rifle mode

Locking Mechanism

Sight

Gun sight relnlCted for firing

1-

Energy clip locked into place ....,,""'~

.
Grip slides back to
release ammo clip

Pistol energy clip hidden in handle grip.

THE GALLANT H-90
Multi-Weapon System

~4.::::-=-

Weapon setting; Semi-Automatic
Energy Pistol
Energy Rifle

Rifle Range: 1400ft (427m)

Gallant H-90 in pistol configuration

Gun sight depressed

Energy reading; a digital indicator
showing the number ofenergy blasts
available.

18



TIle mini-pocket knife can be a use.
ful tool and easily concealed. 2 inch
blade, can opener, and built·in com
pass. Available at all ~Xs. 8 credits.

Magiuficatioo

REMINDERS
When riding a motorcycle. open vehicle or cyclone, always wear a
helmet and visor to protect the head and eyes. ff a helmet is uncomfort
able or inappropriate. wear riding goggles. Goggles are available at all
PXs. 12 credits, IS credits tinted.

~mpasslW=tiOnal indkat'" M.gn~ODodjustmeDI kDOb

-

•

Protective encasement

Frootview

Side view

Activated by bottom button.

Back view

1bc holo-pendant is a way to cany your loved ones With you. 1be pendant
can fit in the palm of the hand and be worn as a necklace or pocket watch. Tbc
holographic project« can recreate a tiny, 6 inch, 3-D image of 1 to 4 people
and record a message of up to 250 words (last about 30 sccoods). WARNING:
Do DOt let this device distract you in the field. S.D.C. of pendant is S.
Available at all PXS. Cost: Plastic - 800 credits Silver - 1800 credits
Gold - 3000 credits

.. Add 300 credilS f", bigh impact peodanl (adds 10 S.D.C.)

19

Distancing binoculars are available upon assignment or for purchase at all PXS.

. Approx. range: 2 miles (3.2km). Cost: 550 credits, infrared - 850
credits. thermo-imager - 1200 credits, night sight - J500 credits, multi-optics (all) - 3000 credits.

Holo-Pendant
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The Alpha Fighter
'The Alpha and Beta verilech fighters are stale of

lbe art robotechnology. The alpha is a small jel fighter
with the same Uansfonnablc capabilities as the famous
VF series veritech. However, its smaller size and ad
vanced technology make it even more agile, physically
tough, and it carries five times more fire power.

'The most unique aspect of this fighter is its duality
with the bela fighter. The two individ.ual meeha are
designed 00 integrate to fonn ONE larger. mOre pow
~rful meeha. This coupling .of the two machines pro
vides a strategic advantage unparalleled by the lnvid
or Robotech Masten.

Soldiers should familiarize themselves with these
two meeha as they will be operating side by side with
them in almost all military engagements.

The piloting of the veriteeh$ is reserved for the
veritech pilot and military specialist D.C.C.

Detail of landing gear side view

Detail of landing gear ¥.. view

VAF-6C Alpha Fighter: View from the undercarriage

REF VERITECH
FIGHTERS

VAF-6C illustrating landing gear.
Capable of VTOL

20
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Class: Verjl~ch FjghJ~rsVAF Stri~s; VAF
6C Combat Alpha, VAF-6J Jupiter design
and manufacture, VAF-6R Reconnaissance
Alpha and VAF-7A Shadow Fighter (special
invid stealth fighter). The VAF-6C and VAF·
6J are identical in ev~ry way except color
and head stylization, and the fact that the 6J
was manufactured by Jupiter Base.
Crew: One
Speed: Jet Mode: Mach 2.3 (l54lmphl

2465kmph) maximum. Altitude ceiling of
60 miles (96km).
Jet Cruising Speed: About Mach I
(67Omph)
Guardian Mode: Hover stationary to
Mach I (67Omphl1072kmph)
Battloid Mode Aying: Hover stationary
to about 300mph (482kmpb), with a
maximum altitude of about IO,OOOft
(3048m), around 2 miles/3.2km.
Battloid Mode, Running: 12Om.pb
(l6Okmph)
BattJoid Mode, Leaping: 100ft (30.5m)
up or across without booster assistance.
300ft (91.5m) with booster jets' assist-
ance.

Height: 28ft7in(8.75m)in battJoidmode.
15ft (4.6m) in jet mode including
tail fins.

Width: 13ft (4.3m) in battJoid mode.
22ft (6.7m) in jet and guardian
modes.

Length: 34ft (1O.3m) in jet and guardian
/T7 mode,.

Weight: II tons without missiles; 16.4 tons
funy loaded.

I
~~~t.;t:.:...-/"L..__/ Unit nUmber on left. wing

A sensor head and
green color distinguish
it from the other models

/

The VAF-6J is red in color
A distinction of Jupiter Base consbUction

~~

/-
VAF-6R Reconnaissance Alpha~

In jet mode the extended fin can be seen on the VAF-6R

VAF-6R rear ¥.t view

-Legs thrusters in battJoid mode

Cargo: No available space for cargo unless
the cyclone is removed from its storage com
partment. The cyclone storage compartment
can hold about SOOlhs (226.8kg).

vAF-6C top side view

Blue in color

ALPHA FIGHTER
Model Types (4):

VAF-6C (Blue)
VAF-6J (Red)
VAF-6R (Green)
VAF-7A Shadow

Fighter (Dark
Blue-Black, and Grey)

~:sF~~~ij~~~~~;~~~~g~~s~~~,NOTE: All body styles are identical. Only~ color and slight style modifications distin-

--:~~-;~'~~:~:':!~~~~~5~~~~~;~~~~~Jguish the alpha fighters from one another.
VAF·6CJVAF-6J side view

21
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GU':XX top mount position

I

GU-XX WIde.- mounting (sUllldard)

I I
u

The Shadow Fighter is black and grey in (:Olor with a distinctive head.
It is not depicted.

:u

Side view of shoulder mis·
sile lauocber; battloid.

Leg missiles in jet mode

missiles

"

VAF-6R Alpha Figh....

Shoulder missiles in
battloid mode:

Top missiles in jet mode

"":Oc''''~~~~i~~~~I~~~~~;:;Leg missiles in banloid mode are located on the under·
caniage in jet mode.

Head in battloid,

coneeaIed in jet mode :::~~~;ti~~
GU-XX dual mounting ~<_ typical)



Qetail of sbouJder joint.Transformation Seouence
from Jet to Battloid

6. Throstersllegs slide out.

S. Fully formed arms and hands slide forward and
into place.

2. 1be arms slide out, apart, and lock into place.

I. Transformation begins at the rear with the arms.

3. Hand extends; initial sequence complete.

-

4. Wmgs flip down and back.

1. Feet funn and legs .epuale.

8. Legs (thrusters) turn forward; leg sequence com
plete.

13
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1

Tinted Visor

I

Easy to-reload

REF Aighrsuil

Detail of cell compartment

/--\ ...

11. Head unit slides into position. Cockpit is locked
into place.

9. Head unit rises.

12. Final adjustments and
connections snap into
place and lock. GU
XX slides into right or r',Yl>

left hand.

13. Battloid mode com·

pleted. Approx. 5 sec- 1~:~
onds to transform. t



Side view decail orvAF-6R

The VAF·6J is almost identical.
Only the head styling is different.

VAF-6R RCCOMaiSsance
Alpha

Detail of head

-

GU-XX

VAF-«:. Alpha

Detail of head

25



The Alpha-Beta
War Machine .

"ugios" is the designation given when the alpha
and beta are connected together. In this mode the two
mecba act as one, larger, heavy meeha.

'The alpha and beta can detach a! any time: while in
flight. 'The detachment is instantaneous, laking approx
imately 1.4 seconds. Reattaching is a more involved
maneuver requiring a careful docking procedure. Ap
proximate time required for reattaching is I or 2 mi
nutes, however experienced pilots (6th level or higher)
have been rccon:k:d completing the procedure in 35
seconds.

--------/

Top view of "Legios" Alpha-Beta
connection. A pilot mans each
fighter meeha.

/' ,.....

•
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Beta lOp mounted missiles can be
ftred in jet mode (medium range)
from a vertical position or moved to
a forward position.

\\\

Beta fighter's hand

\

Side top view

-

Bottom view

Medium range missiles in vertical
position.

Connecting joint

Side view alpha and beta fighters

Rear ~ view

•
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Detail of Beta leg.

Quick stop maneuver

Legios Battloid Transformation
The Alpha Fighter transforms into battJoid, btU remains attached to the Beta (which is in jet mode).

,

I

I. Alplla pulls
forward and the
change begins. -

3. BattJoid mode of the
Alpha locks to Beta.

4. Transformation completed; approx. 5 sec-

onds. ~;fl
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2. The usual transformation
continues.

The Alpha and Beta can still detach at any
time. The Alpha must return to jet mode or
detach to land.

•

,



GU-XX hou,in. in jet mode I
-~
.,-----~

Detail of the GU-XX

Rear thrusters

Medium range missiles
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Beta side :Y..

The Beta Fighter
Model Types (2): VBF·IA (Blue, Red or Green)

VBF-IS (Shadow Beta, blue
black and grey)

Class: Veriteeh Fighter, VBF series.
Crew: One pilot, but can seat two others in cockpit.
Speed: Jet Mode with let Thrusters: Mach 1.8 or

1206mpb (1930kmph) maximum. Altitude ceiling
is 50 miles (8Okm).
Jet Mode with Rocket Thrusters: Mach 8.3
(556Imph/8900kmph), making the Beta transat
mospheric (able to blast into outer space under its
own power.)
let Mode Cruising Speed: 600mph (960kmph)
Guardian Mode: Hover stationary to 600mph
(96OIanph)
BatUoid Mode Hying: Hover stationary to about
300mph (482kmph), with a maximum altitude of
8,000ft(244Om), about a mile and a half(2.8km)..
BatUoid Mode, Running: 80mph (128kmph)
Battloid Mode, Leaping: 80ft (24.4m) up or
across without booster assistance. 300ft (91.5m)
with jet booster assistance. _

Height: 35ft (1O.7m) in battloid mode.
20ft (6. 1m) in jet mode.
28ft (8.5m) in guardian mode.

Widtb: 28ft (8.5m) in batUoid mode.
64ft (l9.5m) in jet and guardian modes.

Length: 24ft (7.3m) in battloid mode.
32ft (9.7m) in jet & guardian modes.

WeJgbt: 14 tons without missiles

,



Beta fighter in battloid mode.

Bela and alpha fighter comparative scale

JO

Rear view

•



THE EXCALIBER

•

REF DESTROIDS
Destroids are infantry meeha. Soldiers will work

with or next to these OOD-transfonnable mecha often.

The use of REF Destroids is ~trieted to the De
stroid Pilot (specialist), Cydollt Rider (limited), Zen
traedi Wurior (special), and REF Field Scientist
O.C.C.s.

The Excaliber MK vn
Model Type, Excal;ber MK-VD (REF).
Class: Destroid Tomahawk MBR.()4..VU series.

Crt"': One or Two
Speed: Running: 7.5mph (l2Ikmph) maximum; cruising

speed about 35mph (56kmph).
Leaping: 80ft (24.4m) lengthwise or40ft (12.2m) high/up.
Climbing: Is possible but awkward. with a skill ability of
30% + 3% per level of the pilot's experience. Add + 10% if
the pilot has the climbing skill.

Height, 26ft (I0.91m)
Width: 18ft 6in (3.6m)
Length, 11ft 2in (304m)
Weight: 20.6 tons fully loaded.
Cargo: Minimal space is available in the pilot's compartment,

but there is enougb room behind the two seats for additional
weapons, grenade cases, ammo boxes, and el cetera. Approx
imate space is Sft by 3ft by 3ft (l.SXO.9XO.9m).

Rear view
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'A front view

Ammo clip; can be installed

in 6 seconds.

Cut away detail of arms

Panicle beam



The Gladiator MK ill

Mooel Types: Gladiator MK ill (REf).
Class: Destroid Spartan MBR-07-MK ill
Crew: One or two.
Speed: Running: 120mph (l93kmph) maximum; cruiSing

speed about half, 60mph (96kmph). The Gladiator's feel are
designed for running, climbing and traveling rough terrain.
Leaping: 100ft (30.5m) up and across.
Qimbing: Is possible as a skill proficiency of 40%+4%
per level of the pilot's experience. Add + 10% if the pilot
has the climbing skill.

Height: 27ft (8Am) with laser cannons lowered.
Width: 13ft 9in (4.2m)
Length: 11ft 4in (3.47m)
Weight: 19.2 tons fully loaded
Cargo: Minimal, with a small, 5ftx3ftx3ft

(1.5mxO.9mxO.9m) area behind the two pilot seats.

GRA-IO laser cannons~

GR-102 missile launcher pod

Rap;d rue lasec Imrel?

I

I
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MM·50 mini-missile launchers (leg)

t

Cut away detail of arms

THE GLADIATOR

J



40cm automatic cannons .............

M.A.C. m
-

Mood Type, M.A.C. ill (REF) ~f======1i~(l~i~~~~~~
Class: Mobile Assault Cannon (M.A.C.) HWR-OO-MK.rli; ~ '.II

also known as the "Little Monster." =~6:._j'-~=:::
Crf:.,,: Two or three , andean seat fouradditionaJ passengers. c!

Speed, Running' 45mpb (72kmpb)
speed is about 30mpb (48kmph).
Leaping and Climbing: Impossible

Heigh" 48ft 6in (lUm)
WIdth, 38ft (l1.6m)
Length, 41ft (125m)
Weight: 110 tons fully loaded
Cargo: A spacious 8ft x 6ft x 6ft area is available for storage
(204m x 1.8m x 1.8m).

•

THEM.A.C. ill

:v.botlom rear view

:¥. top view
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Front view

,

-

THE RAIDARX

o

GRL defense laser

-

Rear view

Cut·away detail of arm

Model Type: RaidM X, MK XI (REF).
Class: Destroid Defender, ADR.()4..MK XI
Crew: One or two.
Speed: Running: lOOmph (l60kmph) maximum; cruising

speed about 50mph (SOkmph).
Leaping: 80ft (24.4m) lengthwise or 40ft (12.2m) high/Up.
Qimbing: Impossible

Height: 24ft 9in (7.6m)
Width: 18ft (5.5m)
Length: 11ft 7in (3.6m)
Weight: 17 tons
Cargo: Minimal space, conslstmg of a 5ft x 3ft x 3ft
(1.5mXO.9mXO.9m) area behind the seats.

Raidar X
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Spartan MK xm

M_ Type,S".".., MK xm (REF)
C1asI: Dcstroid Phalanx, SDR-Q4.MK Xll; also known u "the

SIwt".
Crew: One or two

Speed: Running: 70mpb (112kmph) maximum; cruising speed is

aboul 35mph (.56kmph).
Leaping: 40ft (12.2m) lengthwise or 20ft (6. 1m) high/up.

Oimbing: Slow and difficult, with a skill ability of 20% +3% per

level of the pilar's experience. Add +6% if the pilot has the climbing

skill.
Hdgbt: 28ft 3in (8.6m)
Wklth: 20ft (6. 1m)

Lea«th: 16ft 4in

Wdgbt: 37 tons fully loaded
Carp: Minimal capacity of 5ftx 3foC3ft (I.5mxO.9mXO.9m) is

available behind the seats.

V. front view

•

Search lights

THE SPARTAN

Head sectiooopeos tofue mini-missiles

Mimic pod arms

Cut-away detail of arm

Eacb arm holds 20 medium or Ioog nmgc
missiles.

Rear view

Missile pod open IOreveal its payload.
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Various views

RAT-I with rider

,{;.~__Reins for rider

RAT-} Pegasus

Maneuver jets in rear of hip

The oddest new addition to the REF Destrotds is the Recon
naissance All-Terrain (RAT-I) mecha which resembles the flying
bone from Greek mythology.

The ilying Pegasus" was specifically designed for our Sen
tinel allies. the Praxians. However, the RAT-I can be used by
any REF soldier, available by assignment only.

A transformable motorcycle is part of the RAT-l system. The
durable rough terrain motorcycle can uansfonn into a chariot
and connect to the artificial horse. The chariot can be pulled
along the ground or flown in the air.

Although the RAT-! can function underwater, it is not an
ideal environment. Speed: 30mph (47kmph), maximum depth:
1.3 miles (2.1 kIn) without riders or lOOOft (300m) with riders.

RAT·) PEGASUS

Class: Destroid; experimental robot unit
Crew: One rider, but a second person can also be
accomm<><btod.
Speed, Running, 6Ompl> (96Icmpl»

Leaping, 50ft (IS.2m) across or 30ft (9.1 m) high.
~: Flight is by antigravity and hidden direc
tional air jets. Speed is a comparatively slow 40mph
(64kmph). However, the device can hover com
pletely statiooary and there is 00 limit to its operat
ing altimde.

RAT-I Pegasus side view



Botlom rear view

Front

RAT·) Pegasus in action

--

Space Propulsion: The Pegasus functions equally
well in space, but can still only muster a maximum
speed of about 70mph (112kmph). Of course, the
rider musl wear a spacesuit or protective armor.
Note: The wings have absolulely nothing to do
with flight. They an: for show and for the protection
of the rider (they fold up to 'box' the rider in on
both sides when under attack). The RAT-1 Pegasus
will fly perfectly even if the wings an: completely
destroyed.

However, if one leg is destroyed, running speed
is reduced by 20%. If two or more legs are de
stroyed the mecha can mvel only via antigravity
flight.

Htight: 6ft (1.8m) at shoulders
Width: 4ft (102m) at sboulders
Length, 8ft (2.4m)
Weight: 1.8 tons
Cargo: Can carry up to 1.5 tons.
Weapon Systems: Hand 10 Hand only.
Hand to Hand Combat is limited to kicks and stomps,

in addition to the rider's attacks.
Damage, Kld< with front .... - ID4 M.D.

Kick with rear legs - 204 M.D.
Stomp with foot - ID4x IO S.D.C.
Ram - ID4x 10 S.D.C.

Bonuses: + 2 to strike, +3 10 dodge.

Note: The horse is powered by four prorocultllu
cells with an approximate life of one year. The flight
capabilities and the spy unit do~ use proIoculture,
just the Praxian antigravity device and conventional
mechanics.

Details of bead
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Insb1Jmenl panel

~'

~
Retractable sensor and communica-
tion rod.

1be rider must dismount orstide for·
ward to release the spy un.it.

Bonom rear view

C1:Iariot Motorcycle

38

Front

The pegasus and spy unit can communicate vocally
and via radio, but they can 00( formulate ideas or
make suggestions, only report data and respond to
commands.

Side view

CHARIOT
MOTORCYCLE

'The motorcycle can transfonn into a
chariot type seat and attach to the RAT-I
Pegasus. This allows the Pegasus to pull
or fly with an additional passenger (and a
disguised land vehicle).

M.D.C.: .so main body, wheels 2
Speed: In motorcycle mode - 160mph
(256kmph)
Range: 500 miles (804km); gasoline
powered
Lengt!I: 6ft (I.Sm)
W.lgb" 250lbs (113kS)
Crew: ODe driver

Spy unit JA front view

Spy unit side view



Rear tires tum down.
Foot mounts tum into place.

Front tire slides to rear.
Back support bar slides out.

Seat for the rider slides back.
Ready to connect 10 RAT-J Pegasus.

RAT-I with chariot attached.

RAT-I with chariot and 2 riders.

Charlo<

Front view with EP-40 pulse beam gun

Chariot connects to the RAT-I's tail;-"-Ir~\--__

f

Front view

Transfonnation time: Approx. 5 seconds
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Mecha Release Ramp

MTA- TITAN
MililJlry All-Terrain Mocba Transport
and Assault Vebicle

]be MTA·Titan is effectively a mobile command
post and heavy artillery for the REF infantry. hence
its nickname "OMU" for Ground Mobile Unit.

Meeha squads will often work with or be pan of a
MTA-Titan operations. the gigantic annored vehicle
is equipped with a banery of weapons, a contingent
of meeha, several squads ofcyclone riders, communi
cations and medical facility.

1be MTA·Titan is a vital weapon in the REF's
arsenal. (Su SentiMls RPG. pages J13·/ IB,for game
SIOIS).

MfA-TITAN
Vehicle Type: Military All-Terrain Mecha Trans

port and Assault Vehicle, a.k.a. GMU.
Cre",,: 26. minimum.
Muimwu~: Effectively unlimited. Protocul

tim powered, with an estimated life of two yean
constant use.

Length: 224ft(68.3m); witbcannonexteoded. 245ft
(74.6m)

Height: 76ft (23.3m); with cannon extended. 131ft
(9Om).

Width: 105ft (32m); same with cannon extended.
Wdght: Approximately 1150 tons fuUy loaded.
Cargo: Mecha bay can contain 6 to 10 mecha and

about 30 troops comfortably. or 2SO tODS.

~.;::::::::::::J
6-Man Command Module (wheel) with hatch open.
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Front

Bottom View

ron' I l)V- \
-\171//

I v· <:::J / V

pv

<:: 1\
I J)I\ I I~ V

~ .......

Top View

F

Detail of wheel command modules that contain 6 cyc
lone riders in each.

Small front PB turret
Front ViewPDT-M2 Turret

/
Side View

Detail of bridge and the small particle beam turret.

~ Rear View

Detail of the rear PDT-M2 tunct.

Detail of Thruster

Rear View showing main thrusters and smaller direc-

tional thrusters

~ rear view of the Titan with its protective forward
shield and main cannon extended.

Directional Thrusters

4.



Detail of hydraulics

Detail of the

rapid-nrc laser cannon

MTA-Titan Skle View

Cut away view of the main cannon; the rapid·flJ'e laser
cannon.

Missile Launchers

Rear view of MTA-Titan with the main cannon and
shields extended

Main Laser Cannon -=::",~;::;

_ ....-,,'" Forward Shields

Wheel Command Modules for cyclone riders.

:v. bird's-eye--vicw of MTA·Titan
with all weapon systems ready for
combat.

* Side View
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MTA·Titan Transformation Sequence

~ The main cannon slides back. Cannon stides forward ana is [e8dy for combat.

The entire U'ansfonnation is complete-within 6 sec
onds.

MTA-Missile Launchers (2): A long range missile launcher is
built into each of the side ban along the sides of the Titan. They
can ftre simultaneously or individually. Note: The missiles can
onJy be launched when the Rapid-rue LaserCannon is extended.

Primary Pwpose' Assault
Serond"l' Pwpose' Anti-Spacecnft
Range: Vanes with missile type; SO().I800 miles.
Mega-Damage: Varies with missile type. Standard payload is
a mix of heavy missiles and reflex muJti-warhead missiles.
Rate of Fire: One at a time or in volleys of 2, 4, 6, 8. JO, or
12 (all). Can be flfCd as often as equal to the pilot's combined
hand to hand attacks per melee. A volley counts as one attack.
Payload: 24 missiles (12 for each launcher) .
Note: See Sentinels for details about the other weapon systems
aCthe MTA-Tiran.

I-='--~....,. Missile launcher companments
("Q

..

Protective shields and cannon slide into position.

Protective shields flip up.
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Spacecraft Recognition Reference

REF Spacecraft
SUouette Reference

The Ikazuchi Corom,and Carriers are the largest spacecraft in
the REF fleet (only the SDF·3 is larger). It is the command ship
that most soldiers will be assigned 10. •

- ----- --.: --
Legios: Alpha & Beta

..... ~.,..-.a:c

...~ .. ,...:
Horiwnt DlTS·12

. Ikazuchi SFC-7000
NOTE: Scales~ not exact. The other

spacecraft will actually
be 25% smaller. ..

--H--

Garfish HSTC-27

lnvid Seoul wilh space booster ~

Legios Mode: Alpha & Beta~

Garfish HSTC-27

.~s

Landing Platfonn

_['lT~-]~I-j-~~-//::i~[l~~~rJ-

I I

lkazuchi SFC

Perytonian

Observation Shuttle

DJ-



The SDF-3

•

D-

~ rear bottom view

~ rear view showing thrusters

l;d

Central communications network

45

Command tower side view

\ ~,'

Top view

Main hangar bay (bottom)

Command Tower j$'l~.~~~~~~~~§~~~

~

Detail of observation deck

Bottom view

~~~
SDF-3 top view

,
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TYPICAL REF BASES
There an: only a couple of standard designs for military bases.

Except for minor alterations. all bases are basically the same.

REF OUTPOST
The outpost is the smallest of the REF bases and is designed

to function as a mini)base used to monitor or protect an area.
Outposts are usually located in remote areas that have little
known enemy activity. but have strategic significance. Often an
outpost will be established to protect civilians, mining or man
ufacturing facilities, or areas deemed to be susceptible to the
enemy. 'The area protected by an outpost may be a few hundred
miles or several thousand, depending on the availability of man
power and/or the signiflCaDCC: of the site and enemy activity.

A TYPICAL REF OUTPOST
An outpost rarely has more than one surface struetute, the

hangar-bunker. The hangar·bunker is a square shaped building
about 300 feet(91m) that stands a modest 40 to 50 feel tall(12
to J~.2 m). The top is often buried/covered with dirt, rock,
grass, even trees, to disguise it from enemy aerial reconnais
sance. 1be back end of the fortified building is usually also
covered. sloping down to the level surface of the ground so that
it is better hidden by its surroundings. Only an emergency escape
way may be evident if the area is scrutinized, otherwise, only
the long narrow slit of the bunker's face can be plainly seen.

STANDARD COMPLIMENTS OF TROOPS & MECHA

TOIaI Troops, 96
Total Modut' 12 AJplla Fighle"

8 Beta Fighters
6 Excalibers
6 Gladiators
2 Spartans
6RaidarX

60 VR.oS2 Battler Cyclones
6 VR..()41 Saber Cyclones

Vehicles or Note: 2 AMR
4TCH
4 M-) Fori< lifts
12 Hover Cycles

"-~"

(
,'-.'

" , .
.r . '. _"-~

\'>G~II'~'l

FLOOR PLANS
Level One (ground level)

•
1. Mttha Hanpr: This is the main release bay for REF

mecha. 'The following mecha are usually found here, prepped
and ready for combat: 4 Raidar X, 4 Excalibers, 4 Alpha
Fighters, and 3 Beta Fighters.

2. Banpr Security: 6 soldiers in VR-041 Saber cyclones
and another 6 in CVR·] body armor with Gallant H-90s (rifle
mode).

J. A seUed banpr 8ftII where mecha are brought up from
the lower level fOl" exit from the hangar. Three mecha elevalol's
line the back wall. Mocha are rarely stored in this room until
needed for combat. A concealed emergmcy exit is built into
the rear wall and is large enough for an Alpha in battloid
mode or most Destroids to squeeze through. A Beta fighter
may be too large.

Level Two (underground)
1. Meclul Storqe Bay: The bulk of the base's mecha are

stored, combat ready, in this area. 1bc storage bay is also
designed to be a mini-garage for making repairs, modifica
tions, and to reload missiles. A typical collection of mecha
will be 2 AJplla Fighten. 2 Bela Fighten. 2 Spartans, 2
Exca.libers, 4 Gladiators, 48 VR.052 Cyclones, 2 AMRs, 4
TCHs, 4 ML-3 Fodlifts. 12 Hover cycles. and assorted
weapons (for mecha and human troops alik:e) and missiles.

2. Mtclu. Elevators to the ground level hangar. This room
connects to the mecha storage bay providing for inunediate
access to mecha. As a safety measure against enemy penetra
tion, mecha are very rarely stored here.

3. Connecting Corridor that can be sealed at either end,
4. Conned1ng Corridor that can be sealed at either end. It

links the living area to the mecha area.
S. MaiD recreation 8ftII with snack bar. billiard tables, video

games, tables and chairs for cards and board games. elcetera.
An elevator is present to cany troops to ground level in case
of a surprise attack.

6. CormediDa Corridor that can be sealed al either end.
7. Cooaec:tioc Corridor that can be sealed at either end. It

links the living area to the mecha storage bay and elevator'S.

•



I. Crew Quarters: AU crew quarters are donnitory type: ar·
rangements that bouse six to eight soldiers in an apartment
type environment. There are four bedrooms with bunk beds,
plus a living room, dinette, with sink and shelves, two sitting
rooms and a study.

9. Connecting Corridor.
10. Mess Hall and Kitcben.
II. Video library.
12. Lounge.
13. Communialtlons Room.
14. Recreation Room.
15. Showen and Latrine.
16. Connecting Corridor that can be sealed at either end.
17. MedkaI Fllcilily.
18. Swimming Pool and M1ni-gymnasium.
19. Connecting Corridor that can be sealed at either end.
20. A wide (80ftJ24.4m) corridor that runs approximately two

miles (3.2 km) to a secondary hangar. This facility holds a
small amount of troops and a handful of meeha. The corridor
is sealed by a reinforced hatch (100 MDC) at four locations
to slow enemy progression down the tunnel. The tunnel is
wide enough and tall enough to accommodate aU REF mecha,
as weD as the Alpha and Beta in jet mode.

The Secondary Hangar: Level Two (underground)
21. The last of the rdnforttd bakbways.
22. Storage Bay: All mecha are co.mbat ready. A typical mccha

force will contain 6 Alpha Fighters, 3 Beta Fighters, 2 Raidar
X, 2 Gladiators, 20 VR.Q52 Battler Cyclones and 6 Hover
Cycles.

23. Crew Quarters: Accommodates 24 to 32 soldiers.
24. Mecha Elevators (2) to the ground level hangar.

The Secoodary Hangar: Level Ooe
(ground level)

I. Secondary Hangar (ground level): The hangar doors are
built into the ceiling/roof and are large enough to allow several
mecha out simultaneously. 1be two mecha elevators carry
the Destroids to the top of the hangar. No rriecha are stored
on this level, although a destroid and/or cyclone rider may
guard the hangar when enemy mOvement is suspected.

The hangar itself is undergrou'nd, with- only the ceiling
doors level with the ground. Consequently, the secondary
hangar can not be seen at a distance at ground level. From
the air, it will resemble a giant baseball diamond inserted in
the ground.

LEVEL TWO
THE' I\o14/N VNOEItGt/fOUNO

COMPLEX

"-J 7
820 10 ",

1
, /I IZ 20-4

~

"3 r 13 I¥
1,1 I>

ROOF TOPH~·W..4)~
(;/itoUNO leVEL
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SMALL REF BASE
A typical small base consists of two to three low surface

buildings, usually storage, detention, and/or recreational. plus
a bunker-hangar that is the surface level for the small under
ground complex that houses the troops and mecha. '

TIle "base" is a much larger and more pennanent structure
than an outpost. It will usually represent an important military
operation in the way of defense, troop movement, supplying
military operations, communications. strategic locale, and en
trenchment. Since a base will serve as a home for its troops,
there is much consideration given regarding its overall design
from both a defense and as a living environment standpoint.

1be data which follows is afundamental design for a standard
REF military base. However. this basic design can be expanded
to accommodate two or three times as many troops and mecha,
or modified for specific needs such as a supply base with a
landing field for spacecraft/transport vehicles, much greater stor
age facilities, etcetera. A manufacturing facility, mining opera
tion, farming and food processing, space port, research facility.
colony. or similarly large operation wiD almost always be a
separate city, or complex, with the military base nearby like a
suburb 10 that city.

STANDARD COMPLEMENT
OF TROOPS & MECHA

NOTE: This is for a typical small base.

Total Troops: 372 to 468
Total Mecha: 24 Alpha Fighters

18 Beta Fighters
12 Excaliber
14 Gladiators
14 Raidar X
JO Spartans
192 VR-052 Battler Cyclones
12 VR...(J41 Saber Cyclones
12 VR-038-LT Cyclones

Vehicles of Note: One MTA-Titan with ils own complement
of mecha (40% of the small bases will not have a MTA).

24 AAT-30
12 AAT-40
6 ARRAY
8 AMR·IO

18 TCH-4
36 ML-3

2 MOV "Moles"
48 Hover Cycles

FLOOR PLANS

Level One (ground level)
1. This building is usually a two story edifice reserved for

use as a ground level recreation facility and may include a dance
hall. racket ballIhandbail courts. exercise machines, theater. and
gaming area. A security team consisting of a minimum of 12
VR-052 cyclone riders and a destroid (or Alpha) will be on duty
oulside during any special functions where over 48 pe~el
are in attendance. No more than 200 personnel are allowed to
participate in any outdoor/aboveground activity at the same time;
any greater numbers would jeopardize the safety of the base.

48

2. This structure is often an above.ground storage facility for
additional supplies, equipmenl, or vehicles. Mecha, missiles,
weapons. ammunition, protocultuie. and combat vehicles are
NEVER stored aboveground!

3. Detention/prison is usually the third building. It is used
specifically for the incarceration oLthe enemy and suspected
traitors. 11le building is also used for interrogation, isolation,
and imprisonment. S~urity is only present when the building
contains prisoners; mostly cyclone riders. unifonned soldiers,
and, perhaps. a destroid oUlside the building.
NOTE: Medical andlor housing for civilian refugees may be
substituted or added to the usual buildings.

4. Mecha ~angar Release Hatch: This is an underground
hangar much like the secondary hangar of the outpost. The
release hatches are in the ceiling/ground level and visible only
from the air or close proximity. An,. underground tunnel con·
necls it to the main complex. This prevenls the enemy from
concentrating their attack on one front.

S. Mecha Hangar Release Hatch: Basically the same as #4.
6. The Main Hanger (Considered Mecha Release Hatch

#1): This is the main ground level bunker-hangar of the REF
base. Six Alpha Fighters, three Beta Fi~ters, and 24 Battler
cyclones are always combat ready and stored in the hangar.
The ground level bunker is often concealed in dirt, much like
the OUIPOSt.

7. Hanger Security: Six soldiers in VR-Q41 Saber cyclones
and six addilional soldiers in CVR·3 body annar, armed wilb
Gallanl H-90s in rifle mode.

8. Sealed Hangar Area where niecha and troops are brought
up from the lower level lO engage in combat. Mecha and
equipment are rarely slored in this section. Three mecha
elevators are localed along the rear of the hangar.

9. The secret emergency exit door and tunnel is concealed
in the back wall.

LEVEL TWO (underground)

1. Connecting Corridor that can be sealed.
2. Connecting Corridor lbat links the crew's quarters to the

rest of the complex.
3. Crew Quarters: Barracks style; accommodates 50 soldiers.
4. Crew Quarters: Barracks style; accommodates 50 soldiers.
S. Crew Quarters: Barracks style; accommodates 80 soldiers.
6. Recreation Area.
7. Swimming Pool.
8. Latrine and showers.
9. PX-Store, maki~g available books, videodiscs. electronics.

candy. clothes, and personal items.
10. 24 Hour cafeteria.
11. Recreation Area.
12. Theater: Live entertainment and film.
13. Medical FacUity.
14. Video Library and Lounge.
IS. Lounge.
16. Crew Quarters: Donnitory style living areas that accom

modates six to eight personnel. 11le living area includes four
bedrooms with bunk beds. a living room. dinette. two sitting
rooms. and a study. 1bese quarters are usually reserved for
low ranking officers and pilots. Houses about 84 soldiers.

•
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A typical crew quarters living room.
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or any other exit. The defense troops are rotated every 72
hours to keep them fresh and alert. Their combat ready mccha
are stored in a chamber across the haJJ.

JI. Coonecting conidor.
32. Mecba Storage (or the DeCease Troops: All meeha are

combat ready and include: 2 Alpha Fighters. 4 Beta Fighters,
4 Excaliben, 4 Gladiators, 4 Raidar X. 32 VR)OS2 BanIer
cyclones. 12 VR..()41 Saber cyclones, and 12 VR~8 Light
cyclones.

33. CoalWding ronidor.
34. IIigh security junction.
35. Coonecting oorridor.
36. Coonecting conidor.
37. Mess Hall and kitchen.
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Cafeteria

17. OftICf:r's Quarters: Similar to the previously described
crew quarters, but are shared only by two officers, or one
officer and his family. Houses about 30 officers.

18. Communications Network: Both internal and external
communications are directed and monitored by tl)is facility.
A hyperspace communication system is also part of the net·
work. In addition to its regular crew, two to six security
officers in VR·038·Light cyclones guard it.

1'. Of'Dcu"'s~
20. Showus and Sauna
21. Latrine
22. IIigh security junction, CoanecU main rompl.. with

#4 Meeha Hangar Release Hatch and additional troops and
mccha.

23. Coonecting corridor that can be sealed at both ends.
24. Connecting corridor that can be sealed at both ends.

Connects directly to one of the corridors (#25 and #26) that
links with Meeha Release Hangar #4. The corridor is 40 feet
wide and tall so it can accommodate all REF meeha.

25. The malo connecting corridor to Mecha Release Hatch
#4.

26. The last conoecting corridor to Mecha Rdease Hatch
#4.

27. Meeba Rdeasc Hatch #4. The holding bay can~
date up to 12 Destroids or Alpha Fighters in battJoid mode,
or approJtimately 8 BelaFigh1erS in battJoid. The hangar doors
are in the: ceiling. Meeba exit by flying up and out, dcstroids
can use an elevator that can carry four at a time. NOTE: Two
combat ready Alphas and one Bela are stored here at all times.

28. A serood maiD corridor that connects troops and meeha /
with Meeba Release Hatch #4.

29. An empty dwober used as a holding bay for combat
ready meeha. These mecha are usually dispatched through
Meeha Release Hatch #4.

30. Barracks style crew quarters with lounge and 24 hour
cafeteria. This is where the troops assigned to the base's
defense are housed. Defense troops of 48 to 72 soldiers are
on 24 hour alert and are sequestered away from the distractions
of nonnal base activity. These troops will nonnally use Meeha
Release Hatch #4 and #3. but may also use the main hangar

Conference room
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38. Connecting corridor for personnel. This hall way is
man size and can NOT fit mecha.

39. Gymnasium and fitness center.
40. Connecting corridor to Media Release Hatch #5.
41. Mecha ReIeast: Hatcb #5. No mecha are usually kept

here when flO( in use.
42. Conneding rorrldorto the main mecha facility. Can be

sealed at both ends.
43. Main Mecba Holding Bay: The majority of combat ready

meeha is located in this massive chamber. Along one of me
walls are me three meeha elevators mat transport mecha to
me main hangar which is directly above it. A typical on hand
contingent of mecha will include 6 Alpha Fighters, 6 Beta
Fighters, 4 Raidar X, 4 Spartans, 4 Excaliber, and 24 VR-oS2
Battler cyclones.

44. Medta npair I maintenance, and storage: This section
is lik:e a huge garage where mecha and vehicles can be found
in varioos conditions of repair. Mecba is likely to include 4
Beta Fighters, 2 Alpha Fighters. 4 Raidar X, 4 Spartans, 4
Excalibers, 8 Gladiators, 72 VR-052 Battler cyclones, 24
VR-m8 Light cyclones, 24 hover cycles, 6 AMR·IOs, 6
AAT-30s, 6 AAT-40s, 6 ARRAY, IOTCH-4s, and 10 ML-3
forklifts. Missiles, weapons, and energy ceDs are also stored
in this section. A security patrol consisting of one Gladiator
and four VR-Q38 cyclones are on duty at all times.

45. High Security Junction: Connects the main base to the
tunnel that leads to the SocoodaIy Hangars two miles (3.2
kill) away. 'The doors are twice as large as the nonnally huge
hatchways to allow more mecha to pass through.

46. Connecting c:onidor.
47. Conneding oonidor.
48. Storage area.
49. Conned1ng ro~or.
SO. Connecting corridor that can be sealed at both ends.
5J. Conned.1ng corridor that leads to me secondary hangar

(Meeha Release Hatch #2) and Meeha Release Hatch #3.
52. Storage area.
53. Co~g corridor that can be sealed at both ends.
54. Tunnel to the.secondary hangar (#2) and.Meeha Release

Hatch #3. •
55. Tunnel branch to Mecha Release Hatch #3.
56. Meeba Release Hatcb #3.

SECONDARY HANGAR (underground)

57. The.secondary hangar is basically identical to the sec0n

dary hangar of the REF ootpost. It is located approximately
two miles (3.2k1ll) from the main base, has a crew of 24
troops, 3 Betas, 6 Alphas. 2 Raidar X, 2 Gladiators, and 20
YR-QS2 cyclones.
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REF MILITARY COMPLEX
A tun size military complex is a rarity for the Robotecb Ex·

peditionary Force because the REF is a mobile operation and
has little need for a permanent encampment of major proportions.
However, the RDF and Armies of the Southern Cross have many
such bases on Earth. GM NOTE: All or most (98%) of these
bases have been destroyed by the Robotech Maslers and/or Invid
and 1000ed by human scavengers.

The following are notes about some rudimentary aspects of a
large Robotech mililllr)' complex.

The location
The location ofa major complex is usually at a strategic locale.

Most complexes are hundreds of miles away from cities and
towns to avoid civilian casualties should the complex faU under
enemy attack. Yet it can still prolCCt its oeigbbors since the
incredible speed of the verirecb fighters makes it possible to
reach aciry that is hundreds of miles away in a manerof minutes.

Basic Layout
The size. shape and layout of a major military complex can

vary greatly_ However, most will have these basic features: A
space port for receiving spacecraft, an airfield for conventional
aircraft and veri tech fighters (nole lbat the air field and space
port are two separate facilities, miles apart from each other),
public relations offices, adminiSb'ation, and command central,

Commaod Ceotral
Command Central is the actual military base. On the surface

it will appear to be caslk like, with fortifted, two story buildings
forming the rectangular ouler walls of the facility. There arc no
windows or unlocked openings along the eXlerior of the solid
outer wall. All windows and enlrances face the inside courtyard
of the complex.

Inside the courtyard may be other one and IWO slory adminis
lration buildings, but mostly, the counyard is a fIal, open arca
thai can slrelch a half mile (0.8 km) to 2 miles (3.2 Jon) in all
directions. In the cenler and toward the rear of the counyard is
the four story lalI edifice of the Central Command Tower. Il is
an imposing circular building thai is heavily fortified (M,D,C,
of the main body is 20,000; or 200 M.D.C. per 20 f~6.1 m....).

' ....-J
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The following are areas 01 noU that can be found lns1cIe
the Ceatral CommaDd Tower:
Hyperspace Communicatioos Network

Conventional Communications Network: Includes long-range
radio, laser, vidcoITV, salCllilC, and coded rransmissiooslre
ceiving.

Intcmal Communications
Radar and Sensory Moniton

Independent Life Support Syslem

Emergency Generalor

Base Security (including Destroids and Cyclones)

Command Level and War Room
Access 10 the underground Meeha and Troop Levels

Uoderground Complex
The Robolccb wars arc wan conducted with lbc most devas

tating weapons in the history of humankind. Weapons that can
topple a skYscnlpcr with ease. Consequently, most military in
slallations arc built underground or into the sides of mountains.
Whatever surface structures that may exist arc jusl the tip of a
military iceberg, merely a hinl of the miles of man-made tunnels
that lay quietly under the earth.

TIle big bases are no exception. Like the smaller outposts,
the Central Command Complex is a mammoth underground facil
ity. II is underground thallbc majority of troops and mocha arc
housed, Hangars, storage bays, laboratories, hospital, kitchens.
mess halls, living apartments, lounges, stores. tbcalCrs, gym
nasiums, and even uOOt:rground parts arc all part of the under
ground labyrinth, The basic layout is similar 10 the REF Base,
but TEN times bigger in actual size and number of troops.

•
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High Command

The high command is a hu~ stadium-like chamber similar in
appearance and purpose to the bridge of a space battle cruiser.
Monitors and display screens of aU sizes line the walls and
dangle from the ceiling. Every aspect of miliwy operations can
be observed and directed from this chamber; strategies conceived
and troops deployed.

1lIe crew includes. communications team or20 to 36. sensory!
radar team-monilOr enemy activiry) 0(20 to 36. mililary advisors
of 12 to 24. technicians 24 to 36. maintenance crew of 12 to
24, o£fK:ef's aids 24 to 48, infantry commander, destroid c0m

mander, ventech commander, air force commander(non-mccha
aircraft), base commander/genenJ, second in command. base
security commander, security team (I REF gladiator, 1 REF
excaJiber. 24 cyclone riders in 12 VR.()S2 Battlers, 6 in VR-Q41
Sabers. and 6 in VR.Q38 Light cyclones), and medical leam of
one medical doctor and 4 paramedics.
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However, despite the invid's bJatantness at combat. they do

use stealth and camouflage under certain circumstances. Most
notably these are:

1) Rec:onnalsqnee patrols of invid scouts. cougars and
crann. The crann are especially capable in spying and reconnais·
sancc.

2) lnvid Hive Base perimf:tu guards. The invid will hide
troopeiS and shock boopers by having some bwicd undcrgrouod
(the sUJface of which is c)early disguised), scattered around the
hive - at the base of stilt hive piDars, and at ground Ievcl
entrances of dome hives.

3) Gmesis Pits are secret, underground eIperimental complexes
that can stretch for miles without the slightest evidence above
the ground of their existance. Inside the ''pit" can be any variety
of invid. invid meeha. inorganics. mutants. and/or aliens. The
operators of • Genesis Pit are usuaUy secretive and cunning.

4) EarOl"Ctf"l. Red Enforcers (exclusive to the Regent's
troops). Royal Command BattJoids (exclusive to the Regis'
troops) and Invid Brains are masters of subterfuge and deception.
'The other invid troops are much less capable in the area ofcovert
operations.

Note: The Robotecb Masters and their bioroid soldiers are as
capable at clandestine activity as the REF. Ambusbes, trapS and
trickery are their trademarb. Exercise eItreme caution. Su 1M
ENEMY s«tion on Robouch Masters for further data.

Notes Regarding Invid Mecha
GeneraJJy, the invid are extremely aggressive and rarely em·

ploy stealth. Their tactics tend lO be seek and destroy. utilizing
superior numbers and heavy weapons.

COMBAT DATA
FOR THE· SOLDIER

Things to Look and Listen For
SouDds, such as footsteps, foliage/sticks breaking, leaves

rustling, voices, coughing, weapons ftre. or equipment/vehicles
can alert you to the direction or general location of the enemy.
Note; Listening for sounds will rarely pinpoint an exact location.

Movement is an obvious visual technique, but effective. Look
for movement by the enemy, including unnatunJ movement by,
or breaks in the surrounding environment (trees and bushes sway·
ing, broken sticks. etc). Of course, movement may be caused
by animals or eveD yourOWD troopS. Do NOT attack: until visual
confumation of a target is made. And then, always think before
you strike; will an attack reveal your location, are you surrounded
by the enemy. and other factors will determine whether you
should anack or not.

Shadows and outlines may indicate the presence of soldiers.
meeha. vehicles. weapons, or movement of an enemy that is
Olhc:rwise hidden.

ShiM and~ from metal, glass. chrome, headlights. re·
fleeted light and weapon flIC (especially energy blasts) will often
indicate the location of the enemy.

Unnatural or contrasting colors. 1be enemy's mecha color,
uniforms, equipment and skin may contrast against the color
and shape of the surrounding environment. Trampled grass and
foliage, dead vegetarion, and overturned rocks may also indicate
the presence 01" passage of the enemy. For example: Scorched
grass may be caused by the thrusters of invid meeha blasting
off for flight. Trampled or pressed grass/foliage wiD reflect light
differently appearing as a different shade. This may indicate that
a vehicle, meeha, or heavy equipment was set down at this spot.
n.e shape of the area may suggest what it was and the damage
to the foliage may indicate size, weight. bow long it was there,
and perhaps bow long ago it was removed.

Dust and exhaust from moving meeha. vehicles. and troops
will often cause dust lO rise.

At night, shine. glare and sound will be your best indicators
of an enemy's position.

1be following are rechniques and tips that will enable the
soldier to spot the enemy or notice his trail.

First, take 8 quick overall look at the entire sector. Look for
obvious wgets, unnatural col<n, odd shapes, outlines, glares
or movement.

OBSERVATION
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INFANTRY LEADER'S
GUIDE

1be following are some basic guidelines for patrols and com
bat.

Patrol Report
I. Size: and composition of patrol.
2. Task/mission assignment.
3. Time of departure and time of return.
4. Routes out and back.
5. Terrain descriptions.
6. Enemy Encounters. Note as accurately as possible.

Enemy's location
Number and type.
Enemy's activity.
Result of encounter.

7. Map of routes and terrain or map corrections.
8. Miscellaneous information/observations.
9. Conclusions.
10. Recommendations.

Reconnaissance Spot Report
I. SiWnumber of enemy.
2. Activity of enemy.
3. Location of enemy.
4. UnitJtype (inorganic, invid SCOU1S, ctc.).
5. Time spotted.
6. Equipment/resources of the enemy.
7. Actions on enemy contact (if contact is made).

Medivac Request
I. Identify yourself and your unit.
2. Identify your location.
3. Number of patients.
4. The types of injuries and severity.
5. Special equipment needed (if any).
6. Tactical situation (under rue, clear landing zooe, enemy on

patrol. etc.).

Attack Planning
I. Scheme for maneuvers.

A. Assess the area and the enemy.
B. Mission goals/objectives.
C. Formation/order of movemenl and positions.
D. Direction and routes.

2. rue support
A. Responsibilities of specific mecha.
B. Control, contain and direct anacks.
C. Availability of additional support: artillery, air,

mecha, etc.
3. Security: ground and air.
4. Reorganization

A. Plan for retreat and consolidation.
B. Safe area or place to regroup.
C. Escape or counterattack.

Defense Planning
1. Establish Security

A. Ourpost(s)
B. Patrols

2. Position key weapons.
A. Establish perimeter and secure it.
B. Establish fmal protective Line and general direction

of fue.
C. Coordinate left and right attacks.
D. Clear line of rue.
E. Impair the enemy's path of approach it possible

(obstacles).
3. Prepare fighting positions.
4. <l»eck communications and equipment.
5. Select and prepare alternative positions.

Clandestine Operations ,
I. Practice the principles and techniques of camouflage and

stealth. Shadow Fighten or light mecha, such as cyclones,
or non-protoeulture powered equipmentlmecha may be re
quired 10 minimize detection by the invid.

REMEMBER, the invid and inorganics can sense, target.
and track prorocuJture energy. Shutting downltuming off
mecha or protoculture weapons, such as the Gallant H-90,
will prevent detection by this means. Roboteeh Masters do
NOT have protoculture sensors.

2. Practice noise discipline. Use hand signals or codesIsignals
from reflected light or flashlights, and keep verbal communi
cation 10 a minimwn. Utilize passive nigbtvisKm optics at
night rather than the detectable infrared. Note: The invid do
NOT monitor radio waves, so active radio communication is
possible (especially recommended from inside soundproof
mecha). However, the invid do rnonilOrextemal sounds. The
Robotech Masters, like most enemies, 00 monitor radio com
munications; thus, radio silence and scrambled messages are
recomnv:nded .

3. Practice field sanitation. Do not give away your position
by leaving behind waste, such as cigarettes, wrappers, empty
ammo clips, food, equipment, and so on. Always hideI
camouflage articles left behind.

4. Use your senses of smell and hearing to supplement your
sjght.

S. Develop a feel for things that do noIlook right.
6. Know the enemy, his habits, equipment and capabilities.
7. Focus on the execution of the mission objective.
8. Select an enay point before moving. Avoid windows and

doon.
9. Get in. Get out. Do not jeopardize the success of a mission

by attempting to do more than is required.
10. Use only authorized codes and do not discuss Military affairs

(the enemy may be listening).
J I. Be patient.
J2. Destroy all maps and important documents if capture is

imminent.
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Penetrating an (mid Hive
The following are tactical highlights common to most invid

hives.

I. There are always perimeter guards that patrol a 5 to 10 mile
(8-16km) area. These usually include inorganics, scouts, ar
mored scouts, troopers and shock troopers.

2. Ground level doors and stilt supports are rarely left as unpro
tected as they may seem. Most e:lterior portals will be seaJed
by an invisible force field and guarded by I to 4 hidden guards
buried underground. Guards of portals are usually odeons,
troopers, and/or shock troopers.

3. Air patrols, consisting mostly of scouts and armored scouts,
survey the 5 to 10 mile area around the hive.

4. The top four levels of a hive are mostly housing and storage
of invid. These levels contain hundreds or thousands of invids
and should be avoided.

5. Level five is where prisoners are often held for interrogation
and e:lperimentation. Troopers, enforcers and stage four invid
pilots are plentiful on this level. Exercise e:llreme caution.

6. Level six is hive cenler. U you are looking to disrupt a hive,
this is likely 10 be your objective. Several polential targets
are available for sabotage.

A. Stasis Ownbers contain living invid organisms in
hibernation. These chambers will be guarded.

B. The Transmutation Ownber is the facility that ena
bles the controlling brain to awaken and insert invid
pilots into combat mecba.

C. The Brain's chamber (adjoining target B) houses the
invid brain that directs and commands the hive's troops.
Destroy it, and the hive is crippled. WARNING: The
Invid Brain is always guarded by Enforcers and Troop
ers, with hundreds of others only minutes away. Fur
thermore, the Brain is psionic and can use telekinesis
as a weapon.

D. The Central Power Core is accessible from levels, 2,
3, and 6. Destroying the power core will cause an
e:lplosion that williearthe hive'sapart. NOTEl-Destnlc
tion of the hive power core may be suicidal; the al
taekez(s) has a mere 30 sCcoqds to exit before it
e:lplodes. G.M. Note: See Invid Invasion, PI 90;
M.D.C. by location for damage to the hive. Eacb
character within the core area will be destroyed (suffer
ing lD6x 10,000 M.D.C.). Fortunately, being caught
in the blast elsewhere does much less damage. On levels
2,3,4, and 5, 206 x 100 M.D.C~ is inflicted. On levels
I, 6 and 7, the blast inllicts 406 x 10 damage (roll for
each character).

7. Level Seven is an excellent secondary target area because
it houses hundreds of invid pilots in stasis, as well as living
area for Enforcers and type four pilots. However, escaping
level 7 from a fully functioning hive is slim.

Aircraft Request
I. Identify yourself and your unit.
2. Aircnft mission (resupply, e:ltraction, cornbal, etc.).
3. Type ofaircraft required (transport, cornbal, mecba, etc.).
4. Your location and time.
S. Give call sign and frequency.
6. Recognition signal (smoke, flare, fire, etc.)
7. Tactical situation (under fire, all-clear, etc.)
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Rick Hunter
REF COIIUDllIIder in CbIefIVeritecb Pilot
m, Poin'" 59 S.D.C.: 20
A1lgDments: Saupulous
Attributes: I.Q. 12, M.E. 15, M.A. 13, P.S. 15. P.P. 18,
P.E. 14, P.B. 16, SPD 14
Age: 31 at beginning of Sentinels (2020)
Weight: IS51bs Height: Sft 6 inches

Disposition: Honest, caring, responsible, courageous, and de
dicaled.

Level 01 Experima:: Ninth Level Ventech Pilot
Skills of Note: Pilot Jet - 98%. Piloc all VF series Veritechs

- 98%, Pilot all REF Veritechs - 75%, Mecha Combat:
YF Veritechs. Meeha Combat: Vindicator, Mecha Combat:
Alpha & Beta, Meeha Combat Cyclone. Weapon Systems
- 98%. Navigation - 98%, Navigation: Space - 98%,
Read Sensory Instruments - 98%, Pilot Airplane - 98%,
Piloc Automobile - 98%,Aircraft Mechanics -95%, Mocha
Mechanics-~,ComputerOperation-98%, Radio Basic
- 98%, Swimming - 98%, Prowl - 85%, W.P. Sub
machinegun, W.P. Automatic Rifle, W.P. Gallant H)9O,
Hand to Hand: Expert.

Rank: Commander in Chief of the RoboleCh Expeditionary
Force.
Personal Profile: Rick has matured in his role as a leader and

bas agreed to lead Earth's Robotecb forces to the Robotecb
Masters' bomeworld. As leader of the Robotecb Expeditio
nary Force, Rick: hopes to achieve peace between Earth and
the Robolech MaslC:rs. It is a quest tlLat he does not take
lightly and worries that he may not be up to the task:. An
unsubstantiated fear,for Rick leads by example and has won
the beans of his troops (which frustrates his enemy/rival Col.
Edwards). Rick and the REF are stunned at the discovery
that the Masters have deserted their homewood and crumbling
empire leaving it all at the merciless hands of the vengeful
Invid. Suddenly, Rick finds himself and his people thrown
into a fierce battle with unreasoning aliens with great military
strength. The battle is quickly joined by a group of alien
freedom fighters known as the SENTINELS. The REF and
Sentinels join forces to combat the lnvid combining alien
technology, magic, and the unique abilities of several alien
races to the might of the REF. II is Rick's and Lisa's astute
perception and leader abilities which gives them the insight
to trust and accept the aliens. A decision that will inevitably
help them shaner the power of the Invid.
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Lisa Hayes Hunter
CopIaln of tIM: SOP·3 and REF Second in Commaad
m, Points: 66 S.D.C.: 2S
A1lgDments: Principled
Attribu...: I.Q. 14. M.E. 11, ~.A. 9, P.S. 12. P.P. 12,
P.E. 12, P.B. 12, SPO 10
Age: 35 Weight: 125lbs Height: 5ft 9 inches

Disposition: Dedicated, courageous, self-reliant, impudent,
cool under fire, and a confident leader (but somewhat aloof).

Level 01 Es:puimct: Eleventh
SIdlIs 01 Note: Radio: Basic - 98%, Radio: Scramblers 

98%, Radio: Satellite Relay - 989&, Laser Communications
- 989&, Optic Systems - 98%, Surveillance Systems 
98%, Computer Operation - 98%, Computer Programming
- 98%; Basic Electronics - 98%, Navigation - 98%,
Navigation: Space - 98%, Basic &. Advanced Math - 98%,
Weapon Systems - 98%,Pi1o< SDF·) (andany large spacec
raft) - 89%, Pilot Jet - 98Cll, Pilot Airplane - 98%, Pilot
Automobile - 98%, Pilot Truck - 98%, rU'St Aid - 98Cll,
Swimming - 98%, Cook - 989&, Dance - 98%.

Rank: Captain of the SDF-3 and Second Commander of the
REF
PU"SOIUlI ProfIle: Lisa has grown even more confident and

self reliant than ever. She is determined to see an end of
Earth's fear of invasion by the Robotcch Masten or their
legions. She believes that by going to the Masten' homeworld
with an arramada 10 demand peace negotiations, will show
the Robote<:h MaslC:rs that Earth is not going to submit to
their reign; but at the same time seeks only peace. If the
Masters reject peace talks and attack, at least the battle will
be on their ground DOl Earth.

Of COlItSC:, Lisa nor any of the REF members know that
the Masters' Intergalactic Empire is being rocked by the mer·
ciless Invid. Nor thai while the REF is on its way to Tyrol
that the Robote<:h Masters are on their way to Earth in a
desperate search for the hidden protOCUI1Ule on board the
ruins of the SOF-I. While the REF battles in a distant galaxy,
their own world is under siege. The very crisis they hoped
to prevent.

Lisa and the others are stunned to flOd the Robotccb Masters
gone and the MaslC:rs' homewood, Tyrol, under siege by the
Invid. Suddenly, the REF ftnds itself hurled into the middle
of a titanic conflict in the role of saviors. The situation is
grave but our heroes respond only as heroes can, rushing in
to save the beleaguered planet from certain destruction. As
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events continue, the REF finds itself charged with the liber·
ation of dozens of worlds from the tyrannical clutches of the
Jnvid Regent. They are joined by agroupoflegendary freedom
fighters known as the Sentinels. Lisa's and Rick's relationship
with the motley group of aliens grows into a friendship that
carries them through galaxies of adventure and wonder.

Lisa's relationship with the female Praxian warrion has a
profound affect on her, raking her off the bridge of the SOF-3
and transforming her into a warrior. Under the tutelage of
the Praxian, Bella, Lisa learns the arts of physical combat
and matures as a leader.

Lisa Hayes marries her long time love Rick Hunter on the
eve of the SOF·3's departure to Tyrol. The timing of the
wedding is intended to boost the moral of the REF by showing
optimism and confidence foc a fruitful future. Despite the
stress and trials of war Lisa and Rick fall ever deeper in love
with eacb other and (years later) by the end of the TV series,
Usa is pregnant with her first child.

CM NOTE: Lisa is a second level P'raxian Warrioc about
2 years after her fmt encounter with the Sentinels. Her new
skills include: Hand to Hand Manial Arts, Escape Artist
30%, Tracking - 55%, Wilderness Survival- 70%, Prowl
_ 65%, Climbing - 76150%, Horsemanship, W.P. Knife,
W.P. Staff. Note that Lisa does not have full warrior skills
because of her age, limited amount of time for study, and
the magnitude of previous skills. By the end of the Sentinels
series (about 10 years later) Lisa will have attained third level.

Max Sterling
REF Commander or the REF Veritecl1 Aghter Division

&: Leader of the Skull Squadron
Hit Points: 54 S.D.C.: 20
Alignments: Scrupulous
Attributes: I.Q. 14, M.E. 18, M.A. II, P.S. 12, P.P. 22,
P.E. 13, P.B. 9, SPO 13
Age: 30 at beginning of Sentinels (2020)
Weight: 1621bs Height: 5ft 10 inches
Disposition: Bolder, more confident, and capable than ever!

Trustwonhy, loyal, courageous; Rick Hunter's best friend
and confidant.

1A:ve) or Experiena: Tenth Level Veriteeh Pilot
Skills or Note: Pilot Jet - 98%, Pilot all VF series Veriteehs

- 98%, Pilot all REF Veriteehs - 85%, Meeha Combat:
VF Veritechs, Meeha Combat: Vindicator, Mecha Combat:
Alpha & Beta (mecha of choice is a Shadow Alpha. Yin·
dicator, or VF I·S), Meeha Combat: Cyclone, Weapon Sys-
terns - 98%, Navigation - 98%. Navigation: Space 
98%, Read Sensory Instruments - 98%. Pilot Helicopter
98%, Pilot Automobile - 98%,Aircraft Mechanics 
95%, Veriteeh Mechanics -80%, Meeha Mechanics -95%,
Basic Electronics - 90%, Radio Basic - 98%, Basic Math
- 98%, Advanced Math - 98%, First Aid - 98%, Dance
- 84%, Swimming - 98%. W.P. Energy Rifle, W.P. Au-
tomatic Pistol, W.P. Gallant H·90, Hand to Hand: Expert.

Rank: Commander of the Veriteeh Diviston of the REF and
Leader of the famous Skull Squadron.
Personal Profile: Max is a powerful force within the REF

both as a soldier/ace pilot and as a leader. The troops revere
him as an almost legendary figure. A reputation Max has
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won for his natural skills as a renown fighter pilot, as hero
of the First Robotech War. and ~ the heroic Commander of
the RDF forces in the Zentraedi Control Zone. He is famous
for his fairness as a commander, his loyalty to his men and
country, and for his coolness under fire. Rick Hunter could
think of no person belter qualified'to lead the REF Veriteeh
Division (headed by the Skull Squadron) than the fearless
combat veteran, Max ·Sterling.

However, Max is more than a loyal soldier to Commander
Hunter. Both Max and Miriya Sterling are dear friends. Max
was a cocky young veriteeh pilot under Ricks command in
the First Robotech War and the two quickly became best of
friends. A friendship that has lasted through war and over a
decade. Max is one ofthe few people that Rick trusts implicitly
and often.shares his concerns and fears with him. Max, the
ever confident over achiever is sonie~t confused by Rick's
self doubt:, but is always there to offer his {e&SSUTa1lCCS and
opinion.

As commander of the Veriteeh Division, it is Max who
deploys the transformable war machines in combat as well
as their allocation within theflec:t. The famous Skull Squadron
is Max's personal squad. Each pilot in'the Skull Squadron is
hand picked by Max himself. GM NQTE: All pilots in the
Skull Squadron are at least third level (about 30% are third
level, 20% fourth level, 10% fifth level, 20% sixth level,
10% seventh level, and 10% eighth level or higher). Their
alignments must be good (50% are scrupulous) and about
40% are veterans who have fought under Max's command in
the RDF (aU are aces). Any Veritech fighter can be selected
by members of the Skull Squad, but the Shadow Fighters
(Alpha and Beta), Vindicators, and regular Alphas and Betas
are preferred. MUiya Sterling, Max's wife. is the squad's
second in command.

Miriya Sterling
Veritec:h Fighter Act:
HJt Points: 61 S.D.C.: 37
Alignments: Scrupulous
Attributes: I.Q. 15, M.E. II, M.A. 14, P.S. 15, P.P. 21,
P.E. 14, P.B. 15, SPO 11
Agt:: 36 Weight: 1371bs Height: Sft 10 inches

Disposition: Tough, capable, cool and clever, a disciplined
combat vetenlJl and exceUeot leader.

1A:vel 01 Experimce: Seventh level Military Specialist (Zen
traedi) and an Eighth level Veriteeh Ace Pilot.
Skills 01 Note: Piloc all types of VF Veriteehs - 90%, Pilot

aU REF Veriteehs - 80%, Pilot REF Battle Pods - 65%,
Pilot Zentraedi Battle Pods (all), Pilot Space Shuttle- 98%,
Mecha Combat VF Veritech, Mecha Combat: Alpha & Beta,
Meeha Combat: Vindicator, Mecha Combat: Battle Pods &
Power Annor, Weapon Systems: Zentraedi -98% and REF
- 98%, Read Sensory Instruments - 98%, Computer Oper
ation - 98%, Radio Basic - 98%, Navigation - 98%,
Detect Ambusb - 98%, Interrogation - 98%, Basic Math
- 98%, Climbing - 98185%, Body Building, W.P. Energy
Pistol, W.P. Energy Rifle, W.P. GaUantH·90, Hand to Hand:
Expert.

Rank: REf CommanderJSecon in Command of the SkuU

Squadron
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Personal Frome: Miriya Sterling was a Zentraedi ace who

defected to the RDF in the fll'St Robotoch War. It was at that
time that she met Mu: Sterling and feU in love. Shonly
afterwards, the two aces manied. resulting in the ftnt, con
trolversal. intcr)marriage between human and Zentraedi.
However. Miriya has proven herself a thousand times over
to be a Joyal champion of her adopIed world, Earth. Miriya
is a hero of the first Robotech Wac, as well as, a decorated
hero of the RDF for her actions in the Ze.ntraedi Control Zone
and numerous banles against rogue Zentraedi. No one ques·
lions her loyalty to Earth, the REF, or her friends. L.i.ke her
husband. Max, she is a close personal friend to Rick and
Lisa. Miriya is well liked by most humans and Zentracdi and
loved by the personnel who compose the Skull Squadron.
Her association with humans and her role as molher (Dana
Sterling is her daughter) has tempered her aggressiveness and
warrior Zentraedi indoctrination with compassion and kind
ness. She is an excellent leader and a superior Veritech Pilot.

~

Lynn Minmei
CIYUJan; joins the REF Diplomatic Team
Hit Points: 32 S.D.C.: 30
AUgnmentlllj: Unprincipled
Attributes: I.Q. II, M.E. 12, M.A. 24, P.S. 10, P.P. 10,
P.E. 10, P.D. 18, SPD 9

Age: 28 al the beginning of Sentinels (2022).
Weight: 102lbs Height: Sft 2 inches
Disposition: More matwe and sensitive to others, bul still

somewhat selfish. Friendly, cheerful, bullone.ly.
Levd of Experienc:c: Equal to a rust level soldier, 7th level

non-military personnel a.c.c. and has undergone basic milit·
ary training on board the SDF-3 .•

SIdUs of Note: CooIc (professional quality) - 98%, Dancing
- 88CJ" Sing (professtonal quality) - 98%, First Aid 
86%, Basic Math - 98CJ" PiIOi Automobile - 98%, Radio
Basic - 5O'f" Body Building, S~twise - 30%, Hand to
Hand Basic, W.P. Energy Pistol (1st level).

Rank: None
Personal ProfIle: Minmei is still a big pop music star and

celebrity. She is accidenlally raken along with the REF armada
when the SDF-3 space folds (she was a guest orRick and
Lisa at their wedding along with her friend Janice). She has
finally reconciled herself thai she has lost Rick, but is pining
away for a knight in shining annat to sweet> her off her feet.
For a brief while she believes that Col. Jonathan Wolfe is
that knight, but becomes disillusioned when she realizes that
Col. Wolfe is a dedicated soldier who will not give up the
military for a life with her. She also comes 10 grip with her
own mortality. Lynn Minmei remains friends with Rick, Lisa,
Max, Jonathan, and Janice. She tries to beef)up the spirits
of the REF troops by performing and visiting the infumed.

Jean Grant
Fidel SdmtistJMedicaI Doctor
Hit Points: 41 S.D.C.: 30
AJ.ignments: Principled
Attributes: I.Q. 20, M.E. 14, M.A. 18, P.S. 10, P.P. IS,
P.E. 15, P.B. 14, SPO 11. Note: I.Q. bonus of +6 has been
added in all skills.
Age: 25 Weight: 1391bs Height: 6ft
DisposItloo: Dedicated humanitarian with a great love for life;

loyal, hard working, confident, kind, and gentle.
Level of Experience: Fifth level Field Scientist (emphasis on
Medical skills) .
SIdIIs of Note: Computer Operation - 98%, Computer Prog·

ramming - 76%, Math Basic - 98%, Math Advanced 
96%, Medical Doctor- 96186%, Pathology -71%, Foren
sics - 61%, Biology - 81CJ" Botany - 81CJ" Chemistry
- 98%, Chemistry: AnaliticaJ - 81%, Read Sensory Instro
ments - 66CJ" Radio Basic - 81%, Radio Scrambler
71C1t, T. V.Nidco-71%, Optics-81%, Pilot: Automobile
- 98CJ" Pilot Military Hover Vehicle - 74CJ" Pilot Helicop
ter - 72%, Gymnastics, Swimming - 82%, SCUBA 
70%, Dance - 64%, W.P. Energy Rifle, W.P. Knife, Hand
to Hand: Bask.

Rank: CaplainIMedical Doctor
Pt:nonaI ProftIe: Jean Grant is a beautiful woman with a

passion for life, freedom, and the arts. She has dedicated her
life to to presevrationofaJllife, human and alien. Shedespises
war, but understands that sometimes it can not be avoided.
She sees her job as making sure: as many soldiers as possible
survive the conflict. She leads by example and asks noone
to 00 anything she would nOi demand of herself. She has a
great tolerance against fatigue and has been know to go two
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and three days with 00 or little sleep. Jean is the wife of
Vince Grant and mother of Bowie Grant. She is • dear friend
of Lisa and Rick: Hunter, Mu and MUiy. Sterling, and Exe-
d=. •

Vince Grant
Bk>-M.aintenance Eogineor & MfA Titan PI10t
Hit Points: 33 S.D.C.: 20
Alignments: Principled
Attributes: I.Q. 18, M.E. 15, M.A. 10, P.S. 24, P.P. 13,
P.E. 14, P.B. 9, SPO 14
Age: 2S Weight: 2101bs Height: 6ft 9 inches
Disposition: Vince is a soft spoken, friendly person who has

an affinity with machines. He'd rather tinker and create than
figbt, but he is a competent leader and a loyal soldier.
~vel of Experieoa: Fourth level bio-mechanic

Skills 01 Note: Repairing Mecha - 75%, Recognize Mecha
Quality - 70%, Mechanical Engineer - 80%, Veritech
Mechanics -65%, Mecha Mechanics - 70%, Mecha Elec·
tronies - 65%, Weapon Systems - 95%, Computer Oper·
atioo - 85%, Computer Programming - 55%, ElectricaJ.
Engineer - 65%, Automotive Mechanics - 80%, Aircraft
Mechanics - 75%, Armorer - 65%, Locksmith - 55%,
Paramedics - 68%, Pilot Automobile - 98%, Pilot Hover
Cycle - 72%, Pilot Tank - 75%, Pilot Large Truck: 
64%, Pilot MTA·Titan - 65%, Navigation - 80%, Math
Basic &. Advanced, W.P. Energy Pistol, W.P. Energy Rifle,
Hand to Hand: Basic.

Rank: Lieutenant Commander
Personal Prome: Vince Grant is the younger brother of the

late Claudia Granl, heroine of the First Roboteeh War. Like
his sister, Vince is a close personal friend to Rick, Lisa, Mu,
Miriya, and Doctor Lang. He is a born mechanic with an
unbelievable aptitude for consuuction and prolOCUlture based
machines. However, it is his cool head, loyalty, and leadership
abilities thai have won him quick promotions. Vince would
love nothing more than to devote his life lO building and
inventing, but accepts his place as a soldier because thai is
where he can do the mosl good. He is happily manied to the
Head of the REF Medical Depanment, Jean Grant.

SadJy, Vince and Jean have left their cbild, Bowie, 00

Eanh, where they believe he'll be safe. Ironically, Bowie
Grant and Dana Sterling will grow up to become key figures
in the war againsl the Robotech Masters on Earth (2031).

Doctor R. Burke
Head 01 Robote<:b Weapons Researcb & Development
Hit Points: 37 S.D.C.: 30
Alignments: Unprincipled
Attributes: I.Q. 19, M.E. 9, M.A. 8, P.S. 14, P.P. 13, P.E.
14, P.B. 10, SPD 7. Note: J.Q. bonus of +5 has been added
to all skills.
Age: 29 Weight: 240lbs Height: 6ft 6 inches
Disposition: Dedicated. loyal, trust wonhy, friendly but

aloof; tends to be a pessimistic loner. He is happiest in the
lab developing new ideas or improving old ones.

Level of Experieoce: Sixth level Field Scientist &. one of the
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top authorities in the field of roboteebnology (some say
Dumber two, right after Doctor Lang).

SIdIIs of Note: Computer Operation - 15%, Computer Prog.
ramming - 10%, Medical: Paramedic - 10%, Math Basic
- 98%, Math Advanced - 10%, Electrical Engineer
80%, Meeha Electrooics-70%, MechaMeehanics-75%,
Veritech Mechaoics - 65%, Mechanical Engineer - 80%,
Armorer - 70%, Computer Repair - 75%, Chemistry _
98%, ChemislIy: Analytical - 98%, Demolitions - 95~,

Demolitions Disposal - 95%, Pilot Automobile - 98%,
Pilol VAF-6R Alpha, Meeha Combat Basic Alpha, W.P.
Energy Rifle, W.P. Heavy, Hand to Hand Basic.

Rank: Major; and Head of Robotecb Weapons Research
Personal Profile: Doctor R. Burke is a dedicated scientist and

inventor woo loves weapons and the application of technology
for the mintary. He is a career soldier and lClO% 10yallO the
RDFIREF. In many respecLs he is the- opposite of Doctor
Lang, in that he is very practical rather thm idealistic, pes
simistic rather than romantic, narrow in focus rather than
awed by everything. However, both men share an unquench
able thirst for knowledge and a gift for understanding the
mysteries of roboteebnology. Both Doctor Lang and Doctor
Burke have the highest regards for each 'other and IIy to work
together whenever possible (there is NO rivalry between these
two men). Doctor R.Burte.e tends to immerse himself in his
work, avoiding social affairs and giving credence to the rumor
that he is a recluse.

Emil Lang
Read of Robote<:hnology Researcb and Head 01 REF Dip
lomatic Team
Hit PoiDIs: 49 S.D.C.: 30
AIigDmeoIs: Scrupulous
Atlribu...: I.Q. 24, M.E. 19, M.A. 15, P.S. 10, P.P. 15,
P.E. 14, P.B. 9, SPO 9
Age: 50 Weight: 2101bs Height: 5ft 7 inches
DisposItion: Inquisitive, idealisl, obsessed with the pursuit of

knowledge; friendly and likable, but tends to be a little scal-
~

tered (always praxcupied).
Level ol Experience: Eleventh Level Field Scientist (with an
emphasis on roboteehnology and prolOCUlture).
Skills of Note: Computer Opera.tion - 98%, Computer Prog

ramming - 98%, Math Basic &. Advanced - 98%, Medical
Paramedic - 98%, Meeha Electronics - 98%, Meeha
Mechanics - 98%, Veriteeh Mechanics - 95%, Aircraft
Mechanics - 98%, Armorer - 95%, Mechanical Engineer
- 98%, Electrical Engineer - 98lJ" Read Sensory instru
ments - 98lJ" Weapon Systems - 98%, Astrophysics 
95%, Biology - 98%, ChemislIy - 98%, ChemislIy:
Analytical - 98%, Radio: Basic - 98%, Radio: Scrambler
- 98%, Radio: Satellite Relay - 90%, Laser-98%, Cook:
- 98%, Dance - 82%, Pilot Automobile - 98%, Pilot
Military Hover Vehicles - 90%, W.P. Energy Pistol (equal
to sixth level), W.P. Energy Rifle (lIth level), Hand to Hand:
Basic.

Rank: General; Head of Robolechnology Research &. Head of
Diplomatic Mission.
Personal Profile: Doclor Lang is Earth's leading expert on

proIoCulture and robotechnology. It was Doctor Lang and his
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research team who first unraveled the mysteries of protocul.
hire and reconstructed the SDF-I. It was Lang who recognize
the amazing relationship that protoculhlre created between
man and machine. And it was Doctor Lang who developed
the "tBnsformable" mecha; something that even the Robotccb
Masters themselves had missed. With the help of Doctor R.
Burte and a handful of other gifted scientist, Doctor Lang
redtaped the face of science and introduced the age of bio
mechanics. His giant machines of war(for the defense of Earth
against hostile aliens) would provide Earth's defenders with
the edge they would need to defeat vastly greater numbers
of enemies time and time again. These "mecha" as they came
to be called were like the realization of a science fiction
writer's wildest dreams. Twenty to fifty foot taU robots, 0p

erated by ODe or two piJots, and packing more fue power
than a 20th century tank division.

Despite the application of the DeW science 10 the military,
Emil Lang is a peace loving man who has dedicated his life
to the pursuit of knowledge, not war. It was the demands of
the times that drove Doctor Lang 10 develop the famous mecha
of the RDFIREF. His greatest achievement was the creation
of the three Super Dimensional Fortresses; SDF-I,2, and 3.
Lang's genius unlocked the secrets of intergalactic space
travel, giving man wings to explore the universe. Unfonu·
nately, man would frrst have to free himself of the tyranny
of two alien races of dictators before he would be free to do
so. Doctor Lang's other achievements in robotechnology are
no less impressive. It was Lang who invented the life-Like
holographic system that could create a realistic illusion of life
and later be developed for many other applications. It was
Lang who developed the prolOCuJture based pinpoint barrier
and full force field defense system. His research team de
veloped prorocu.IhIre circuitty and miniaturization of meeha.
He helped master the micronization system for reducing Zen
traedi giants to human size. He was also one of the fU'St to
acknowledge the biological similarity between human and
Zentraedi and Robotech Masters. He was a crucial contributor
to the reconstnlction of the Earth after the devastation of
Zentraedi fleet and helped to establish the Robotech Expoditio
nary Force (Lang, Lisa Hayse, Rick Hunter, Breetai, and
Exedore were the driving force behind the operation). On
board the SDF-3, Doctor Lang continues his research and
offers advise as both scientist and diplomat. He marvels at
the universe before him and the many new people and crea·
tures he encounters. His role in the moral of the REF is as a
steadying father figure: and as child)like explore on a grand
adventure. He is the voice ofreason and the eternal optimist.
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Kami
Garudan Warrior of the Sentinds
Wt Porn..: 42 S.D.C.: 49
AIlpmea': ScrupuJoos
Attributes: J.Q. 20. M.E. 21. M.A. 14. P.S. 15. P.P. 13.
P.E. 14, P.B. 12, SPD 17. Note: the I.Q. bonus of +6 has
been added to all skills.
Age: Unknown; approx. 28 Earth Years
Weight: 160lbs Height: 6ft 3 inches Male
Disposition: Confident, gentle, quiet, friendly; dedicated to

the Sentinels and the liberation of all people from slavery and
oppression. Fair leader, but tends to be a loner.

Levd of ExperieDce: Sixth level Garudan Warrior.
Skills of Note: Radio: Basic - 81%. Paramedic - 96%,

Intelligence - 81%, Interrogation - 86%, Land Navigation
- 86%, Wilderness Survival- 81%, Basic Mechanics
56~. Basic Electronics - 66~, Oimbing - 96~. Body
Building, Swimming - 98~, Prowl - 73%, Horsemanship
- 66~, Hunting, Track Animals -66~, Piloc Hover Cycle
-76~, W.P. Energy Pistol, W.P. Energy Rifle, W.P. Rifle,
W.P. Automatic Pistol, W.P. Knife, W.P. Blunt, Hand to
Hand: Expert.

Special Abilities: Psi Powers (see Sentinels pages 29-31)
Rank: Elite Scout/equal to a REF Captain
Personal Proftle: Like most Garudans, Kami is a pleasant,

soft spoken person who keeps to himself and is usually found
near or with his life mate, Leama. He is a superb scout and
enjoys the thrill of the hunt, but not the kill. He has dedicated
himself to the libention of his homewood and all other woods
vK:timized by lnvid domination.
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Learn3
Garudan Warrior 01 tbe Sentinels
Hit Points: S.D.C.:
Alignment: Unprincipled
Attributes: I.Q. 18, M.E. 22. M.A. 12. P.S. 13. P.P. IS.
P.E. 12, P.B. 12. SPO 19
Note: The I.Q. bonus of +4 has been added to aU skiUs.
Age: Unknown; approx. 28 Earth. Years
Weight: 150lbs Height: 6ft 2 inches Female
Disposition: Confident, friendly. but a little more out spoken

and aggressive!lxlld lhan Kami; dedicated to the Sentinels
and the liberation of all people from slavery and oppression.
Fair leader, bul tends to be a loner.

... Level of Experience: Sixth level Garodan Warrior.
SIdlls of Note: Radio Basic - 79%. Paramedic - 94%, in

telligence - 79%, Interrogation - 84'1>, Land Navigation
- 84%. Wilderness Survival - 79%. Basic Mechanics 
54%, Basic Electronics - 64%. Climbing - 96%. Body
Building, Swimming - 98%. Prowl - 69%. Gymnastics.
HOfSemanship - 64%. Pilot Hover Cycle - 74%, Hover
Vehicles - 79%, Pilot Jel Pack - 74%, W .P.Energy Pistol,
W.P. Energy Rifle, W.P. Automatic Pistol, W.P. Knife,
W.P. Blunt, Hand 10 Hand Expen.

Spedal Abilities: Psi Powers (see Sentinels pages 29·31)
Rank: Elite Scout/equal to a REF Captain
Personal Prortle: Learna is a feUow founder of the Sentinels

and is dedicated to intergalactic freedom for all life forms.
Underneath her quiet. calm demeanor she is a courageous
and passionate champion of freedom. II I!
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Baldan
SpberiaD Adnnturu
Hit Points: Special S.D.C.: Special: See Sentinels RPG
page 32.
Alignment: Scrupulous
Attributes: I.Q. 14, M.E. 20. M.A. 7. P.S. 22, P.P. 12,
P.E .. - P.B. 7. SPO 14
Age: Unknown; approximate age is impossible to deter
mine.
Weight: JOOlbs Height: 6ft 5 inches

Disposition: Honorable, heroic,selfless. logical, and orderly;
friendly and polite.

unl of ExperieDC:e: Fourth level Adventurer
SIdlIs of Note: Math Bask and Advanced - 75%, Computet

Operation - 80'%, Radio Basic - 75%, l...aser Couununka·
lion - 70%. Electrical Engineer - 75%, Navigation 
90"1>. Navigation: Space - 90%. Mecha Electronics - 65%.
Pilot Military Hover Vehicles - 66%, Pilot Hover Cycle
62%, Pilot Space Shuttle - 72%. Pilot Spacecraft - 75%.
Pilot Lancer Space Fighter- 72%. W.P Energy Pistol. W,P.
Energy Rifle, W,P. Gallant H·90. Hand 10 Hand: Expert.

Rank: Captain
Personal Profile: BaJdan is a loyal and dedicaled cofounder

of the Sentinels. LiJce most of the Sentinels, his goal is to
liberate his bomeworld from the clutches of the lnvid and
then go on to crush the Invid Regent and his minions. The
Spherian is a true paladin, always concerned aboul others
before himself. Baldan is clever and cool under fire and an
exceUent laCtician. He becomes friends willi Rick., Lisa, Max,
Miriya, Exedore, and Jack Baker.

REF Uniform

Native Dress

•
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• Teal
Spberiu Advellturer
Hit Polats: Special S.D.C.: Special: See Sentinels RPG
page 32.
AlIpuMau: Anarchist
Attributes: I.Q. 14, M.E. 18, M.A. 6. P.S. 20. P.P. 13. P.E.
-P.R. 7. SPD 15
Ale: Unknown; approximate age is impossible to determine.
Wolabl: 310lbs Holab': 6ft 7 inches
DIspooI_: Selfish. &J=!y. vU1dictive. petty. eo<npWner,

~nds to be a bit absent minded and disorderly. .
Level of ExPerimce: Fourth level Adventurer
Skllls of Note: Math Basic and Ad--:anctd -75%, Computer

Operation - 80%. Radio Basic -75%. I...iser Communica·
lion - 70%, Electrical Engineer - 75%. Navigation 
90%, Navigation: Space - 90%. Pilot Hover Cycle- 62%,
Pilot Space Shuttle - n,.,. Pilot Spacecraft - 75%. Prowl
- 55.... Palming - 35.... Pkk Locl;s - 45.... St=twise
-40%, W.PEnergy PisIOI. W.P. EoergyRiflc, W.P. Gallant
H·90, Hand to Hand: Expen.

RaDk: Lieutenant
Pa'softaI ProftIt:: Teal is a self serving adventurer with Uttle

compassion for others. She has joined the Sentinels to sec
the mysteries of the universe and for her own personal plea
sure. Consequently. she often seems cold and uncaring about
the war and the plight of others. Yet despite this she is a
capable warrior and takes great pleasure in her lriumphs(but
loathes failure). NOTE: Teal is not the male of Baldan,
simply acquaintances. Both Spberians irritate each other. but
this is more from philosophical differences than anything else.
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Lron
Carl>oaarlto Warrior (IIeanDan) of the s.a_
HIt Poln'" 57 S.D.C.' 95
Au.,.....,'" Scrupulous
Attribala' I.Q. II, M.E. 12, M.A. 8, P.S. 28, P.P. 12, P.E.
22, P.B. 7, SPD 9
Note about Attribute Boauses: PS bonus is + 13 to damage
(SOC), PE bonus offen +4 to save vs poison and + 14 to save
vs coma.
Ale: Unknown; approx. 700 Earth years (most of his life spent
as unskilled laborer).
Wtlabt: 340lbs Hdaht: 8ft 6 inches
DIsposItion: Friendly. bul gruff and aggressive. Driven to free

his homewood and crush the Invid. Tends to be loud. out)s~
keo, and confrontational.

Level of EIpuimcc: Eighth level warrior
Skills olNote: Radio Basic -95~. Radio Scrambler-7S~.

Land Navigation - 85%, Navigation - 98%, Navigation:
Space - 98'11, Pilot Spacecraft - 98~, Pilot Space ShuaJe
- 98%, Pilot Military Hover Vehicle - 96%, Computer
Operation - 98%, Math Basic &: Advanced - 96%, WrestI·
mg, Boxing (adds one melee anack), Swimming - 98%,
W.P. Rifle, W.P. Energy Rifle, W.P. Energy Pistol, Hand
10 Hand Expert.

Rank: Captain of the Sentinels Convoy
PtrSODaI ProIUe: Lron is a tough, gruff, loud. aggressive,

confrontational wall of muscle. but well meaning, Joyal. and
likable. He is flO( a deep thinker nor is be reckless or stupid.
He is simple a creature of action who has grown up in a rough
and tumble environment. He hates the Invid and CIlilVes re
venge. However. he is not driven beyond reason by his hatred
and always thinks of the beings under his charge before he
letS.

I
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Crysta
Carboowi.. Wurior (IIaormoa) olllle Sea_
HI' PoIa•., 38 S.D.C.: 76
Alipments: Principle
Attribu...: I.Q. 9. M.E. II, M.A. 9, P.S. 24, P.P. 13, P.E.
20. P.B. 8. SPD II
Atbibate BeaIlleS Note: PS bonus is +9 to damage (SOC),
PE bonus offers +3 to save vs poison and + 1010 save vs coma.
Ace: Unknown; approlt. 180 Earth years (most ofber life spent
u unskilled laborer).
W.....: 3101bs 1JdP': 8fi 2 inches
DIIpoIidoa: Kind. gentle. Joving, fiercely loyal and com·

pletely selfless; she is a hard worker who will gladly do
whatever is necessary without complaint She is sometimes
sbUck by melancholy whenever she becomes too concerned
over the falC of me Carbonarilt: chilcheo in the lnvid labor
camps.

Lnd vi~: Fourth Level Warrior
SkIIIsoiNote: Radio Basic-75%, Land Navigation-6S%,

Navigatioo.- 85%, Navigation: Space - 8S%, Pilot Space
Shuttle - 75%, Pilot Military Hover Vehicle - 76%, Pilot
Hover Cycle - 72%, Computer Operation - 80%, Math
Basic - 92%, rll'St Aid - 73%, Cook - 84%, Dance
74%, Prowl - 55%, Wrestling, Swimming - 74%, W.P.
Rifle. W.P. Ene<gy Rifle. W.P. Ene<gy PiSlOl. W.P. Blunt,
Hand to Hand Basic.

Rant: Sergeant and founding member of the Sentinels.
Pcnoaal ProfIle: Crysta is a deeply caring and compassiooate

person. She is dedicated to the preservation of all life forms
and their right to be free. She is loved by all who know her
and becomes close friends with Jean Grant and Leama (the
GarUdan). She is often found assisting Doctor Grant at the
hospital or playing with children. Despite her gentleness she
can be • fIerCe warrior. especially when • loved one is in
dange<.

•
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DeUa
Prax:ian Warrior
Hit PoiDts: 44 S.D.C.: 61
Alipments: Unprincipled
Attributes: I.Q. 12, M.E. 10, M.A. 8, P.S. 20, P.P. 22. P.E.
20. P.B. 29, SPO 21
Attribute Bonus Nott:.PS bonus +5 to damage (SOC); PP

bonus +4 to suike, party. and dodge; PE bonus +2 to save
vs poison and + 10% to save vs coma.

Age: Unknown; approx. 20 Earth years.
Weight: 1501bs Height: 7ft 4 inches
Disposition: Bold, arrogant. out spoken, confrontational(espe·

cially toward the Zentraedi), but friendly and loyal. She is a
cunning and decisive leader respected by all. Belle has a Tom
Boy crush 00 Breetai.

uvd of Experic:Dtt: Fifth level Praxian Warrior.
Skills otNote: Escape Artist-65%, Detect Ambush-75%,

Detect Coocealment - 65%, Land Navigation - 75/1t,
Tracking - 70%, Wilderness Survival-8O%. Coocealment
- 50%, Streetwi.se - 60%. Archery (cross bow is preferred
type) - 75%, Identify Plants & Fruits - 60%, Hunting,
Prowl - TIll>, Swimming - 98%. Oimbing - 98llnO%,
Horsemanship - 68%, Cook: - 79%, Sniper, W.P. Rifle,
W.P. Energy Rifle, W,P. Knife, W.P. Sraff, W.P. Sword.
Hand to Hand Martial Arts.

Ran"-: Captain
Personal ProfIle: Bella is a born and bred warrior, bold, beau

tiful, and radiates confidence. She is a good leader although
she tends to let her emotions and arrogance color her view.
Bella has learned to use modem weapons, but still prefers
the cross bow and other ancient hand to hand weapons. Bella
becomes good friends with Rick and Lisa and it is she who
teaches Lisa the basics in Praxian combat. Meanwhile, Lisa
and her other human friends teach her to be II)(R compassion·
ate and tolerant of Olhets.
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Gnea
Pruian Warrior
Hi. PoInts: 31 S.D.C.: 55
Alignments: A.narchiSl
Attributes: I.Q. 10, M.E. 13, M.A. 7, P.S. 21, P.P. 20,
P.E. 23. P.B. 26. SPO 19

Attribute Bonus Note:ps bonus +6 to damage (SOC); PP
bonus +3 to strike, parry, and dodge; PE bonus +4 to save
vs poison and + 16% to save vs coma.

Age: Unknown; approx. 16 Earth years.
Weight: J401bs Height: 7ft 2 inches
Disposilion: Bold, arrogant, cocky, exuberant, playful, and

impatient. She is loyal to Bella, but tends to.be selfish and
inconsiderate. .

Level ofE~: Second level Praxian Warrior.
Skills ofN...: Escape ArnSl-5O%. Delect Ambush -60%.

Detect Coocealmc:nt - SOCII, 1...aDd Navigation - 60%,
Tracking - SOCII, Wilderness Survival- 65%, Concea.Imc:nl
- 35%, Streetwise - 459&, Archery (cross bow is preferred
type) - SOCII, Hunting, Prowl- 6tl'%, Swimming - 789&,
Oimbing-68%1459&, Horsemanship 7'""" 56CJ" W.P. Energy
Pistol, W.P. Energy Rifle, W.P. Knife, W.P. Staff. W,P.
Sword, Hand to Hand Martial Arts.

Rank: Corporal
Personal Proftle: Gnea is a rambunctious teenager full of

energy and ideals. She is bold and overconfident, but an
excellent warrior with great potentia1. Her friend, Bella, is
like a big sister.
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Shield

Detachable Knives

Praxian Spear

-

REF Uniform

Praxian Crossbow

Native Dress
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BreeW in his new face mask.

.-'" J
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Breetai in REF dress uniform.

BREETAI

Old face mask
•
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THEENEMY
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INORGANICS
GeDeral lnformalloD

The ioorganics are the equivalent of invid robots. They are not alive. Inorganics are DOD-living machines of war. desigilc:d
exclusively for the eradication of tife. Extreme caution should be exercised whenever inorganics are eocountered.

There are four types or inorganics
'I'M Cougar: Bloodhound and exterminator, extremely fast and agile.
~ Odeoo: Heavy infantry assault unit. slow and ponderous. but incredibly resistant to attack (two times as many M.D.C.

as the REF Gladiator).
The Scrim: Elite assault unit, fast, agile, multiple attacks plus nerve gas.
The Crann: Reconnaissance assault unit, quick, agile, with multi-sensor systems. A super efficient spy system with

detachable sensor limbs. Exercise extreme caution.

Actions on Contact
Develop the: sltuadoo. The squad leader should act quickly to determine the enemy's strength, composition and

disposition. The inorganics are used for assault, defense, and police actions.They are automatically considered bostile
enemies. What should be immediately dc:tenninod is I) The number of enemies. 2) The type of inorganics that compose
the enemy force, and 3) The danga' 10 civilians and REF troops.

Choose • course of ediod. Based 00 observation the squad leader can consider several actions.

MaiDtaiD discrftt observatioa. If the inorganics have not been alerted to the squadk presence the squad may assume
positions of surveillance. Radio silence and minimal movement is recommended. NO protocuJture powered devices can
be used without the likelihood of alerting the inorganics to your position. ALL invid mecha and inorganics have protoculture
sensors (Range: one milelI.6km).

By-Pass. The squad may elect to mark the enemy's position and activity for later report and move on. Radio silence
is recommended. 1be operation of protoculture powered devices will compromise the squad's location.

EDgage the enemy. 1be squad leader can decide to attack. but this should only occur when the enemy has identified
the squad, the enemy has attacked, or the squad is confident that they can defeat the enemy.

Remember, the inorganics are robots programmed to seek and destroy. Once they have been a.lett.cd to your position
they will not cease combat until you or they are destroyed. The inorganics can DOt be threatened, intimidated, or
compromised in any way. They feel no emotions and show DO mercy.

Once combat is initiated it is best that AU.. inorganics are eliminated. The reconnaissance Crann should be among the:
first enemies eliminated to avoid detection and imapir the: enemy's overall sensory capabilities.

The enemy troops may be directed by a Red Enforcer or (grey) Enforcer. This is the enemy's acting leader and •
priority target.

The Invid BraiD. The inorganics within a 1000 mile (l6OOkm)area directed by an invid brain. The brain sees and
hears everything that its inorganic troops see and hear. The location of this director of operatiotU is usually hidden in
ruins or a subterranean location. The location and destruction of a controlling brain will neutralize AU.. lNQRGANICS
under its 1000 mile range of control.

The location of an inorganic command brain is always ofgreat strategic importance. Even suspected places ofconcealment
should be investigated or reported.

n
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Detail of bead and tail

THE Cougar
Cougar 1n.1cI Ino<pnk (also kno.... as "HtIk:o.")
Crf:w: None; robot-like automaton linked to and directed
by an lnvid Brain.

Speed' Running' I60mpb (2S6kmph)
Climbing: Excellent; equal to a skill of 90%, reduce speed
by balf.
Leap: 80ft (24.4m) high or lengthwise.
Swimming: 40mph (64kmph)
~: ~though it has no means of propulsion. it Can func
tion in space and without air.
Note: The cougar does DOC bru~ anH can not be affected
by gases, drogs, or StuD blasts.

HoIgb" 4ft (1.2m) at the shoulders
Width: 3ft 6in (lm)
Length, 7ft (2.lm)
Weigh" 1200lb, (S44kg)

•
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Cougar various views

Cougar rear :Y. view

Side view
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Front ¥. view

Red Enforcer &. Cougar
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Odeon front view

Front Rear
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The Odeon
Od<on IDvId lnorpnk
Crew: None; a robot-like automaton linked to and
directed by an lnvid Brain.,
Speed, Running' 40mph (64kmph)

Oimbing: Good; equal to a skill of 70%,
Leaping: 10ft (3m) high or lengthwise.
Swimming: 5mph (8km.ph)
~: Although it has DO means of propulsion,
it can function in space and without air.
Note: Gases, drugs, disease or stun blasts have
no affect 00 it, The Odeon. like a11. inorganics. is
not alive,

HelPt, 17ft (8.2m)
w_, gft (2.4m)

I.e....' 4ft (1.2m)
wetpt, 3,200lbs (I4S2kg)

Rear view

Detail of bead &. eye
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Side view

Odeon T ° F O

n- mger Laser

Cut away detail fo mns

3,4 rear .view with~weptbaCk

Rear view lea °ping
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The Scrim
Saim lavld I-'< (.k........ "Jock Kalfe")

Crew: None;. robot-like automaton linked to and
directed by an Invid Brain. .
Speod: Runaing: lOOmpb (16Okmpb)

Climbing: Fair, equal to a $,kill of 50%.
Leaping: 30ft (9. 1m) lrigb or 1cagthwise.
Swimming: Smpb (gkmpb)
~: Although it has no means of propulsion,
it can function in space and without air_
Note: The Scrim is DOt alive, consequently gases,
drugs, disease. StuD blasts and lack of air have DO
affect on it.

H.....: 11ft (J.4m)
Width: 7ft (2. 1m)
.........: 6ft (1.8m)
W.....: 27001bs (I224kg)

The Scrim

Top rear
C_"r_/"I"~j.~:;DelaiI of head and eye:.

CDillQiD

~
Side view

TI
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Varioos views of the Scrim ,
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The Crann

Rear view
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The Crann
Craun Invid Inorganic: (Earth nickname: "Blue
Eyes")

Crew: None; a robot-like' automaton linked to and
directed by an Invid Brain.
Speed: Runrimg: llOmph (l76kmph); hands

crawling: 20mph (32kmph).
Oimbing: Good; equal to a skill of 63%.
Leaping: 50ft (lS.2m) high or lengthwise..
Swimming: Smph (8kmph)
~: 1be crann has maneuvering jets built into
its back, feet and arms. Maximum speed is 80mph
,12Skmph).
Note: The crann is not lilive. c:onsequently gases,
drugs, disease, stun blasts, and lacc.k of air have no
affect on it.

Helgh': 11ft (304m)
Width: 6ft (l.8m)
Length: 6ft (I.Sm)
Welpl: 260011>. (I 179kS)
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Invid Scout
Invid Scout (also known as "lipa")
Crew: One; stage ODe mvid pilot.
Spe<d: Aigbt StatiOOM)' hover to ~5mph on2kmph),

maximum (Mach 3.5), with a SO mile ceiling.
Right Cruising speed for reconnaissance: 60 to ISOmph (96
to 24Okmph).
Ground, Runniog: 40mph (64lanph).
Ground, Jumping: 100ft (30.5m).

HeIgb.: 8.3ft (205m)
Width: 12.3ft O.15m)
Lenath: lO.1ft O.25m)
Weight: 4.5 tons ~

Carao: Can carry up to one ton.
Note: No long range weapons; hand to"hand only.

Dewl of eye

This is what the invid sees Scan mode

Take.off

,~__~~~!~~~if!A~~,\ and mgh.

•

Eye can rotate 180 degrees
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Invid Scout

Space Booster

Exclusively used by Ibe Scoul and Armored Scoul
1be lnvid Scouts can attach themselves 10 a booster rocket

sled for even greater speed. The use of the boosler rocket attach
ment is reserved for high speed space combat, pursuit or inter·
cePfion, and to escape the gravitational pull of a planel.

Vehicle Type: Optional rocket system.
Crew: None; controlled by the invid scout piJOl:.
Speed: Aight: Increases the scout's speed to a maximum of

4020mph (Mach 6) in an atmosphere and to Macb 8 in space:.

Hdgbc 8ft (2.4m) Longth, 14.6ft (4.45m)
Width: 12.3ft (3.7Sm) Wdght: 3.5 Ions

81

Armored Scout
The main distinction bc:rween the "Armored Scout" and the

Scout is the addition of twin beam CaoDOOS.

Ioriel Armond Scoul (.... k..c"...... "Ilgaa")
Vehicle Typo, Comba. on<!R~
Crnr: One; stage one invid pilot.
Speed: Aigbt: Stationary hover to 234Smph (Mach 3.5)

maximum, with a 5O"mile ceiling.
Ajght: Cruising speed for reconnaissance is 60 to l50mpb
(96 to 240kmph).
Ground. Running: 40mph (64kmph).
Ground, Jumping: 100ft (30.Sm) up or across.

Rdgbt, 9ft·(2.7m)
Width: 12.3ft (3.75m)
Length, 16.7ft (3.25m)
W,;gbl: 5 lolls

Cargo: Can carry up to one ton.

Two Pulse Beam Cannons (plasma Energy) mounted on
the lop shoulder areas of the main body covering. Bolh plasma
cannons are usually fired simultaneously as a dual syslem,
but can be fired individually. Each cannon can move up and
down in a 90 degree arc.

Cu1lo' NODe
WUlpoil Systm:Is: None

.--".: :i;Y
'".,...
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Invid Trooper Side view

Trooper front view

The Invid Trooper
Invid 1'nJopet"1W........ (also _ ... os "Gunb")
Vdliclf: Type: Combat and labor
Crew: One; stage two invid pilot.
Speed: Hight: Stationary hover 10, 300mph/(482kmph)

maximum, with an altitude ceiling ofabout IO,()()()ft (3048m).
Ground, Running: 60mph (96kmph).
Ground, Jumping: 30ft (9. 1m) up or across.

Height: 16.6ft (5m)
Wldtb: 13ft (4m)
Lengtb: 15ft (4.6m)
Weight: 10 tons
Cargo: Can carry up 10 three tons.

Weapon Syslel!U

Hand to Hand Only!

Rear view
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2. HaDd to Hand Combat
A_ Per Melee, Four
Hand to Hand Boouses: +210 stri.ke. +3 to parry. +2 to

dodge on the ground, +4 to dodge in flight, +6 to dodge
at maximum speed (Mach 3.5).+ I to roU with impact.

Related Abilities: Prowl - 45%, Detect Ambush - 40'11.
Detect Concealment - 30%, Track - 30%.

Invid Shock Trooper
lurid Sbodt T......... (also known as "Gurab")
Vthicle Type: Combat (labor, wheh necessary)
Crew: One; stage two invid pilot.
Speed' Flight: Stationary hov", to JOOmph/4821cmph

maximum. with an altitude ceiling ofabout 10,OOOft (3048m).
Ground, Running, 60mph (96kmpb).
Ground. Jumping: 30ft (9.lm) up or across.

Height' 19ft (5.gm)
Width' 15ft (4.6m)
Leogtb, 15ft (4.6m)
Weight: lJ.5 tons
Cargo: Can carry up to three tons.'

WEAPON SYSTEMS
I. Twin Plasma Cannons exclusive to the Shock Trooper.

One is mounted over each shoulder and can rue independent
of each other or simultaneously. The plasma is flfCd in energy
bolts often referred to as "annihilatiqn discs." 'The plasma
cannons can be positioned to point up or down in a 90 degree
Ill<: .

Connecting joint

Size compared to an Alpha Fighter

,,,,,
•

,

,
......~-r ..,

~ _.' Angle of cannon's movement

.' ,, ', ' ,, -. ,, ',,,('
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Hand '0 Hand Combat Invid Trooper
Attacks Per Melee: Four
Hand to Hand Bonuses: + I to strike, +3 to parry, + I to

dodge on the ground and in flight, + J to roll with punch,
fall or impact.

Punch/Claw: 306 Mega·Oamage (M.D.)
Crush with Hand: ID6 M.D.
Body Block!Ram: 206 M.D., but counts as two attacks.
Stomp: 206 M.D., but the target must be 10ft (3m) tall or
smaller.

, I.

,"

Shock Trooper crash landed
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Hand to Hand Combat SCOUtjArmored Scout
Attacks Per Melee: Four - .
Hand to Hand Bonuses: + 2 10 strike, +3 to parry, +2 to

dodge on the ground, +4 to dodge in flight, +6 to dodge
at maximum speed (Mach 3.5), +. t to roll with punch. fall
or impact.

Related Abilities: Pro~1 - 45%, Detect Ambush - 40%.
Detect Concealment - 30%, Track - 30%

Types of Attacks
Punch/Claw: 106 Mega-Damage (M.D.)
Forearm Blade does 204 M.D. (the black design area is a

special concealed blade).
Stomp does ID4 M.D., but the target must be'7ft (2.. 1m) tall

or smaller. Kick attacks are not possible.
Body Block/Ram does 206 M.D.• out CQunts as two auacks.

Green nutrient fluid is released when ruptured.

Take-off and flight

•
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Height: 26ft (7.lm)
WIdth: 22ft (6.710)
Length: 21ft (6.410)
Weight: 22.S Ions
Cargo: Can carry up to three tons.

Weapons: Twin Heal Cannons
Mini·Plasma Weapons

Top back view
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Pincer Command Unit
This invid is NOT a member of.the Regent's troops. It is

found exclusively amoog the invid troops of the Regis.

The Regis and her forces are noc found in the Robotecb Mas·
ter's home galaxy.

If a Pincer command unit is sighted, report it immediately to
yoor commanding offia:r. The presence of a Pincer may mean
the Regis has rejoined the Regent and his troops or indicate a
second enemy front. Th.is is vital strategic data.

The Pincer acts as a sergeant or- lieutenant, commanding
troops. overseing slave camps. and procecting hives.

IDvkI CommaDd UD.lt (a.k••• PiDcer, p.e.v. and "Gamo")
VehJd< Type: Comba, Squad Leada
Crew: One; stage four invid piI<M.
S~: Right: Stationary hover to 722mphlI162kmph (Mach

1.1), with a maximum altitude of about 4 miles (6.4km).
Aight: Cruising speed for reconnaissance is 60 to l50mph
(96 to 240kmph).
Ground. Running: 70mph (I J2kmph) maximum.
Ground. Jumping: 30ft (9.lm) without boosters, or 100ft
(JO.Sm) up or- across with boost from'jet thrusters.

Side view

•
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The two cannons rotate in unison.

Rear view

Mini-Plasma blasters

ClawslPincer bands •
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I
Foot detail

I

Thrusters for flight

The Enforcer (Grey/Black or Red)
There are two types of Enforo:rs, the common grey and black

Enforcers who serve as a lieutenant or captain of the invid force
and the elite "Red" Enforcer. The Red Enforcer serves as the
elite guard and field commander of the Regent's invid legions.
In addition to its Red color, the Red Enforcer is twice as large
as the greylblack enforcer.

Tbc: Red Enforcer is exclusive to the Regent's military forces.
Tbc:yare NOT a part of the Regis' U'OOpS.

A Red Enforcer is often found directing inorganic and invid
troops. In combat they should be a priority largel forelimination.

Despite the Enforcer's versatilily, or perhaps. because of ii,
they are found mostly in and around Invid Hives and Genesis
Pits, and as- participants in special opentioos (usually as coor·
dinators). One in every 1000 troopers or ,hock troopers will be
an enfon:er.

lnriel Enforur (also known 85 Hive Guard.5)
VebicJe Type: Power Armor
Cn:w: One; stage four invid pilot
Speed: Aight: Stationary hover to 200mph/32Ikmph. with a

maximum altitude of about 6000ft (I828.8m).
Ground, Running: JOmph (48kmph).
Ground, Jumping: 30ft (9.1m) wilhout boosten, or 100ft
(30.5m) up or across with a boost from jet thrusters.

Holgb': 7ft (2.1m) - 14ft (4.2m) Red
Width: 4ft (1.2m) - 8ft (204m) Red
Length: 3ft (.9.0) - 6ft (I.8m) Red
Weight: SOOlbs (226kg) - IllOOlbs Red
Cargo: Can carry up to one ton.

Energy shield

Rear view

, GreylBlack Enforcer
Compared to a human

Front view

Energy Tine
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Enfor=

Kick: 104 M.D.
Leap Kick: 204 M.D.
Body flip: ID4 M.D.
Body BIockIRam: 104 M.D.
Hand CnJshISqu....: 1 M.D. (100 S.D.C.)

Side view depicting energy shield and rifle ready foc combat.

Detail or optics unit

Energy Rifle

Hand to Hand Combat
Attacks Per Melee: Three (3)
Hand to Hand Bonuses: +2 to slrike, + 2 to parry
(+5 with shield), +210 dodge on the ground, +4
10 dodge in flight (both are nonnaJ dodges), +4 to
roll with punch, fall or impact.
Types of Attacks
Punch: 104 Mega·Damage (M.D.)
Power Punch: 204M.D. (counls as 1W0attacks)

WEAPON SYSTEMS

I. Coocea.led lasers in rorunns: Two small lasers are built
into the arms of the Enforcer power annor. Both are fixed in
one position, able to shoal only in the direction the arm is
pointed. Destruction of the forearm (20 M.D.) destroys the
laser.

Detail of conceaJed laser found in the foreanns ~

•

Energy shield attaches to the forearm

Energy RiDe: The Enforcer Energy Rifle is used
exclusively by the Enforcers. The rifle is attached
10 the right arm where il can draw energy from
!be enforcer's power anDOr. When not in use, the
rifle is anached to the back.

Rang" 2000ft (609m)

Energy Shield: A large, round energy shield is
standard issue for the Enforcers. II can be stowed
00 the back or held in hand (usually left hand).
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Top rear view

Bouom rear view

Assault Speeder
The Red Enforcers are the pilots of the Invid As

sault Speeder. An incredibly fast and maneuverable
hover jet propelled vehicle suitable for all terrains,
including space. The bizarre speeder has no
weapons, but is designed for precision flying and
ramming/sideswiping anacks.
Vehicle Type: Assaultltransport
en"': One stage four invid pilot.
Speed: Jet Mode: (maximum speed) Mach 2.3

(1541 mph/2465kmph).
Cruising Speed: About 600mph (960kmpb).
Can also hover stationary and make verticaJ take
offs and landings.
UnderWater: Max. Speed is, about 200mpb
(24Okmph)
Space Propulsion: Mach 4

Range: Unlimited; protoculture powered.
Height: 12ft (3.7m)
Wklth: 5.5ft (I.7m)
Length, 24ft (7.3m)
Wei&bt: 6 tons

HeavUy Annored Front End and Force Field en
ables,lhe vehicle to plow right into or through an
opponent.

('.2, ~C'
Q- ,_. .
~ Ilc<tom front view

@ Detail of instrument panel

\ T~v~w

3/4 side view

Front view with pilot

Side view
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A member of the Regis' lnvid lrOOpS.

•

The Royal Command
Battloid (RCB)

11le RCB is an invid mecha piloted by human~like

invid warriors. The RCB and its human-like pilots
are the creation of the Regis and used exclusively
by her.

1be pilots are cunning and nearly human in every
aspect. However I lhey are extremely hostile and ag
gressive, often obsessed with the elttennination of
human life.

If a Royal Command Battloid is sighted, reJX>rt
its location to your commanding officer immediately.
This will almost certainly indicate the presence of
the Regis ora reconnaissance squad from her troops.
In"id Royal Command BatUoid (a.k.a. IDvid
Battloid and R.C.B.)
Vehicle Type: All-purpose combat commander
and director of operations.
Crew: One; stage five invid pilol.
Speed: Hight: Stationary hover 10 1340mph (Mach

2), with an altitude ceiling of 50,(XX)ft.
Highl: Cruising speed for reconnaissance is 60
to t50mph (96 to 240kmph).
Flight Stationary hover and low speeds can be
maintained at any altitude.
Ground, Running: 70mph (112kmph) maximum.
Ground. Jumping: 50ft (15.2m) upor across with
out jet booslers. 300ft (91.5m) with a boost from
jet Ihrusters.

Helghl' 29ft (8.8m)
WIdth: t3ft (4m)
Length: t2ft (3.6m)
Weight: 23 tons
Cargo: Can carry up to 6 tons.

Weapons: Plasma Cannon
Missiles

•



Stage Two invid Pilot (Trooper)

Stage Three lnvid Pilot (Shock Trooper)

Stage'One; lnvid Pilot (Scoots)

1be insertion or an invid pilot.

Stage Four lnvid Pilot

(

Comparative scale

1be most advanced invid life form in the Regent's
army. (Only the Regis has developed the stage five
human-like pilot).

Location of invid pilot in the scout.

.~J_,,-
+
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Side under view

The Regent
TIle Regent is the maniacal leader

of the invid forces thai the Robotech
Expeditionary Force is currently en
gaged in war against. His forces cur
rently dominate dozens of worlds

. and seek the destruction and/or en
slavement of the Robotech Masters
and all human life.

The Regent is both physically and
psionically powerful. Any encoun
ters with the Regent should be car
ried out with extreme cautiof'.

If lIle Regent is sighted. his loca
tion and activity should be reported
immediately_ ~

Do not take action against him un
less such action is approved by the

REF High Command.

,,
Rear top view

Detail of Regent's head

Regent in power annar

."t. ' ,

Front view

Regent in royal robe
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Detail of eye
•

•

The Regis
The once unIfied invid have become divided; one

faction lead by the power crazed Regent and the ODCS

lead by the enigmatic Regis.

The Regis is believed to be a slightly more powerful
counlc:rpart to the Regent. The focus of her military
operations is not henl 00 intergalactic ~uesl, Like
the Regent's, but on finding a suitable new homeworld
and conquering it.

Her outlook toward life is rtletaphysical, almost
mystic, with an obsession io evolve- into beings of
high consciousness. However, the Regis regards
human beings with disdain, and see them as evil ex·
tensions of the Roboteeh Masters to be crushed
whenever encountered.

Reports confmn the Regis' current operations are
in our own Milky Way Galaxy and Earth. However,
her influence can be felt in numerous galaxies.

The Regis represents a hostile force at least equal
to thai of the Regent, perhaps greater. Approach with
extreme caution. If encountered. contact your com·
manding officer immediately. 00 NOT attack or in·
itiate conlaet without directions from the REF High
Command.

Height: 6 to 10ft (L8m to 3m); can change size.
Note: Possesses great psionic powers; extremely
dangerous.

I

Full figuze depiction of the Regis

Detail of Regis' Hcad
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Rear Thrusters

The Invid Brain'
The Invid Brain is a huge mass of pulsating protop

lasm lhat resembles a brain. 1bese creatures represent
the invid's high conunand and are eXlremely danger
ous.

It is the lnvid Brain that controls legions of inor
ganics, maintain and control hives, supervise occupa
tion forces and maintain/direct military operations.

Brain are usually found deep within Invid Hive
Fortresses, hidden in ruins, and aboard Assault Car
riers 'and troop carriers.

Invid Brains possesses psionic powers and"are al
ways protected by a squad of lnvid warnors.

Top view

'..
, "e

ve

•..•

lnvid Troop Carrier opened to release invid troops.

~'jE='~

Troop Carrier front view

Side view of bays

•

•

The invid troop carrier is a large, clam shaped,
flying saucer-like vehicle designed for flight in space,
atmosphere and even underwater. Us three huge rear
thrusters give it enough power and speed to easily
breach Earth's atmosphere. An antigravity system con
trolled by the four domes seen on ilS top, provides
maximum maneuverability and power. The bizarre'
transport vehicle opens like a clam to release ilS 200
plus troops.
Iovld Troop Carrier (also known as the Clam Ship)
Vehicle Type: Troop transport.
Crew: Four stage four invid pilots in full enforcer
armor. Only one pilot is needed, the other three are
back-up.
Speed: Aight: Stationary hover to Mach 10.

Has full lrans·atmospheric capabilities.
Aight: Cruising speed is about Mach I.

Height: 110ft (33.5m)
Width: 500ft (l52.4m)
Length: 600ft (183m)
Weight: 140 tons
Cargo: 250 scoulS or armored scouts, or .

200 troopers or shock troopers, or .
140 Pincers or Royal Command Battloids

Weapon Systems: None

INVID TROOP CARRIER

Detail of invid holding bays'Empty bays

..J,~
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SCORPION ASSAULT CARRIER
•

There are only a handfu.I of "Scorpion" vessels in the invid's
fleer, perhaps as few as 200. The Regent commands one (about
20% larger than the others), while the others are commanded
by invid brains and a legion of invid troops, much like a hive
in space.

Detail of head

Invid All Terrain Assault Carrier
(Also known as the "Sc:orpion")
Vehicle Type: Assault and transport
Crew: PiJoted by SiA stage four invid pilots in full enforcer

armor. Two operate the weapon heads. one the laser tails.
ID6 red enforcers 10 help supervise and direct troops and Ofl~

invid brain.
Typical Troops:

lD4x 10 Red Enforcers (each has a speeder)
2D4 x 10 Enfon:ers
304 X 10 Armored Scouts
304 X 10 Shock Troopers
ID6x 10 Odeons
ID6 x 10 Scrims
406 CraMs
406 Cougars

5peu1: Ground: 200mph maximum (32Okmph)
Sublight: .16 the speed of light.
Conventional Speed: Mach 10; about Mach 5 in an atmos·
phe...

Bright, 14~ft (44.2m)
Width: Bodyonly-18Oft(54.9m).overalJ-24Oft(73.lm).
Length, 492ft (150m)

Weight: 100,000 tons
Note: Protoculture powered.

WEAPON SYSTEMS
TotaJ Combined Attacks Per Melee: Eight; any combination
of weapons can be used.

Top view

front view

•



Top view

Invid Scorpion
Assault Carrier

•
Rear view

Weapon head
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3A front view

Main laser
Eye laser

Bottom view

~~ Laser Tail Cannons

lluusters
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ROBOTECHMASTERS
General Information

The race of beings generally known as the RobOlech Masters are a race of humans from a distant galaxy. There i$: no
evidence to support the theory that the Masters are directly related to Earth Humans.

The Robotech Masters' origin can be traced 10 the planet Tyrol. Their home world is the moon Fantoma, whk'b orbits Tyrol.

The Masters' society is divided into a casm-likc hierarchy. ' ..

The Robotech Masters arc the leaders of the Tyrolian people. the rulers of the Roholteh Masters' intergalactic empire
(now collapsed and in complete disarray under Invid siege), and the masters of the secrets of robotechnology. They are
renowned for their cunning. cruelty, and disregard toward all other life forms. fellow humans included. The Robotech
Masters are the most potentially dangerous of all their people, although they themselves are IlOI warrion.

'I'M Clone Masters are second in the hierarchy. They represent the military high command, strategists. and tacticians.
It is the Clone Masters who command and direct the Bioroid army. All Clone Masters can pilot bioroid mc:cha and operate
weapons with great skill (usually equal to a 6th to 10d1 ~vel Military Specialist).

Third is the Mistress or the Cosmic Harp. This individual has great tactical significance in that she operates a harp like
instrument that controls and soothes the bioroid pilots and clones. The Mistress of the Cosmic Harp is found in all Masters'
Motherships. She has no combat abilities and is completely helpless in combat (other than summoning bioroids to her defense).

Fourth are the Science Masters, guardians of the secrets of protoculture and roboteehnology. They are skilled technicians,
mechanics, architects, designen, and masters of technology. They are Il()( warriors, but are skilled wilh energy weapons
and tools.

Lastly are the Tyrol.ian dtizens. They are not warriors and have a minimal knowledge of science and technology. Few
are skilled in the use of weapons or combat. Tyrolian citizens are witless pawns of the Robotecb Masters.

Actions on Contact

Develop the situation. The squad leader should act quickly to determine lhe enemy's strength, composition and disposition.
The Masters' location and activity should then be transmitted to REF operations for immediate evaluation. The presence of
the Robotech Masters or their bioroids are of great tactical importance. Do DOl: engage the enemy until orders for an appropriate
response have been received.

Choose a course of action. Based on observation the squad 1eadcr can consider several actions.

Maintain disertet observation. U the Masters have not been alerted to the squad's presence, the squad members may
assume positions of surveillance. Radio silence and minimal movement is suggested. If the squad is discovered by the
enemy, evasive action is recommended. Try not to engage the enemy, except for personal defense, until specific directions
have been received from High Command.

By-Pass is prohibited. If Robotech Masters, their vessels, mecha or troops are sighted, the squad must DOte their position,
strength, and activity and radio REF operations with this data immediately. The squad will then engage in discreet observation
until they receive further orders.

Engaging the enemy. The enemy is to be engaged in combat only under the following conditions: I) Direct orders from
the REF High Command or Base Commander. 2) Self defense. 3) Rescue of civilians, REF troops, or REF allies (and then
combat should be directed only to the rescue and evacuation/tactical retreat of said personnel. Await further orders from
command).

Roboteeh Masters, Clone Masters, Science Masters and Harp Mistresses are to be captured. 00 NOT terminate.

REMEMBER TO ALWAYS CONTACT YOUR COMMANDING OFFICER AND/OR HIGH COMMAND FOR IN
STRUCTIONS WHENEVER ROBOTECH MASTERS OR TYROUANS ARE ENCOUNI'ERED.

•
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Robotedt Masters

•

Robotech Master facial features in
elude receding .hairline, white hair.
long sideburns or beard. Appear to
be about 60 Earth years old.

.,

Traditional gannenlS are robes

Clone Masters appear to be much younger (about
40 Earth years old), dark hair, less pronounced reced
ing hairline. and usually have a mustache and/or beard.

Traditional gannents are jumpsuit with silky. short
cape.

Science Masters are typically young looking
(30ish), but can also be quite elderly. Rarely have
facial hair. Hair length is usually waist length.

Traditional clothing is a toga-type garment over
pants and shirt.

98
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Robotech Masters Molhership

The vessels appear to be in poor condition, bul this is
a deceptive illusion.

Mistresses of the Cosmic Harp are always young
looking identical triplets.

Traditional gannent is a light toga.

'\
( I

"

•

TyroUan dtiuDS can wear anything fromjurnpsuits
to robes. Clothing is usually or a style remaniscent or
Earth's Renaissance Europe.
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Searchlight Drones
1be Robotech Masters have created a robot to assist

in repair and perimeter defense. The robot has no
weapons and is not programmed for combat. Instead,
its battery of sensors (radar, sonar, motion detection,
sound amplification, ctc.) are used to recognize, iden
tify, and trICk enemy targets.

When an enemy is derec:ted the drone bathes the
wget in a powerful beam of light (conventional and
infrared capabilities) and transmits an alen to bioroid
combat forces identifying the enemy. its location,
movement, level of hostility, numbers, etc. The drone
is also used to assist in repair and maintenance and
are found on board Robolech Factories and Mother
ships.

Sear<hllgh. Drone (REF okkname, "Eye BaD)
Crew: None; robot
M.D.C. by Location:
Se=h11ght - 50 Legs (2) - 100 each
Sensor Fms (2) - 10 each ·Main Body - 100

·Depleting the M.D.C. of the main body de
stroys the drone.

Speed, RUM;ng: 200mph (320Ionph)
Leaping: 60ft (18.3m) lengthwise or high.
Climbing: Poor. equal to a skill of 30%.
Height' 22ft (7m)
Width' gft (2.8m)
Length, 11ft (3.5m)
Weapon Systems: Hand to Hand only.
Attacks Per Melee: Two
Boouses: +2 to dodge (Iutomatic like I pany).
Mega-Damage: Kick - 206 M.D.

Body BloctlRam - 106 M.D.
Stomp - 106 M.D.

I

~

Secondary Laser Cannons

J

/
/

Robotech Assault Carrier Bottom v;ew

VehkJe Type: Assaull Carrier
Cftw: Thn:e
Passenger/Cargo: Upto 72 bioroids with hover crafts.
Speed: Hover Slationary, or transatmospheric speeds

orup to 3350mph or Mach 5. Typical cruising speed

is Mach 2. Capable of complete stops in mid-air. R?wy Blaster Turret
and vertical landing and rake-off.

Range: Unlimited
Length, 400ft (121.9m)
Width, 140ft (36.5m)
Weight: 180 tons; 670 tons - fully loaded Top view

Weapons: G:>;;>--~~~~
Dual Ion Cannons
Secondary Lase" (4)
ROW}' Blaster Turret (bottom)
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Red Leader Btoroid (superior)

~ .r.>-7'{jcj:;'

Standard Combat Bioroid ~
Blue Bioroid In)/',

Range: 800ft (244m)
Mega-Damage: 206 M.D. per blase
Rale of Vue: Up 00 six
Payload: 30 blasts
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THE ZENTRAEDI
General Information

The Zentraedi ~ the giant (50ft tall) foot soldiers in the Robotecb Masters' army. They are an artificial life form created
by the Masters.

The education of the clones is programmed into them, like a romputer, during the period of their accelerated growth.
When they are awakened a year from their inception, they are full-grown, possess most of their skills. are programmed with
a false history and psychologically obsessed with combat and war.

Men and women are segregaled. There is no society. No arts, nor cuJru.re of any kind. No interaction except tests of
strength and combat skills. Thus, the concepts of love, funily, sex, mon.Is. ethics, philosophy, and individual expression
are completely alien and frightening 10 them.

Think of the Zentraedi as organic robots programmed for war. because that is effectively what they are. They are extremely
aggressive, competitive, and hostile toward other life fonns.

Most of the Robotecb Masters' Zentraedi troops were destroyed in the First Robotech War. Survivors were integrated
into Earth's society, joined the RDF, or became renegade refugees. It is believed that less than 20% of the Zentraedi forces
are still active in the universe. However. that could mean as many as 200,000 warships and nearly 20 million soldiers.
Fonunately, lhis force is fragmented and scattered throughout the universe. Equipment failure and low reserves of implacable
protocuJture will slowly eliminate the Zentraedi threat.

Actions on. Contact

~velop the situation. The squad leader should act quickly to detennine the enemy's strength, composition and disposition.
An encounter wilh the Zentraedi may indicate the presence of the Robotech Masters or any enemy front.

Choose a course or action. Based on observation the squad leader can consider several actions.

Maintain discreet observation. Assume a position for surveillance. Observe radio silence and minimal movement is
suggested. Take accurate note of their location, numbers, and activity. If the squad is discovered by the enemy. evasive
action is recommended.

By-pass is prohibited. Activity by Zentraedi is not common and must be reported and observed.

Engaging the enemy. The enemy is to be engaged only under the following conditions: I) Direct orders from a commanding
officer. 2) Self-defense. 3) Rescue of civilians. REF troops, or REF allies.
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ADVENTURES
A RENDEZVOUS
WITH DANGER
Part One: The Factory

Note: Depending on the skills and abilities aCthe playercharac
letS, this adventure can range from moderate to difficult. It bas
been designed to accommodate 4 10 8 Robotech characters and
their mecha. The Game Master may have to beef up the an·
tagonists for a larger group of playe~.

PLAYER BACKGROUND
'The REF has eliminated invid resistance in this quadrant of

space. For the last two months the area has been peaceful. The:
huge. Jupiter size. planet below is a mass of swirling ice particles
and toxic gases. Two of its three moons are banered hunks of
rock scarred by crashing meteors. The third, and largest moon
(about four times bigger than Earth's own moon), has a thin
atmosphere similar to our Earth's, as well as vegetation and
lower life forms such as insects, amphibians. and lizards.

The REF has designated the moon as ·'Jupiter 2" and has
selected it as the site for an REF base. The almOSphete is clean
and can easily support human life, although additional oxygen
support is required for strenuous work. The indigenous life forms
are harmless to man, and the weather is temperate.

Consuuction on the mid-size military base is weU under way,
with all the blueprints drawn, the space port completed. and
construction 30'% done (estimated completion date is three
months). There is even talk about establishing a full size colony
for the growing number of alien refugees. However, for the
present time, troops other than the construction crews, are
stationed aboard the SS Hayes, Ikazuchi Command Carrier, or
one of the three Garfish troop carriers orbiting the planet.

Two hours ago the REF suddenly scrambled its forces 
combat condition Red! After a nerve-wracking wait on the ready
deck, combat status was changed to condition yeUow. Shortly
afterward, the player character.> were called for a special assign
ment.

THE MISSION BRIEFING
The characters and perll.aps a handful of non-player characters

meet in one of the many small conference lounges on board the
SS Hayes. A high ranking officer paces the length of the table
anxious to begin. (GMs may use an already established officer
character to deliver the briefing. Alter the dialogue to fil your
character.)

"Gentlemen (and ladies if any). the son of a bitch that sent
our butts flying a couple hours earlier is this baby right here."
A display screen flickers to life showing a Robotech Factory
near the second moon. "What you're looking at is a live video.
This Robotech Factory space folded almost on top of us. Our
flfSt thought was that we were under attack. But we now realize
that sbe's a drone on her appointed rounds. If you've all
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memorized your REF Field Guides. you'll recall that these fae·
tories are unmanned. fully automated'repair stations. each with
a series of preprogrammed. secret rendezvous locations through
out the universe. Apparently. this is one of those locations:'

The officer pauses. His eyes twinkle with excitement. "As
you should already know, the factory can outfit a Zentraedi or
Masters anny in a matter of weeks. If we can capture it, we can
retool ilia build and repair our mecha and spacecraft. This is a
valuatile tool, gentlemen. A tool thai could give us the big edge
over the damn invid! A tool that could give us victOf'X!r' (GM
NOTE: A b!t overstated, but basically true; the capture of the
factory would help the REF/Sentinel, dramatically.)

"High command wants this baby and you'~ going to get it
for 'em!" A wide grin spreads across the officer's glowing face.
"I've selected your team 'cause I know you can pull it off. You
do it and there'll be commendations and probably a promotion.
(OM NOTE: Tbe latter statement is his sentiment and not the
High Conunand's, but he is sincere.)

"I don't want any heroics. Nothin' fa~y. Just get in. do the
job, and gel out. Combat must be suictly limited. No wild stuff.
boys. The REF needs the factory in working condition, not for
scrap metal. The more damage there is, the less happy the brass
will be with me. The more disgruntled they are with me, the
bigger the sling J slap your sorry butts in! Do 1 make myself
CLEAR?!?" (GM NOTE: A resounding 'yes sir' is the only
acceptable response. Jokes will raise a long and tiresome lecture
about the importance of this mission and proper attitude).

"Now, the operation is pretty simple. The factory's main
computer will not consider a small group of unidentified mecha
(remember, the factory will not know about humans) a serious
danger. This will get you right to the front door. Unfortunately,
the door will be locked and the welcoming party inside will be
hostile and deadly! The Robotech Factory is unmanned, bul it
does have an anny of robot defenders and automated weapon
systems thai will pop right out of the walls. Its senson are
programmed to recognize only Zentraedi and Robotech Masters
and their meeha. Before you even ask, DO, humans will not be
able to pretend that they are Robotech Masters. Likewise. any
Zentraedi seen with alien intruders (humans, etc.) will be seen
as traitor'S and targeted for immediate extennination.

''If you use your heads, don't panic. and keep moving, you
should be able to beat the factory's defenses. The one complica
tion is that you must contain combat to avoid damaging the
faetory. No blowing out entire walls. Target the enemy and
destroy or impair it, not the area around it. I can't stress this
point enough. Too much damage will make the factory useless
to us. But even more important. is that too much damage will
change your status from a minor threat to a major theat in the

eyes of the computer. When the computer decides you're a major
threat, it will increase its defenses and may space fold to god
knows where. I ain't kidding you. It could pop itself light years
away. So play this one close to the chest."

1llis operation has three main objectives .

ONE: ENTRY. That's the easy part. Blowing any one of the
eotty hatches will get you inside:. The factory will begin to repair



itself immediately. This means you may encounter a repair robol
and combat may occur. Avoid this initial contact with the enemy
if you can. Your big advantage is that the controlling computer
intelligence does DOl know what you and your mecba can do.
So hold back. Don't show it your full capabilities. Like any
computer, it will run through a basic defense fannula responding
to available data. You might think of this situation as playing
chess with a computer, only you are the chess pieces. Its fmt
move will be to identify and contain the threal. Its next move
will be the elimination of that threal. What happens next depends
on how you play the game."

"'TWO DISENGAGE THE SPACE FOLD SVSTE. This is
critical. You accomplish this and you're halfway home. Now,
by disengage, J mean disengage, not destroy it. We need its fold
system intact and operable. Without fold capabilities the faelOr)'
is just a sitting duck waiting for an invid attack.

1'he field sctentist in your team will be thoroughly instructed
on this matter.(GM NOTE: A field sctentist NPC must be as·
signed 10 the players' group if none of the players are of that
a.c.c.). II will lake him only a few minutes (204) 10 disconnect
a critical unit rendering the fold system inoperable.

"'The problems you'lI face are twofold. First, if the computer
suspects that the fold system is a target, it will send out a huge
force of defenders to stop you. You'll be outnumbered by at
least two to one and more likely, three or four to one. Don't
play around. Knock these babies out, one, two, three. Use what·
ever force it takes, but try to contain the damage to the enemy
and not the space fold. Second, the very instant the field scientist
lOUChes the fold system, the computer will know what be plans
10 do and it will initiate the fold sequence. At that point he's
gOl TEN minutes to disengage the fold system or you will all
be taking an extended leave to the edge of the universe. If it
folds, the odds of your getting back: to the REF are slim and
none. If you hot shots are smart, you'll defend him from attack
as if your lives depend on it, 'cause they do.

"Let us assume that you have disengaged the fold system.
The field scientist will know what he has to do (he is to take a
small crucial component with him), you're next move is to get
the hell out of there. Do not waste time and ammunition fighting
robots. Get out and move toward your last objective.

"THREE: DISENGAGE THE MAIN COMPUfER. You
will have approximately 90 minutes 10 neutralize the main com·
puter. Why 90 minutes'! Because it will take about an hour 10
an hour and a half for the factory's repair robots 10 detennine
the problem with the fold system and repair it. When you hear
a siren like this." the officer presses a bunon on the console in
front of him lhat emits a piercing whine for about 15 seconds,
"you'll Imow that you have TEN minute before it's vacation
time. That siren indicates that the fold system is engaged.

"When you disengage the main computer, you're home free.
Everything, except emergency lights and life support, is shut
down. The robots. automatic defenses, everything goes down.
Afterward, I'll personally buy you all a drink. Of e<>une. getting
to the computer will be the roughest part of this openuion. By
this point you'll be identified as a major threat and defenses will
be at I()()%. Don't waste time in futile combat if you can avoid
it. If you can cave-in a small part of a tunnel ceiling to block
off an attack, then do it. Just limit damage to unimportant areas,
please.

"Just like the fold system, we need the actual computer undam·
aged. Without the computer the factory is useless. This baby
runs the whole operation. No functioning computer, NO robotoch
faetmy. DO I MAKE MYSELF PERFECTLY CLEAR?

1'he good news is that your field scientist can disengage the
computer in less than five minutes (104).

"Now, if you have questions, I'll be glad to try 10 answer
them. Please limit your' questions as you will depart on your
assignment in one hour. Your mecha have been prepped and are
waiting for you."

GENERAL PLAYER INFORMATION
Game Masters. this is a pretty stnight forward mission. 11lere

is nothing to hide and the player characters can expect as much
infonnation and assistance from the REF as possible. The follow·
ing data will be provided when asked or as further data.

1.) Method of in.wrtion: The characters will be dropped off
via shuttle within five miles of the RobOIocb Factory. They will
then fly to the factory under their own power as a smaJl group.
Destroids will be provided with a special space jet pack.

2.) Support: NONE! The intervention of spacecraft or addi·
tional troops is likely to cause the factory to fold to a new
location. Radio communication within the factory between team
mates will be possible, but the factory's defenses will prevent
any communication beyond its walls. The learn will NOT be
able to contact the 5S Hayes or any outside forces. They are on
their own!

3.) A map of • typical RobOIoch Factory will be given 10
each team member as both a computer disk for viewing inside
their mecha and as a bard copy. The locations of the key objec
tives and genen1 locations and scale should be fairly accurate.
However, each RobOIoch Factory is a little different due 10
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repairs and modifications made over the centuries (GMs, do
what you wish with locations and changes). The exact locations
of weapons and robots are unknown.

4.) Inside the Roboteeb Factory: The factory is huge, de.
signed to repair, maintain, and build Zentraedi spaceships,
mecha, and the Robotech Masters' motberships and bioroids.
Consequently, most of the factory is not designed to support
human life. Except for theoccasional area reserved for humanoid
occupancy, the factory has no breathable air, is often airl~s~

toxic, temperatures are sub-zero, and there is often no artifICial
gravity (many of the construction facilities arc designed for zero
gravity). Spacesuits have been issued to all participants in this
operation.

S.) Access tunnf:ls and pipelines: Characters may find it
far easier to travel through the network of access tunnels and
pipelines than through the mammoth facilities inside the factory
itself. There are hundmds of tunnels that are easily big enough
for mecha to maneuver in.

6.) IDtemaI sensors include motion, infrared, beat, and
sound. Mecha will be easily detected, even the tiny cyclones.
H~ver, humans traveling 00 foot, without mecha, are invisible
to all factor'}' sensors (unless they are causing an obvious distur·
bance, like gunflreicombat, explosions, Olher loud ooises, or
tampering with internal electrical systems or causing mechanical
failures). The cyclone is small enough to avoid detection, but
its systems radiate enough heat and energy that they are detected
by a number of different sensors even when in battloid mode.

7.) THE LAST RESORT! If the mission is a failure salvage
what you can. This means that if the factoIy is about to space
fold and the REF team can NOT prevent it without destroying
or severely damaging the space fold system, then they have 00

resort but to destroy it. The destruction of the fold system must
be done only if there is absolutely no other alternative! The
factory is both too valuable for its store of materials and too
dangerous to allow it to fall into the enemy·s hands.

8.) WARNING: The invid may have detected the presence
of the factory when it folded into this sector of space. Thus, it
is possible that invid may be encountered. The appearance of
the invid will almost certainly cause the factory to space fold to
a safe location light years away. Yet another reason to complete
this mission as quickly as possible.

9.) SPECIAL EQUIPMENT: The characters on this mission
should have aca:ss to all weapons and equipment that are reason
able requests, including shadow fighters, destabilizers, and exp

losives.

A RENDEZVOUS
WITH DANGER
DANGER PART TWO:

The Enemy Within

PLAYER INFORMATION
Several. days have passed (404 days) since the characters

hellish excurskm inside the Robocech Factory. The chanlcters
have a new assignment back on board the f~. Needless to
say, they are DOt thrilled by these tum of events.

MISSION BRIEFING
The offtcer in charge will ope~ the brieling with praise or

criticism regarding their previous mission, depending on how
successful it was. The excitement~nt in his previous briefing
is definitely missing this time. That's never a good sign. He sits
down at the table, sighs, and begins.•

"We should have known things were going too well. The
Robococh Factory plops right into our laps, we caprore it, which
is only the second time that's ever been done, and there are no
invid within a thousand parsecs. A piece '0 cake. Damn!" The
offtcer gets up and begins to pace.

"Any of you boys know the myth about Pandcn and her box.
Well, that's what we got on our hands right now. Apparently,
the friUin' factory had several specimens of mutant protoculture
seeds and a couple dozen prisoners in cold storage (stasis sleep).
When the computer was shut down there were several system
failures. This was anticipated, but normally these failures are
linle things of no consequence. Not this time." The officer pauses
to light a cigar and continues.

"It seems several of the stasis chambers were deactivated,
freeing some of the prisoners. Now, these suckers aren·t just
any clowns. They were rogue Robotech Masters and their loyal
Zentraedi high command (all officers). The tech boys are still
collating data, so we don't know everything, but we do know
this. There are 12 renegade Robotech Masters and 7 Zentraedi
hiding somewhere on the factory. The criminals are accused of
bying to overthrow the Robotech Masters' intergalactic empire
by seeding colony worlds with desttuetive mutant proloculture
seeds. Two of these worlds, infested with the Type Four mutants,
had to be obliterated to prevent contamination to Olher worlds.

"Apparently, the renegade leaders along with several of the
mutant seeds were captured, and their troops numbering into the
hundreds of thousands were destroyed. From what we can ascer·
lain, the prisoners and mutant seeds were placed in stasis, await·
ing further investigation and tennination. Hell, somewhere along
the line they were forgotten. Or maybe this factory got itself
lo5t. We don·t know. All we do know il; that this shit happened
about 300 years ilia. And il Lvuld stan all over again!"

He stands silent for • long moment. with a look of dread.
1bis one is a lousy mission, but it's gotul be done. Search and
Destroy. Find these sons of a _ .. and fry 'em. Plain and simple.
Do DOt be fooled by any crap they might hand you. These are
desperate criminals who knowingly destroyed at least two entire
planets. You can bet they'll not hesitate killing you. If you can
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captUre them alive, fine, but do NOT take chances! It's not just
your lives at stake, bot perhaps the lives of everyone on board
the factory and maybe this entire operation!!

"You aren't just. slalking a couple dozen unarmed bandits.
These are Robotech Masters and Zentraedi officers'. They've
been on the loose for several days and most defmitely have
weapons and mecha by this point. Yes, yes, all Robotech Masters
Factories carry a small complement of mecha and weapons for
its humanoid masters should they be needed. We have no way
of knowing whal kinds of mecha or weapons are missing from
the storage bays so stay on your toes!

"To further complicate matters, we also know that the re·
negades have taken four seeds from each of the four types of
mutant flowers. We suspect that the seeds pose no danger 10

human life while contained on the factory, bul could do irrepar·
able damage if they are taken to an inhabited world. We can
not allow this to happen!

"As far as we can tell, the renegades are still located in the
central body of the factory. Deck levels 1-7 have been sealed
and should be inaccessible. Likewise, the access ways to the
other factory appendages are sealed and sentries are posted. This
means that our friends can only be on level eight or in the giant
factory complex below level eight.

"Combat has occurred near the space fold system (#22). The
enemy consisted of two Officer Pods and one Red Bioroid. There
were no fatalities, but the enemy did escape."

The officer grunts, mutters to himself and activates the view
screen above the table. "As you can see, this is the floor plan
for level eight. The areas highlighted in red are most likely to
be primary targets. Those in ocange are possible secondaty
targets. Let's briefly IUn through them:

"Room #22, the space fold system. The Masters may
know how 10 override the space fold mechanism at the
source. We have removed several key components which
should make this impossible. Further work in this chamber
has been suspended until this situation is under control.
Four REF Excalibers stand guard.

"Room #23, the stasis chamber. The remaining 20 mulant
seeds have been removed to the quarantine lab on the SS
Hayes. However, the other 20 or so prisoners are still
there, fast asleep in stasis. It's a safe bet that their buddies
will come to break 'em out, sooner or later. The chamber
is locked up tight, with two RDF Gladiators standing guard
outside and a REF Gladiator inside.

"Room #13, command bridge. Normally, the Masters
could seize control of the factory from this overriding
command center, however, our boys are confident that
they have dismantled eoough to make this impossible! or
course, the enemy does not know this so they may try a
take over. Four cyclone riders in VR-04I-Sabers have
established hiding places on the bridge, itching for one of
these slime to try something.

The officer taps the screen with his ceremonial sword. "These
here are the secondary targets which may interest our guests,"
he points to the orange areas 00 the floor plan. '"'They are mainly
avenues of escape or sabotage."

"Area #3A. the airlock you boys used to gain access to
the factory. She's sealed tight and guarded by two REF
Raidar Xs and an ExcaJiber inside lock Dumber one.
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"Area #4. the mecha hangars. The drones are no problem,
because they'll remain ioo~le as long as the main
computer is down. Inside the ooe near the protoeulture
matrix is a M.A.C. ill and six VR-052 cyclone riders
armed to the teeth. The hangar near the water tank has
two RDF Spartans and a REF ExcaJibec waiting inside.

"Area #19 and 20 are the main computer complex. This
area is considered Ii secondary target because of the activity
around it. TIJere must be over 50 technicians working the
computer over, even as we speak. Plus another 100 grunts
to assist them and a dozen cyclone riders to wipe their
DOseS. In addition 10 that, there's two REF Excalibers and
two Z.2 Officer Pods standing guard. .

"Area :# I7 is the reflex furnaces which could be'made to
eJl:plode. creating a nice little di.version. But not likely.

1be lower factory ievel has had all its-m locks sealed tight
as a drum SO they aren't leaving that way. To insure that,~
are TEN veriteeh squads flying patrol around the factory 24
boors a day. The bottom line is that we're sure thai we have
them contained between level eight and the factory. As you
know, that leaves only a couple thousand miles of tunnels and
conduit where they could be holed up. In~lIigence reports that
they have probably broken into 3 to 6 separate groups and will
keep moving. Thai's good. As long as they are in small groups
they'll be far easier to put down. If they are forced to keep
moving, then they won't have time to pull any dirty tricks.

"Your team is one of six assigned 10 fmd the enemy and
neutraliz.e him. Please, no shooting at shadows. ldenlify your
target bc:fore you nre. We don't want to be blowing ounelves
away down there. Just like last time, we need the Robotech
Factory in one piece. Try to cootain your nre and avoid damaging
the main computer and fold system at aU costs!

"You wiJI report to Col. Willard, military specialist and es
pionage whiz kid in charge of this little party. He'll be calling
the shou when you get inside. Been told he's a good man; knows
his stuff. Good Luck and God bless."

GENERAL PLAYER INFORMATION
The officer will be open to questions and answers, bUI he

really doesn't know any IIlOfe than what he's told them. AI this
point the REF does NOT know what any of the mutant protocul·
twe seeds are, nor what kind of threat they may be for the
characters or anybody else. Nor is it known what other mecha
may be in the hands of the enemy. However, the briefing officer
insists that, "You'll be apprised of all pertinent data as we learn
it." (See pg liS for seeds description).

I.) Method of insertion: The characters will be escorted by
a squadron of veritechs to airlock #3A. They will be the last
people to enter or exit the factory until the crisis has passed.

2.) Support is available from the limited number of troops
assigned to level eighl of the factory. The most mobile will be
the other five teams. Meeha assigned 10 guard a particular area
will not leave that area except under extreme emergency.

3.) The other five search teams are: The Raspberry Babies,
a cocky group of new REF recruits who think that they are
cosmic heroes. They tend to be arrogant, take chances, and
underestimate the enemy. They don't realiz.e that they arc no
longer dealing with the predictable invid, but the treacherous
Robotech Masten. Their team consists of two Alpha Fighters,
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a REF Gladialor, and three VR-04I-Saber cyclones. All are at
second level of experience. The commander is a Lt. Conrad
Bodonavich.

The Survivor.;~ a team of RDF veterans. They are cool, calm,
and experienced veterans. Their team consists of a VF-I S Super
Veritech, a VF-IJ Veritech, a RDF Gladiator, a RDF Excaliber,
and a RDF Raidar X. All are at sixth level of experience. The
commander is Victor Labec.

The Four Horsemen, an alien Senlinels team hungry for re
venge against the Robotech Maslers. They are experienced, but
reckless, with a IUSI for vengeance. Their team consists of a
Praxian warrior clad in CVR·3 annor riding a RATS-I Pegasus
and anned with coball grenades and Gallant H-90 (she is the
team leader, Valla). A mated pair of Garudans turned cyclone
riders (VR-Q52), and a Spherian adventurer named Brek (he is
anned with a Spherian laser rod and rides a Perytonian assault
hover cycle). Each is al fourth level experience.

The Sky Jammers is a team of six Alpha pilots. They have
some combat experience, bUI have much 10 learn. Each flies an

Alpha Fighter and all have reached second level experience.
They are spil and polish officers who play by the book and never
disobey an order.

The fifth team calls themselves the Hell Raisers. They are a
motley group consisting of a Perytonian wizard piloting a Peryto
nian assault hover cycle (the leader, zan; sixth level), a Carbona
rite beannan military specialist (fourth level), a REF Excaliber
destroid pilot (second level), and two Zentraedi warriors piloting
Z-l Baltle Pods (third level).

4.) Special Equipment: Anything that's reasonable.

5.) Do NOT enler any other floors/levels of the factory with
out permission from Col. Willard.

THE ADVENTURE UNFOLDS
Everything is quiet for the first couple hours of searching (GMs,
just jump the characters ahead ID4 hours). Then a transmission
from the Raspberry Babies breaks radio silence, "We just bagged
us a pair of bad guys in the basement (factory level),
sweethearts!" The transmission is intemJpted by laughter, hool
ing, and hollering. The Sky Jammers demand that they cease
broadcasting and observe radio silence. "Aw, yer just jealous
because the new kids on the block made the first kill. Anyway,
you guys have IWO less of these 'tough' Robotech Masters to
worry about. Over and out, Buddies."

GAME MASTER INFO --------
The search continues. Game Masters, use the Tunnel Tables

for length, change, and environment oflhetunnels. (pg 123-126)

Encounters and Clues
The following evenls can be selecled in any order by the GM

and placed al the locale of his choosing.

• Scraps of clothing and waste are found in one of the
lunnels. A character with tracking skill may be able to determine
how recent the camp is; roll under track skill. The camp is less
than a half-hour old and appears to have accommodated at leasl
one Zentraedi and two Masters. The metal scrapes and gouging
indicates mecha or three. The direction they wenl is forward,
bUI after a short distance the trail is lost.

• Two Zentraedi Officer Pods and a Red Bioroid. These
must be the villains who attacked the guards at the space fold
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area. They will lash oul inunediately and stand to fight any foe
they outnumber. If the odds are against them they will attempt
to flee.

• One Zentraedi Female in Power Armor, fully loaded wilh
all 80 missiles and undamaged. She accepts the challenge of lhe
odds against her and anacks; she wiD fight to the death (see lhe
Robotech RPG, page 92, for an explanalion of its combat
capabilities).

• A holc has been blasted through onc of the tunnels to
access another tunnel that leads straighl up toward the SEVENTH
fLOOR. If the characters investigate, they will find that there
is a second !:tole blasted into the wall of the IUnnel and a third
hole blown inlo the wall accessing level seven. This lasl hole
has been sealed off with a huge sheet of metal (M.D.C. 50). A
check wilh Col. Willard will inform tl;le characters that an anempt
to breach level seven was foiled. Three Masters in bioroids were
killed. One Master was chased on (001 and killed by a Corp.
Lavinski who suffered injury and has been flown to the SS Hayes
for lrealmenl.

• The Survivors report a brief sk.irmish with three Zentraedi
on level eighl near the stasis chamber. U~fortunalely, they man
aged to escape, but suffered heavy damage. This force included
one Female Power Armor and two Male Power Armor.

• Blood is found smeared 30 feel (9.1 m) high along one
wall. The trail stops and starts several times, as a Zentraedi
mighlleave when staggering againsl the wall. Some black carbon
scorches the wall where rockel jets ignited for take-off. The
blood trail ends, bUI the quarry can nOi be far. (GMs. you mighl
lhrow in a tunnel thai branches right and left andlor up and down
10 complicate things. The characters may have to split up 10

track: this wounded Zentraedi or risk losing him.)

• A lone Zentraedi in banered Male Power Armor straddles
the center of the tunnel. He will respond to any requests or
actions with a blast from his shoulder mounted particle beam
cannon. This warrior is mortally wounded from his encounter
with the REF Survivor team. Any damage exceeding 30 M.D.C.
will finish him. He will fight liII lhe death.

AFTER THE ABOVE ENCOUNTERS
THE FOLLOWING OCCURS ...

First, Col. Willard radios wilh some distressing news. "Gentle
men, secure your present positions and wail for a vital update."
There is a pause for a few minutes before the transmission resumes.
"We have more data regarding the mutanl protocullure seeds.
Three of lhe fOUf mutalions offer no danger 10 anybody while in
seed fonn. However, one of the mutations is some new form of
sentient plant life. Even in seed fonn it possess intelligence and
psychic powers. If you find any seeds, don't approach them in
mecha. Repeal, do nOI go near lhem in mecha! Radio me your
position and I will dispatch a special team to collect the seed. This
seed can absorb protoculture energy from up to 50 feel (l5.2m)
and use this energy to assume any organic shape. That means it
could kill you and assume your fonn. Don't let this data unnerve
you. With caution lhis ... umm ... seed will never have the
opportunilY to metamorphose from its seed form. Good hunting;
Willard out." See pag~ 115 for se~d d~scriptions.

Second, about an hour passes withoul incidenl, then a chase is
reported. ''This is Raspberry Babies! We're in pursuil of a Robotech
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Master Assault Carrier on the factory level." The voice seems
tense and frightencd."Jt chewed up the Sky Jammer tearn preny
bad. I don't mow if there are survivors! Stlit, we can't tlandle
something like this on our own'"

Tbere is a momentary pause;"Afftrmative Babies, this is the
Survivors. Give us your position."

"We're in the factory, traveling directly undertbe protoculture
matrixes on level eigbt. Oh man, you don't think they're beaded
for the matrixes with some ... mutie seeds'!!"

Stay calm, Survivors on the way." A few moments later, TIle
Four Horsemen report that they are also enroute and have visual
contact with the enemy. Col. Willard instructs the remaining
two teams to hold their position.

A few minutes pass before the screaming st.arts. 1be messages
are garbled. Its impossible to tell who is saying what. ''They're
all over they're allover us the factory's alive!" "Willard!
What the is going on1 May Day May Day!" "Look
out! Six bots corning in it can't be you got two on yer
tail ... cover me ... cover me ... going down. . . 12 ...
maybe 15 wtlere's Baby's leader11 repeat aaamrggh
... evasive evasive ... Willard, we need head for
the vent ... too many. _ . It can't be,the factory's shut down!
. . . Colonel What follows is more of the same
and the souods of combat. A call to Col. Willard is returned
with the souod of static.

What's going on?
The REF teetlnicians were tragically mistaken when they be

lieved that they had dismantled the Command Center (Room
#13). 1be Masters were able to infUtrate the area and make
repairs. 1be Robotech Assault Canier was a ruse to distract the
REF and to lure the scaretl teams into the opeD. A ploy that
warted all too well. To control the Auxiliary Command Center
means the renegade Robotech Masters control the entire factory
complex, including its anny of robots. Once in control, the
Masters sent scores of robot defenders to eliminate the REF
forces. The REF was hopelessly outnumbered. Those few who
survived the onslaught tlave gone into hiding in the network of
tunnels, but it is only a maner of days before they will be hunted
down and slain.

The Player Characters
The player characters are actually in a preny good position.

aU things considered. The Robotectl Masters do not know that
they exisl. Nor do they know their strengths or location. The
Masters' fon:::es ;m 100 limited for them to risk leaving the
Command Center (Room #13) until they ;m fairly confident
thai the enemy bas been ClUShed. That will require at least 24
hours. The group also knows that the Hell Raiser team is alive
and well,although radio contact may give away their position.
But the one thing most in favor of the player chanlCters is that
they know the layout of the tunnels and know what to expect
from the factory's automated defenses. This edge eliminates the
initiative bonus that the defense turrets nonnally enjoy.

The ctlaracters should have a good idea of what's going on
and wtlat they must do. If tbey hope to save the REF survivors
and the factory, they must enter the Command Center and destroy
it or those controlling it (if they don't realize this. the other
tearn, or a message from Col. Willard, can clarify the situation).
They have a cushion of about 20 hours to accomplish this task.
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After 24 hours the Masters will free their colleagues and begin
repairs 00 the fold system. Repairs will be completed 406 hours
later. At that point they will space fold to a distant galaxy to
coococt new schemes of terror and conquest.

The factory is fully functional under the direction of the
Robotech Masters. This means that1they can auac:k the REF
Aeet at any moment. However, it is wiser to stay quiet and bide
their time. The longer the REF suspe:crs noching is wrong the
bette>-.

Communications from within the factory was cut off the m0

ment the Masters took control of the Command Center. The SS
Hayes should realize something is wrong within ID4 hours when
they can not communicate with their troops on the (actory. 1be
Masters would prefer to avoid a battle with the four @.EF war
ships, but w,ill if their hand is forced.

GMs, use the Tunnel tables and tfie Tynnel Encounter table
for travel inside tunnels. Outside. in-the reguJ.ar conidors and
rooms. the robot drones are searching for human intnlders; roll
on the Random Encounters Inside 1lIe Factory table twice as
often.

The Command Cenler (Room #,13)
Outside the Command Center is an army of robot defenders .

Approximately 100 Heavy Worll; Drones, 50 Light Engineer
Drones, 200 Light Assault Drones, and 125 Heavy
Assault Drones stand guard around the eotire facility. 1bey will
attack. anything that moves.

Inside the Command Center ;m the insidious villains of this
tragedy. Five Robotech Masters control the Command Center
while the remaining three Zenttae:di stand guard; one is a Female
in Power Armor with haJfber missile payload exhausted. another
is in Male Power Armor with particle beam cannon. and the
other pilots an Officer's Pod. In addition to the three warriors,
there ;m three suits of Red Bioroid armor which can be openued
by any of the Masters, six Heavy Assault Drones, and six Ligtlt
Assault Drones.

After the final baltle the characters will be able to find the
splattered remains of 14 of the 16 missing protoculture seeds.
Which two ;m missing is unknown. Laboratory analysis of the
other remains will confinn that the two missing seeds are Type
Four mutations. Were they destroyed in the battle'! Lost else
where in the factory complex? Whether our story ends here or
not, I leave to the individual Game Master. However, I will
leave you with some ideas (or continuing.

FltSt off, one Robotech Master is still unaccounted for. A few
days later he sum:nders, claiming to be a lower echelon dupe
named Zin. A simple medical report will reveal that he is not
the plant cn:atuIe. The factory's computer records do mention
a Robotech Science Master called :lin and that he was part of
the conspiracy, but nothing more. nn claims that he knows
nothing about the missing seeds and swears that he is a changed
man who longs to work for tlumanity. He only asks for the
opportUnity to make amends for the horrors he helped inflict.
An interesting side note is that :lin was found near the one
proloculture matrix that was damaged and. leaking vast amounts
of proloculture energy. Coincidence? No seed was fouod in that
ma.

Zin is really Kym, the foul leader of the renegade Robotech
Masters and creator of the mutant Aowers of Life. He is evil
incarnate and craves only power. He is incredibly treacherous



and will continue the ruse as "born again" Zin for. as long as
it helps him. From aU appearances, be will seem truly repentant,
helpful, and kind. but all the while plotting his evil machinations.
Such are the many faces of evil. This character can be a great

villain in future adventures.

So. who is the protoculture monster? There are two candidates
for this loathsome position. Remember poor Corporal Lavinski?
He was the fmt casualty of the crisis on Level Seven. He was
transported to the SS Hayes hours before the news about the
Type Four protoculture mutant. If you opt for him as the monster,
have him slip away during a commotion, or bener yet, have the
three paramedics and a nurse found dead, their blood drained
and the security guard from the factory and Lavinski's body are
both missing. The surprise comes later when Lavinski's blood
drained corpse is found. Yes, the monster is the security guard.
Sgt. Townsend.

'The Olher choice is any number of nameless characters who
swvived the massacre on the Robotcch Factory. It could be a
technician or even a member from one of the other search teams.
Personally, in play test, I went with both. And began a mystery
adventure that had the feel of a combination of a future vampire
story and the movie Alien. with victims disappearing left and
right. The twist to the Alien concept is that this creature is smart,
although ultimately its primal need for blood and protoculture
energy was its downfall. I even had good 01' Zin secretly helping
it. He was clever enough to never get implicated.

or course, the factory and the REF baselcolony can lead to
further adventures.

ZIN, THE ROBOTECH SCIENCE MASI'ER
True Name: Kym, the infamous criminal who tried to usurp
the power of the Robotech Masters Empire.
Alignment: Diabolic
Hit Points: 62 S.D.C.: 16
Attributes: LQ. 25, M.E. 21, M.A. 24, P.S. 9, P.P. 8, P.E.
12. P.B. 7. Spd. 4
Age: Appears to be about 50, but is over 300 yeaD old.
Heighl: 6 feet (1.8m) Weighl: ISSlbs
Disposition: Seems to be considerate and caring, but in reality

is a self-serving villain who .sees aU life as either his play
things or pawns to be used in his acquisition of power.

Rank: Robotech Leader
Skills: Ex.cellent strategist, tactician, organizer, and man

ipulator. Knows all science, technical, pilot related skills at
a 98% skill proficiency. He can also pilot bioroids and
Robotcch Master spacccntft at SOC:f, skill proficiency and
knows Hand to Hand: Basic, W.P. Energy Pistol, W.P.
Energy Rifle, and W.P. Knife, all at 6th level proficiency.
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ROBOTECH FACTORY
General Information

1be Robotech Factory is an unmanned, fully automated space
station. Its sole purpose is to rendezvous at secret, predetennined
locations throughout the universe for the repair and construction
of Zentraedi and/or Robotoch Master mecha and vehicles.

The Robolecb Factory will automatically recognize Zentraedi
and Robotcch Master spac«rajr and admit them. Only recog
niu:d spacecraft (not mocha) will be allowed to dock. Ind.ividu·
als, mecha, and small shuttles are admitted only if the pilot
possesses the appropriate, secret. access code.

'The alien space platfonn can completely rebuild, restock, and
refuel (protoculture) as many as AVE Zentraedi battle cruisers
simultaneously within five weeks. SlK:~ a vessel is of great

tactical importance.

Actions on Contact
Develop the sltwltion. The squad leader should act quickly

to detennine the enemy's strength. composition, and disposition.
Does the factory appear to be in use? Is there activity around
the factory? If so, try to identify the active panies. The most
likely enemies will be the Zentraedi, Robotcch MaslefS, Invid
(attacking the factory) or other alien life forms. Identify actions,
Le., passive patrol, docking, dormant, engaged in combat, etc.
Estimate number of the enemy. Note that the Robotech Factory
itself is not an offensive weapon and will not attack/defend
without cause. Thus, it is a threat in and of itself.

Choose a coune or action. Based on observation, the squad
leader can consider several actions:

Maintain dJscred observation. If the factory appears dor
mant, the squad should continue surveillance from a distance
and/or under cover. One or two squad members sbouId be dis
patched with haste to inform their commander of any develop
ment. lfthis will jeopardize the safety or position of the squadron,
a scrambled radio message can be scnt instead.

A donnant Robotech Factory is NEVER to be attacked or
investigated without authorization from a conunanding officer.

Bypass. If the factory is almost certainly unoccupied the
squadron may elect to mart its position and return to operations
to me a complete repon with the commanding officer.

Supress and Salvage. If the factory is under attack or obvj·
ously laid to ruin, the squad leader can dispatch his troopS to
engage the enemy in order to prolect the factory, but only after
a scrambled message has been transmitted to and received by
command opennions clearly identifying the factory, its location,
and its attacker. If radio transmission is DOl possible, then one
of the squad members must return to base with this data while
the others engage the enemy. Note: TIle factory'S defenses will
identify yow as an enemy. Humans and most altens are regarded
as enemies regardless of their actions. Be careful to avoid the

factory's defenses. as well as the immediate enemy.

The value ora Robote<:h Factory. The capture and/or salvage
ofa Robotech Factory is ofgreat significance to the REF. Crucial
supplies in the way of protoculture, materials. and equipment
can be salvaged even from a combat ravaged factory, while a
fully functional factory can be converted to supply and maintain
the entire REF and its allies. The paramount value of such a
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01-14 Offcourse by 204 hours via maximum sub-lightspeed.
15-29 Off course by 104 days via maximum sub-light

speed. .
30-43 Off course by 206 days via maximum 'sub-light

speed. " "
44-59 Off course by 104 weeks vii maximum sub-light

speed. .

6().72 Off course by 304 weeks via maximum sub-light
speed, plus the fold system is damaged and can not: be used
without increased risk (40% chance of faulty space fold. Roll
on this table again ifa fold is made).

73-89 Fold system has vanished imo'thin air. Impossible to
fold again; off course by 204 weeks via maximum sub-light
speed.

90-00 Correct location, but fold system explodes, destroying
the entire deck level it was on and damaging the main engines.
Only auxiliary engines and drives work (oops).

4. The CommaDd CmterlMaio Bridge: The bridge was
constructed just for manual control by the Robotech Masters,
and should be in fully operable condition. The entire area
controls both internal and external communications lines,
monitors sensor systems, and brings weapon systems on line
and off line. A gigantic strategic and tactical planning and
confen:nce table, which can display computer generated
graphics, plotting arms, superimposed holograms, a real-time
or condensed visual image of the target or of multiple targets,
and any or all accompanying data that is requested by the
attending officers. Over 15,000 targets ranging over a 500,000
mile area can be identified, tracked, and visually or graphi
cally displayed with a 94% accuracy margin. Hundreds of
arrays of computer interface banks, data posts, internal and
external monitor'S, large screens and holographic display fields
are scattered all around the area, on the arena-like noor, on
the walls, dangling from theceiling, and suspended in mid-air.

The Command Bubble preseot here is five times the normal
size for such a structure (M.O.C. 250). It allows the com
manding officers to give orders to virtually any part of the
immense station, and to communicate with docked starships
as well. It can accommodate approximately fifteen Zentraedi
and is placed about 800 feet up on the n:ar wall of the bridge
area, near the ceiling.

S. Radio Interference Network. Centrally located in the fac
tory's Command C~nt~" the factory can project an area of
extremely powerful radio blocking signals that can leave an
enemy totally isolated. The initial range of the jamming sys
tem is 150 miles, but this range can be increased almost
infinitely by linking and crou-linking Zentraedi bauIecruisers
into the network, with each ship adding 50 miles to the fae-

Stu: 20 to 2S miles long (32 to 4Obn) the central body is 10
to 15 miles long (16 10 24km)
06cription: One large central body with four smaller hangars!

compartments (factory pods) protruding from the sides. All
appear to be composed of Slone.

Operations: Repair, oontJUetion. and maintenance of Zen
traedi and Robotech Master vehicles, spaceaaft, mecha, and
equipment. Fully aulomoted facility; no living crew.

Random Encounters with Occupying F()l'U
01-60 None; only robots and roboI defenses.
61-75 Zentraedi
7~80 Robolecb Masters
81-95 lnvid (the$e would be destroying the factory and wiU

attack. any who oppose them).
96-00 Other aliens or pinrcs.

11le size of an occupying force could range from as few as
2D6x 100 to 4D6x 1000.
M.D.C. by Location:

Outer Hull per 20ft area (6.lm) - 100
Inner Hull per 20ft area (6. 1m) - SO
Large Outer Hatches - 1000
Small Ouler Hatches - 400
Inner Hatches - 200
Main Computer - 10,000
Inner Factory Complex - 500,000
Outer La.ser Turrets (120) - 150 each
The 4 Factory Pods - 600,000
Main Factory (Cenlel') - 2,500,000
Anchor StalksiAcces Tunnels (4) - 25,000 each

discovery can not be emphasized enough. Do NOT take unau·
thorized action. COfllaC1 the commander of operations im- 1("- r;p.
mediately. ~.,~;,)==&~~~J~··,~(t~t·j"~:::--F~""=-"=~"-~--~.-~:-:~~~~~3~
STRATEGIC FACTORY DATA

STANDARD FACILITIES
1. Speed of Light Travel: The maximum speed of the fac

tory is 0.01 times the speed of light (sub-light speed), which
comes to about 1860 miles per socond. However, the cruising
speed is only about 500 miles per second.

2. Auxiliary Engines and Drive Systa:D: These systems are
intended to be used only in extreme emergeocies, and are
capable only of reaching Mach 2.

3. Space Fold System: Used for interstellar space travel by
watping or "folding" the local time-space. The farther away
the destination is, the longer it will take to get there. No
matter exactly how long the fold maneuver takes, however,
time seems to stand still to the occupants ofthe folding ship.

Most factory fold systems work well, and are in excellent
condition. However, there is still a slight chance of some
error in navigation, or that a technical fault will get past the
drive circuitry guards. This will cause the factory to misjump
and end up at a destination not intended. GM NOTE: 'There
is an 8% chance of a faulty fold/jump nery time the fold
system is engaged. If such an event occurs, roD 00 the follow
ing tabk: to determine the extent of the course correction or
malfunction.
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tory's range. 1bere are no limitations on the possible duration
of these jamming signals_

6. Radar Jamming: Coordinated through 1M Command
Cenlu, the factory can jam the radar and wupon tracking
systems of an enemy ship. TIle range of this effect is a 2S
mile diameter sphere up to .500 miles away.

7. Loog Range Video and Communications System: Coor·
dinattd through 1M Command Cel1ter, the factory can send
clean and accurate audio and visual transmissions up to
100,000 miles away. and can also receive and detect external
transmissions. The range of this system can be increased still
more by bouncing the signals from the factory 10 one or more
Zentrnedi ships, increasing the range by 10,000 miles per
relay.

8. Internal Sensors: Coordinated through 1M COmmDnd
Center, sensors continually monitor the factory's internal tern·
perature. radiation, motion, and the chemical composition of
the ship's internal atmos~. TIle system will be able to
pinpoint most (bioroid-sized or larger) physical anomalies or
a disturbance caused by such. Note: that Mkronians without
mecha or vehicles are too small to be easily orquickly detected
by this system.

9. Stasis Chambers: Several thousands of Zentraedi warriors
and Robotech Master bioroids can be stored in a state of near
death, to be awakened if and when the factory is seriously
threatened. These bioroids and Zentraed,i can also be brought
back 10 life at the discretion of the factory computer. The
time required for this action is about 20 minutes, after which
time the warriors are fully awake and alen. G.M. Note:
During that 20 minute period, the Zenuaedi will be groggy
and unable to function at normal efficiency; - 10 on initiative,
-6 to sbi.ke, parry, and dodge. and -15% on all skills. The
bioroids wiU be fully functional after only 10 minutes (same
penalties apply for that 10 minute period).

10. Medical Facilities: Since it was desired that the Zentrae:di
and Masters have use of the factory at any time of their
choosing complete medical facilities were installed. Every
thing from emergency medical rooms, where broken bones
can be tended and blood loss replaced, to full scale hospitals
where artificial limbs can be constructed and implanted, along
with extensive medical laboratories for Zentraedi. Tyrolian
clones, and rh~ Mast~rs themselves are carried on board the
faeto<y.

II. Laboratory: The factory does have a huge research lab for
usc by the Sci~nct Mast~rs. CloM Masters, and Robot«h
Masters. About 8()iJ, of the facility is completely automated,
with batteries of pre-programmed tests, analyzers, and med
ical robots. The facilities that are included are chemical,
biological, spectrographic radiation and sound analysis, the
storage of specimens (living and non-living), and all possible
fonns of data recording, storage and retrieval.

12. Nutrient and Water Dispc.nsaries: These strategically lo
cated facilities are designed to accommodate a variety of
races, and can provide vitamins, liquid and solid protein, and
water for the asking.

13. Wakr Supply: There are also several large reservoirs of
drinking water 00 board the factory fOl" use by the factory's
crew and troops in addition 10 the supplies in thedispensaries.

14. Medla Bays: About one thousand large and small bays fOl"

IU

the storage of fully functioning. combat ready. Zentraedi and
bioroid mecha are scattered throughout the factory. The rotal
storage capacity of all of these bays is estimated at 650,000
mocha.

IS. Weapon Bays: Weapon bays are comparatively small areas
within the factory where large numbers of hand-held assault
weapons are stored, ready for use by Zentraedi and bioroids.
They do not carry any mecha. A typical weapon bay will
carry the following: 306x 1000 assault rifles, 304 x 10 laser
pistols, 408 x 10 missiles for battle pods, 306 x 10 suits of
Zentraedi body armor (NOT power annor), 104 hover plat
fonns, 208 x 10 weapon drums, 306 laser drums, and
304 x 10 terminator laser assault rines. A locked hatch has
SOM.D.C.

16. Air locks: Thousands of air locks can be found on most
levels of the factory. especially near the areas where battle
pods and bioroids are stored. Unl~e mOst Zentraedi starships
however, the air locks on board the factorY are divided into
two sizes: staDdard (smaU) air locks, which can hold about
64 pods simultaneously, and large air locks capable ofholding
up to 300 battle pods without crowding. The small air locks
require 4 melees (one minute) to completely reycyle from
hard vacuum to standard atmospheric pressure, while the large
locks require 20 melees (5 minutes) for the same procedure.

17. Triple Reinforced Hulls and access tunnels of all sizes line
the full lengths of the various deck levels on the factory.
M.D.C. 50 per 20ft area.

18. RepairlRcconstruction Pods: There are five of these four
mile wide pods connected to the factory's main body. Each
is capable of accepting any Zentraedi spaceship for docking,
from the Aagsbip on down. Each pod is completely self-coo
tain<d.

19_ Hypercomp: Short for hypertronics bio-emulating artifi
cially intelligent computer. This device is thecontrolling agent
for the entire factory. It, in the absence of living controllers,
is responsible for the well-being of itself and the vessel as a
whole. It is capable of making its own decisions and of acting
under its own judgement and initiative. This device hears all,
sees all, and does all; Hypercomp literally controls the factory.

20. Construction FaciU.tics: The main body of the factory has
numerous levels, most of which are devoted solely to the
construction of starships, shuttles. mecha and weapons. Only
this part of the factory is large enough to accommodate OM

of the Robocech Masters' modler ships.
21. Hypa'Spa(t IDta'stdIar COIIUIIaaialdoo S)'ItaD: This

system is designed 10 span the interstellar distances of spICe
in mere seconds, enabling faraway ships to commurucate with
factory personnel or the Hypercomp. Tbete is no pncticaI
limit to its range, but the time las increases by one second
for every twenty-five light years of distance between com
municating parties. Multiple conversations on the same or
different channels may also be l.\ndertaken simultaneously.

SOME SPECIFIC LOCATIONS
All the targets in this mission are located in the huge central

body of the factory complex. The: other smaUe:r factory appen
dages are giant factories fOl" the construction and repair of
spaceships.



The ceblral factory body functions as two sepaRte facilities.
Part of its function is as the commandIcontrol center. It is here
that all the controlling and critical aspects of the Robotech Fac
tory, such as the fold system. the main computer. protoculture
supplies, living areas for humanoids, etcetera. are found. 1bese
facilities comprise the top eight levels of the central factory.
Each deck varies in height,but is Dever smaller than 200 feet
(6Im) from floor to ceiling.

Its second function is that of a super·factory. Below the eight
floors of the command center is the largest of the Robotech
Factories. A technological marvel that spans its entire ten mile
(l6lc.m) length and breadth. The upper levels actually separate
from the lower section, like a monstrous maw. to allow the ten
mile (16km) long Masters Mothership or three and a half mile
long (5.6km) Zentraedi flagship to be swallowed up in its cavern
ous factory chamber. The factory itself is much like the other,
smaller. factories; a high-tech cavern alive with light. where
automated machines emerge from the walls. floor. ceiling and
every crevice. Doctor Lang once described it as being inside an
inverted mechanized jellyfish with thousands of tentacles at work
building yet another mechanized behemoth inside its own mon
strous belly.

The Locations Specific to the REF Team's Mission
The REF team is fonunate in that they can bypass must of

the upper levels and avoid the super-factory entirely. Their entry
point will put them on lower level eight, directly above the
super·factory. (GM Note: The ceiling of the super-factory com
plex is located some 1000 feetl300 meters below the floor of
level eight. That 1000 feet is composed of multiple, reinforced
flooring. vents, conduit, piping. sensors. internal defenses. and
automated construction machines.)

All of our heroes' activities should transpire exclusively on
level eight. Travel can take place through the tunnel network of
ventilation shafts or through the corridors tnlveled by the robot
drones. or both. What follows is the floor plan for level eight.
Game Masters, remember that the REF has a "typical" floor
plan for a generic Robotech Factory. This infonnation is based
on their own captured factory where the SDF-3 and most of the
REF fleet of spacecraft were constructed. The basic layout of
other Robotech Factories may be somewhat different, so feel
free to move entire roomslareas to other locations on that floor.

NOTE: THE FLOOR PLANS FOR AN ENTIRE
ROBOTECH FACJ'ORY CAN BE FOUND IN THE
ROBOTECH ADVENTURE BOOK: THE RETURN OF THE
ROBOTECH MASTERS {scheduled for a late April 1989 re
lease}!

ROBOTECH FACTORY
DECK LEVEL EIGHT (Command Central)
NOTE: Ceiling height is sao feet or IS2.4 meters.
1. Reinforced primary hull with weapon tUJTets and access

corridors.
2. Reinforced secondary huU with internal weapon turret.

drone patrols, and access corridors.
3. Air lock approx.imately 1320 feet (402m) wide and 660 feet

(20 I m) long.
3A. The Air lock away from the hangars where the REF team

is instructed to enter the factory.
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4. Hangar Bays for mecha or defense and repair drones. T~
ically, one will find 104 x 10 Heavy Work Drones, 2D6
Precision Engineer Drones, 104 x 10 Assault Drones. and
lD6x 10 Heavy Assault Drones patiently awaiting orders in
each of the two hangars.

S. ProtocuJture Matrix: This is where the bulle of the protocul
lUre is stored. Each storage bay is approximately 1.7 miles
(2.1km) in diameter and extends from the floor to the ceiling
sao feet (152.4m) up. Each has a M.D.C. of SO,OOO.

6. Water Reservoir: Looks identical to the protoculture stor
age bays and is even the same size. Has a M.D.C. of2O.000.

7. Nutrient Auk! Vat: A storage of the liquid nutrients con
sumed by the Zentraedi. Has a M.D.C. of 10.000.

8. Protoculture Power Station: Regulates and monitors the
distribution of energy to the numerous areas· of the factory
complex.· If this chamber is destroyed (40,000 M.D.C) the
factory temporarily shuts down. with emergency power pr0

vided to the main computer, space fold .... gravity control,
wcapon systems, and life support (the latler unly if Ztntracdi
or Masters are aboard).

9. Navigation Complex: This is the system that plots and
guides the factory on its journeys through space and
hyperspace (space fold). If half of it is destroyed. the lilceJj·
hood of a bad space fold increases by 33'11. The specific
rendezvuus locations are also on memory here (and in the
main computer). The mile long complex has a M.D.C. of
40,000.

10. Communications Network: Includes hyperspace com·
munications and radar; 20.000 M.D.C.

11. Ar1iftdaI Gravity and ute Support: Has a M.D.C. of
20,000.

12. Storage Chamber: Has a M.D.C. of 10,000.
13. The Masters' Auxiliary Command Center: The Robotech

Masters can seize control of the factory through this overriding
command center. Unfortunately. the humans can not access
the command center because the command center's computer
will not recognize them as valid Robotec.h Masters. nor do
they know the proper sequence of command codes. The com
mand center is automatically shut down (no power) if its
computer is tampered with or when intruders have been iden
tified. Its appearance is tdentical to the command bubble!
bridge ofa Zentracdi battle cruisu. It has a M.D.C. of20.000.

14. Sensor Network and Drone Monitoring: This extensive
complex monitors. evaluates, and stores data from the fae·
tory's thousands of sensors. As part of its function, it identifies
intruders, collates data, pinpoints trouble/system errors and
breaches. locates internal and external damage, and helps
dispatch drones. There are always 104 x 10 Heavy Work
Drones, 306 Precision Engineer Drones, and 406 Light As
sault Drones present at all times. The sensor network has a
M.D.C. of 60.000.

15. Internal Derense Network: All the intemal defense
mechanisms. including the weapon turrets. assault drones.
and containment walls, are monitored and maintained by this
facility. It works in conjunction with the main computer and
sensor network in dispatching drones, identifying the enemy,
isolating and liquidating the enemy. and developing strategies.
There are always 106 x lOught Assault Drones and 106 X 10
Heavy Assault Drones at this facility. It has a M.D.C. of
SO,OOO.
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16. Mecba Navigational Override System: This is the infam

ous device that can override Zentraedi and bioroid meeha,
and robot drone navigational systems, forcing them 00 rerum
to the factory or baUle cruiser. The M.D.C. of this fOOl mile
long facility is 70,000.

17. Auxiliary RdleJ: Furnaces: The emergency power
generators. It is always guarded by 20 Light Assaull Drones,
104 X 10 Heavy Assault Drones. and 204 Precision Enginoer
Drones. Each of the three rows of furnaces has a M.D.C. of
30,000. NOle that each factory complex has its own hidden
reflex furnaces.

ROBOTECH FACTORY

DECK LEVEL EIGHT

1

18. External Semon and Defense: This automated complex
controls the outside weapon systems and monitors approach·
ing spacecraft. II also helps distinguish Zentraedi and
Roboicch Masters vehicles and mecha from invid and aliens.
In addition to it controlling exterior defenses, it also c0m

mands a small force of robots. 204 x 10 Light and Heavy
Assault Drones and a dozen repair drones ace at its immedilUe
disposal. 2D6 drooes will be present at this local at any given
time. h has an overall M.D.C. of 4O,(XX).

19. Dd'mse Pfl"imda" ottbt MAIN COMPUTER: The main
computer is surrounded by a reinforced, airtight, hull (200
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M.D.C. per 20 footf6.1 meter area). The outside of the hull
is implanted with scores of Heavy Laser Turrets (one every
100 feetl3Om) and patrolled by 20 Heavy Assault Drones,
306 Light Assault Drones. and JD4 Heavy Work: Drones.

Inside the protective wall is the giant computer that rons
the Robotech Factory. However. there is also another banery
of defenses. A Light Laser Turret is mounted every 200 feet
(61m) in the wall. with a Heavy Laser Turret every 300 feet
(91.5m) in the ceiling. Four Heavy Work Drones. 10 Light
Assault Drones. and 12 Heavy Assault Drones comprise the
inner defense troops.

20. The MAIN COMPUTER: This is the artificial brain lhat
runs the factory. It is as delicate as it is dangerous, with a
mere 1O,<XXt M.D.C. points. Inflicting 4000 to 6000 M.D.C.
will seriously impair the effectiveness of the entire factory.
reducing its productivity by 40% and causing an error penalty
of - 15% on all syslems. Deslroying the computer will com
pletely shut the factory down, with no hope for rt:activation.

21. Auxiliary Protoculture Power Station.
22. The SPACE FOLD SYSTEM: The warp engines that

Ullnsport lbe entire 20 mile long Robotech Factory are located
here. 'Nuff said.

23. Swis Cbam!xr for the storage of delicate specimens.
Inside are 19 Robotech Masters or Tyrolians. II Zentraedi,
and 20 watermelon size seeds from the Flower of life. All
are safely in suspended animation. Unfortunately, the seeds
are four different strains of dangerous mutations.

The ftrst mutant seed is a son. of strangle weed that grows
at a phenonmenal speed, but chokes off aU other vegetation.
It is extremely hardy and almost impossible to kill (it's a
cosmic weed). Its seeds do NOT create protocuhure, but can
be turned into a potent hallucinogenic drug that's 500 times
more addictive than heroin.

Tbt second spedmeD looks very similar to the true pro.
toculture plant, is a deadly mUraDt that absorbs solar energy
and emits radiation that is lethal to humans and most mam
mals. Its seeds can NOT create protocuhure energy, but when
placed under the same conditions to draw on protoculture
energy, the seed explodes, inflicting 406 x 10,000 M.D.C.
to a 304 milelkm area. The explosive nature of the seed is
very unpredictable and its ignition seems to very by 20%
from seed to seed. GM's noce that the seed does not blow up
if shot or dropped, but only under the very special conditions
in which protoculture energy is induced.

The third specimen is a semi-intelligent, man· eating plant
that preys 00 mammals. Its seeds will NOT produce protocul
ture enemy. The plants can grow quite large and possess a
dozen vine-like tentacles that can grow to be as loog as 40
feet (l2.2m). Each tentacle has 104 M.D.C. (or 100x 100
S.D.C.; it's noI strictly considered a mega-damage structure).
Destroying the main body just above its roots will usually
destroy it (1-86% likelihood); main body M.D.C. is 304 (or
304 x 100 S.D.C.). However, it is completely i.mpctvious to
aU typd ofeoecgy, iochlding fire, and radiation. Only convcn
tional cutting and blunt weapons and brute force can kill it.

Attacks per Melee: Eight
Damage (S.D.C.): Hit/luhofa whipping vine-6D6,

Crush/squeeze - 306
Hit Points: 304 x 100
Physical Strength of Tentacle: Equal to a P.S. 20

liS

lnldligeoce' Equal 10 an I.Q. S.
Bonuses: +3 to strike and parTy.

NOTE: Has limited psionic abilities that enables it to
sense prey within 2000 feet (609m).

Once its victim is dead, crushed, beaten or strangled to
death, the mutant sucks its prey's blood through long spike·
like quills located on its body uunk.

The rourtb spec:imen is the most bizarre and porentiaUy
dangerous. It is a predator similar to type number three in
appearance and function, but is far more intelligent and more
psionically powerful. This mutant species of the invid flower
of life derives its nourishment from the blood of its prey and
proroculture energy. All of its statistics and physical abilities
are the same as type number three. 1be differences are its
high intelligence, I.Q. 14, and its level of psionic Powers.
Psiook Powers:
Telepathic Communkation: l1lOg~ 2000 feet (609 m).
Mind Block: Prevents psychic probes from olhers.
BiG-Regeneration: Re...tores 2D4x.IOO hit poinl<VS.D.C. once

every boor.
TeIekIDresis:The ability (0 move objects with the mind. Can

use this power to levitate or float along the ground, or to
manipulatclmovelhurl objects. h can manipulate up (0

SOOlbs (226kg) and control as many as four itcms simultane·
ously.

SeDIt Protoculture: Range is 1000 miles (1600 km).

ProcowJture Metamorphosis: The creature can change its
shape, much like the Regis. when it has consumed the equi
valent of 48 protoculture cells, but it will remain a blood
and prococulture energy vampire that must feed every 24
hours. To change itself again, it must gorge itselfon another
48 cells equivalent of proIOCulture energy. But needs only
one energy cell equivalent every 48 houn to retain its new
form. IT deprived of protocU1ture energy for 72 hours, it
will revert back to its plant form. NOTE: The RDF destroids
and VF series veritechs all have protoculture generators with
the equivalent energy of at least 400 protoculture cells.
Spaceships are powered by 100 times as mueh energy.

While in this protoculture powered state, the creature is
much more powerful; tripl~ its hit points and doubk its
physjcal str~nglh. PbysK:a1 speed is 50mph (8Okm), it can
~p up to 100 feet (30m) high and across, and its bonuses
are: +4 to strike, +6 to parry and dodge, and is still
impervious to energy and radiation. Furthermore, it can
survive without air in plant or any form, and sub-zero tern·
peratures simply pot it in a state of suspended animation.
Drogs ooIy have an 18% chance of affecting its alien
metabolism and the duration and chemical effects are reo
duccd to tQll, of their normal results. Its seeds do NOT
produce proloculture energy.

GAME MASTER NOTE: It will require 404 days before
the REF will be able to sift through 30% of the factory's
compulet data. At thal time they will realize thai a system
failure occurred when the main computer W.l$ turned off.
This failure released a handful of Robolc:ch Masters crimi·
nals from stasis sleep. Criminals who have taken four speci
mens from each category of mutant protoeutture seeds, in
cluding type four. See the adventure: The Enemy Within.

24. S....... Chamber

•



25. Tractor Beam Control: Used to retrieve damaged vessels
and debris.

26. Open area.

THE ROBOTECH
FACTORY'S ROBOT
LEGION

HEAVY ASSAULT ROBOT
1be Roboteeh Faclory's mosl powerful mobile defense unit

is the heavy assault robot. The robot has a Zentraedi battle pod's
styling, which is most evident in the design of its legs and
weapons. It is somewhat smaller than the Zentraedi Pods at 42ft
lall, but is lighter and faster.

The robot's programming is simple and direct: identify inlrud
us and terminate unauthorized life fonus and devices without
hesitation. Any being or mechanism that can not be recognized
as Zentraedi or Roboteeh Master is seen as an invader and im
mediately attacked. The robot can not be reasoned with or con
fused. It simply locks onto the nearest target (or targets) and
anacks. it is a killing machine; a better mousetrap designed to
desbOy or repel invaders.

Zentraedi and Robotech Master look-alikes, and even the
genuine article, are not entirely safe from the assault robols.
Any hostile action against the robot or the factory is interpreted
as a threat that must be eliminated. Again, the robol responds
immediately and with deadly intent. It accepts no explanation
nor pleas of surrender.

All robot units are linked to the massive central (main) com
puter. Unlike the robot drones, the computer can evaluate data,
fonnulate plans, make decisions, and act on hypotheses. Con
sequently, while the defense robol may be fooled by clever
disguises, the main computer is likely to see through them and
issue the command for extermination.

ALL robots obey the main computer without question and
will destroy any foe it is commanded to kill whether that target
looks like a Robotech Master, Zentraedi, mecha or is obviously
alien. The only way to prevent the main computer from seeing
and hearing everything its robots experience is to destroy the
robots' communications cluster. The communications cluster is
the radar-like insbUment mounted on top of the robot. If this is
desbOyed, the robot is cut off from the main computer, meaning
thai it can no longer transmit data nor receive new infonnation/
commands. Of course, whenever contacl is lost with one unit,
ID4 others are dispatched to investigale.

HEAVY ASSAULT ROBOT
(Also known as "The t>estroyectt

)

Vehicle Type: Robot, non-living
Crew: None, simple robot intelligence equivalent to a human
l.Q. attribute of 5.
M.D.C. by Location:

Pall"icle Beam Cannon (I) - 75
Forward Laser Cannons (2) - 40 each
Side Aul(}-Cannons (2) - 25 each
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Conununications Cluster (1, top) - 50
Rear Thrusters (2) - 25 each ·Sensor Eye (I) - 40
Legs & Feet - 100 each ··Main Body - 200

·The sensor eye is the most vulnerable part of the robot.
If the sensor eye is destroyed the robot is effectively blinded,
forced to rely on audio sensors alone (this makes the robot
-5 to strike, parry, and dodge). However, the tiny target
can only be hit by a "called" shot and the character is - 3 to
strike.

··Depleting the M.D.C. of the main body will completely
destroy ¢e robot.

Speed: Running: 220mph (352kni.ph)~

Leap: 100ft (30.501) high or lengthwise _
F1igh" 350mph (560kmph)
Space: Mach One, about 670mph

Height: 42ft (t2.8m)
Width: 19ft (5.8m)
Length: 20ft (6m)
Weight: 30.2 tons
Engine: Protocullure
Cargo: None
Total number or attacks per melee: Four; may use any com·
bination of weapons/attacks.

WEAPON SYSTEMS
1. The Particle Beam Cannon mounted on the lOp of the

robot can fire in a forward or up and down position, with a
maximum 90 degree arc of fire. II can nol swivel from side
to side. However, the heavy assault robot can pivot its body
45 degrees from side to side.

Primary Purpose: Defense; anti-mecha
Range; 1O,OOOft (3048m), nearly £wo miles, maximum.
Mega-Damage: 5010+25 M.D. per blast.
Rate of Fire: A maximum of two per melee.
Payload: Effectively unlimited.

2. Forward Laser Cannons are found mounted in the lower
body above the leg joints. Angle of fire is limited to 45
degrees in any direction.

Primary Purpose; Defense; anti-mecha
Range: 4OO)ft (I 200m)
Mega-Damage: 406 M.D. per single Blast, 104 x 10 per dual
blast (both cannons fire simultaneously at the same target; counts
as one attack).
Rate of Fire: Up to four blasts per melee.
Payload: Effectively unlimited.

3. Side mounted AUto-CIIDDOD5 provide ll.u&cks for all direc
tions: the rear, sides, front, up and down. The Auto Cannons
turrets have 360 degree rotalion, while the actual cannon
n07..zles can rotate 180 degrees in all directions.

Primary Purpose: Defense; antipersonnel
Range: 2000fl (609m)
Mega-Damage: 206 M.D. per short burst.
Rate of Fire: Up 10 four blasts per melee.
Payload: 20 short bursts.

•
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4. Hand to Hand Combat
Kick - J06 M.D.
Leap Kick - 306 M.D. (counts as two attacks)
Body BlockIRam - 206 M.D. (counts as two attacks)
Stomp - 104 M.D.; effective only against objects 12ft
(3.6m) tall or smaller.
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Hand 10 Hand Bonuses: + I to strike, +2 to dodge, and + I
to roll with punch, fall or impact.
Weapon Bonuses: +310 slrikc, but only as long as the sensor
eye is operational. Note: Prowl is not possible. Defense robots
always fight to the death.
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LIGHT ASSAULT ROBOT
1be companion 10 the "destroyer" robot is a mucb smaller,

light assault air unit. Propulsion and flight is made possible by
a sophisticated antigravity system and small, hidden jets (used
for greater speed). NOI only does the antigravity system provide
flight, but its noiseless operation also makes the robot a silent
assassin that prowls unobtrusively through the corridors of the
factory.

Sensors. programming, and operation are identical to its larger
brother robot. Intruders are destroyed or chased away; no ques
tions asked.

TIle communications cluster that links these robots to the
central computer takes the form ofa handful of antennas protrud
ing from the lop of the device. As usual. destroying the cluster
will prevent communication to the main computer.

LIGHT ASSAULT ROBOT
(Also known as "Buzz-Bot"
Vehick Type: Robot; non-living
Crew: None; simple robot intelligence equivalent to a human
I.Q. attribute of 5.
M.D.C. by Location:

Laser Cannons (3) - 40 each
Antigravity Pods (4) - 40 each
Retractable Ann (I) - 25
·Communications Ouster (top) - 20
·Sensor Eye - 25
"Main Body - 100

-The communications c1usleT and sensor eye arc both
stralegic targets that will impair lhc effectiveness of lhc assault
roboc. Depicting !he M.D.C. of !he communications cluster
will sever communications with the main computer. Thai
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means il will obey whatever its last order was. Destroying
lhc sensor eye will effectively blind the buzz·bot, forcing it
to rely on audio sensors alone '( - 5. to, strike, parry, and
dodge). HOWEVER, both of these targets are small and very
difficult 10 hil. The anacking character can attempt to blast
the cluster or sensor eye only by a "called" shot and suffers
a penalty of - 6 to strike.

··Depleting!he M.D.C. oflhc main body will completely
destroy the robot. '

Speed: Aight: Hover stationary or up to Mach 2 (I34Omphl
2144kmph), with no service ceiling.
Space: Up to about Mach 3.S

Heigh', 6ft (I.8m)
Width, 12ft (3.6m)
Length, 12ft (3.6m)
Weight: 6 Ions
Engine: Antigravity/prol:ocuhure powered
Cargo: None
Total number of attacks pa- melee: Six (6)

WEAPON SYSTEMS
I. Triple Laser Turret System with independent targeting

capabilities. This means thai the three (3) lasers can lock onto
the same, one target or fire al three differenl wgets. Each
laser tU1Te1 can rotate 360 degrees, while the cannon barrel
can be adjusted to 180 degrees.

Primary Purpose: Defense
Rang" 4000ft (12OOm)
Mega-Damage: 206 M.D. per single blast, 406 per double
blast (2 lasers fire simultaneously at the same target) or 104 x 10
per triple blast (all 3 lasers file simultaneously at the same target).
Double and triple blasts are considered to be a laser vo/lq and
count as one anack.
Rate of Fire: Up 10 six (6) anackslblasts per mclee.
Payload: Effectively unlimited.

2. Hand to Hand Combat
Punch - I D6 M.D.
Cru.~hIPry - 104 M.D.
Body BlockIRam - 106 M.D.

Hand to Hand Bonuses: + 3 10 strike, +2 10 parry. + 3 to
dodge, + 1 10 roll with punch, fall, or impact.
Weapon Bonuses: +4 to strike, but only as Jong as the sensor
eye is operational.
NOTE: Prowl stiU is equal to an 80% proficiency. The Lighl
Assault Robot is so maneuverable that it can stop very quickly,
execute 90 degree turns, and go from 0 to Mach I in 10 seconds,
and reach Mach 2 in 20 seconds, even inside the factory.
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HEAVY WORK DRONE
Being a fully automaled factory I it is 00( surprising thai the

Robotech Factory possesses an army of worker drone robots.
The drones are part of the factory's repair and maintenance
capabilities. The heavy work drone is a gigantic, robot mechan
ical engineer, mainly dispatched for heavy labor such as hauling
cargo, spaceship repair. replacing or dissecting mocha limbs,
replacing engines, welding and similar chores.

The drones are not an immediate threat to human interlopers
as they are not programmed for combat. If attacked. the robot
will try to nee while transmitting a S.O.S. to the main computet.
Tbe main computer will advise the rooot as 10 the course of
action 10 take. If left unmolested, the robot will ignore intruders,
continuing its mechanical labors.

Although not intended for combat. the heavy worter drone
can become • devastating opponent. Its massive claws can snatch
and crush a veriteeh fighter as if it were a toy, while its multi-tool
arms can be used as lethal weapons. AU that is needed is a direct
command from the main computer.

Fortunately. these garganlUan machines are no match for the
speed and maneuverability of most REF meeha. But they should
NOT be undercstimaled.

IlEAVY DRONE WORKER ROBOT
(Also nidulamed "Mr. Anus")
VebkJe Type: Robot; non-living
Cre,,: NODe
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M.D.C. by Loaotioa,
Dnun Utility Ann (I, large) - ISO
LascrlWelding Ann (I, large) - 100
Mini-Laser Claw (I, small) - 7S
Mini-Claw (I, small) - 7S
Claw Anns (2, large) - 200 each
-Sensor Eyes (6) - 40 each
-Head Bowl - 300
"Main Body - 600

-All six sensor eyes must be destroyed to blind the robot.
Or the destruction of its head like bowl will knockout all
sensors, including transmissions to and from the main com·
puler.

--Depleting the main body M.D.C. completely destroys
Ihe robot.

Speed: EJ.iah1: Hover stationary or up to 3.5Omph (S6Okmph);
antigravity system.
~: MachoDe

HeJabt, 180ft (54.9m)
Width, 220ft (67m)
Leagtb, 220ft (67m)
WoIpt, 112 lolls

EaPoe: Antigravity/protoeuJturc powered
Carao: Can cany up to 1500 tons.
Total Dumber of attacks per mdee: Four (4)
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WEAPON SYSTEMS
1. Drum Utility Ann: A large ann with four (4) retractable

cylinden that contain four different tools.
A. Electro Prod: A rod that emits electricity on contact
or by firing electrical bolts. Range: 60ft (IS.3m). Mega-Dam
~: 3 settings, doing 104 M.D.• 106 M.D. or 2D6 M.D.
B. Welding Flnger: Anotheclong, narrow rod lhat is used
for welding by touch. Range: Touch only! Mega-Damage: 3
settings, inflicting 106 M.D., 206 M.D., or 406 M.D.
C. Cbemlcal Freezer: A chemical spray is emitted that
will instantly freeze an area as large as 20ft (6.1m). Range:
4Oft(12.2m). Mega-Damage: Varies; the spray has little affect
on roeella. although if sprayed into a joint there will be stiff
ness and impaired movement for 304 melees (Arms: are - 3
to strike, parry, and on initiative, while frozen. ug joints
will reduce ronning speed and leap ranges by 30%). Spmying
CVR-3 body armor will stiffen all joints impairing movement
grutly; penalties include - 3 to strike, pouT)'. dodge, and on
initialivc. and speed is re<!l)CC(l by half. CVR-3 body armor
also suffers I D4 M.D. (S. Cross armor is the same). 5JOying
an unprotected person will instanLly kill himlhet. Minimal
protection is provided by a night/space suit with a full helmet,
but the person must roll under hislher P.E. attribuLe to avoid
falling unconscious from shock (lasts 304 minutes) and will
still suffer 606 S.D.C. and hit points damage.
D. Microwave & X-Ray Wand: This appendage emits
microwaves and 'Hays that will not usually affect mec:ha and
vehicles, but can directly affect the pilot. Range: 100ft
(3O.5m). S.D.C. Damagc: Affects human and animal life.
Protected in mecho. all characters will suffer 104 S.D.C.
damage for cvery 10 minutes of cxposure. After 30 minutes,
victims may feel headachcy and nauseous (60% chance). Pro
tecud in cyclone (CVR-3 body armor plus cyclone armor) or
in an armored vchicle, the character will suffer 104 S.D.C.
from cach five minutes of cxposure. Unprotected individuals
will suffcr 104 S.D.C. for cvery minute of cxposure. Note:
Only one of the utility wands/tools can be used per melee
round. One melee is required to switch tools. Payload: Effec
tively unlimited.

2. The Laser Wdding Arm is a tool designed for precision
welding. llte arm has two lasers: one powerful laser and a
smaller, less powerful laser.

Primary Purpose: Repairs
lUnge 4000ft (12OOm) heavy las<r.

2000ft (609m) light las<r
Mega-Damage: ID4x 10 M.D. heavy laser

306 M.D. light laser
Rate of Fire: As many as four blasts.
Payload: Effectively unJimited.
Note: M.D.C. of the hcavy laser nozzle is 20, the light laser
is 10 M.D.C. Can only be shot directly by a called shot. The
M.D.C. for the wholc arm is 100.

J. The Mini-Laser Claw is a small tool appendage located
on the lower body. II is both a light laser and a claw used
for grasping and holding.

Primary Purpose: Repairs
lUnge, 1000fI (305m)
Mega-Damage: 206 M.D. per laser baJst; ID6 M.D. punch
or crush.
Rate of Fire: Four maximum Payload: Effectively unlimited
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4. The Mini-Claw is located next to the mini-laser claw. II is
used for grasping, holding and carrying. Hs designation as a
"mini" claw is deceptive. 1be claw hand can open lO 8 feet
(2.4m) wide and has a reach of 30ft (9. 1m).

Primary Pwpose' Labo'
Range: 30ft (9.lm) reach
Mega-Damage: Punch - 206 M.D.

Claw Punch/Gouge - 306 M.D.
Crush - 206 M.D. per attack action.

Note: Its hold is almost unbreakable. Victims must have a
minimum P.S. of 24 and roll an 18, 19, or 20 on a 20 sided die
to break free. The altemativc is to blow off the ann; 75 M.D.C.

S. The two (2) Claw Arms are the largest and most powerful
of the utility arms. 1lle clawed hand can open to a width of
45ft (13.7m) and is powerful enough lO hold a veritech fighter
in its iron grip. The only way lO'b~ its hold is to roD a
"narural" 20 on a 20 sided die or to blow Qff the arm.

Primary Purpose' Laboc/eMgo
Range: 250ft (16.2m) reach

Mcga-Damage: Punch - 406 M.D.
ClawlPunchlGouge - )04X 10 M.D.
TeariPry - 406 M.D.
·Crush - 406+6 M.D. per aHack action.

*Quick roll damage for an entire melee of
"crush" (all four attacks): 304 x 10.

Hand to Hand Combat Bonuses: +2 lO strike, +6 to parry,
+ I lO dodge, + I on initiative.

we.pons'rrools' Bonuses: + 2 to strike.

Note: The robot has programmed into it the following Earth
equivalent skills at 92% proficiency: Mecha Mechanics (all Zen
tnedi & Masters mccha and spacecraft), Mechanical Engineer,
Locksmith, Armorer, Weapon Systenu, Read Sensory lnstro*

ments, Navigation (all), and Basic Electronics.

PRECISION ENGINEER DRONE
1be other repair robot on board lhe Robotech Factory is a

comparatively tiny, precision work drone. This robot is an elec
trical cngineer with the knowledge, sensors, and tools to repair,
maintain, construct and analyze electrical and protocuhure sys
tems. It also handles welding and other operations that require
a delicate touch.

Basically, its reactions to introders is identical lO the heavy
wad robot. Although not designed for combat, it can become
a deadly foe. Its battery of special optics and sensors provide: it
with the ability lO track an opponent by analyzing radiation,
heat, motion and sound emanations, as weD as signs of passage
likc scrapes on the floor and waIl.

PRECISION ENGINEER DRONE

(Nicknamed "Teeble")
Vehlde Type: Robot, non-living
Crew: None
M.D.C. by Location:

Sensor & Analysis Drums (9) - 20 each
Rettactable Utility Anns (4) - 25
Luge Utility Anns (4) - 73
*Communications Ouster (boclOm) - 50

*Sensor Eyes (3) - 30 each *.Main Body _ 200
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·Destroying all THREE sensor eyes will limit the robot's
reaction abilities, but does not blind it (Pc0Bltjrso -20% on
all skills, DO combat bonuses.) As long as the .,optics arm"
is intact, lhc drone can see. Destroying the optics arm &.
sensors will further impair the robot, but its other vast sensors
(9 sensor analysis drums) will compensate. PenaJties are li
mited to -2 to strike. parry, dodge, and on initiative.)

Destroying the communications cluster will prevent com
munications with the main computer. Na1c: To hit either
the cluster or a sensor eyc, the character must make a "called"
shot and is - 3 to shike.

··Depleting the M.D.C. of the main body will completely
destroy the robot.

Speed: Aight: Hover stationary or up to 350mph (56Okmph);
antigravity system.
~: MachOne

Height: 25ft (1.6m)
Width: 27ft (8.2m)
Length: 27ft (8.2m)
Wdgbt: 11 tons
Engine: Antigravity/prolocultwe powered
Cargo: Can carry as much as 3 Ions.
Total Number or attacks per md~: Six

WEAPON SYSTEMS: Utility Arms
1. Optics Arm: This sensory appendage has two camera-like

optical systems used for seeing right into the trouble area.
1lle optics include: electro-microscopic, telescopic, infrared,
ultraviolet, ultrasound, thenJlOoimaging, passive night sight
and conventional optics. It is primarily used for analysis and
inlt'icate work.

The optics arm also has a small laser used for welding and
repairs.
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Primary~: Repain
Range of Optics: 2000ft (609m)
Ran8e of Laser: 2000ft (609m)
Mega-Damage: Laser: 104 or 106 M.D. (2 settings).
Rate of Fire: Six blasts per melee maximum.
Payload: Effectively unlimited
Special Bonuses: The optics ann adds +20% to IraCIc skill,
+ I to strike with all lasers, + I to parry and dodge. + I on
initiative. The desll'Uction of the optics ann (75 M.D.C.) will
eradicate these bonuses. See combat abilities for nonnal skills.

1. Precision Drlll Ann: A utility limb with a high·powered
drill and small soldering wire.

Primary Pwpose: Repair
Range: 35ft (10.6m) reach
Mega·Damage: Drill - 104 M.D. or 106 M.D.

Soldering Wire - 104 x 10 S.O.C. (not
M.D.C.)

Rate of FlrtIAnacks: Up 10 six anacks per melee.
Payload: Effectively unlimited.

3. E.Mrgy Pod Ann: A ulility limb with a light laser, heavy
laser, plasma torch and eleeuical rod.

Primary~: Repair
Range: Light Laser - l200ft

Hcavy Laser - 4000ft
Plasma Tarch - 100ft
Electro-Rod - 30ft

Mega-Damage: Light Laser - 104 M.D.
Hcavy Laser-206, 406 or 104 x IOM.D.
PlasmaTorch-206, 606 or ID6x IOM.D.
Electro-Rod - 104, 106 or 206 M.D.

Rate of Fire: A total of six attacks using any combination of
weapons.
Payload: Effectively unlimited.
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4. Claw Arm (1) used for grasping, holding, carrying and
similar uses.

Primary ""IX"" Repai>"
Range: 35ft (lO.6m) ....,b
Mega-Damage: ID6 punch

1D4 crush/tear/pry

S. Eacb arm contains • "retractable mini·arm" aDd hand
to assist in ~pairs.

Primary Purpose: Repair
RanS" 28ft (8.5m)
Mega-Damage: ID4 punch

1 M,D. crushltear/pry

,. Combat Abilities:
Attacks Per Melee: Six (6) total by band to band, or with
weapons or any combination of attack modes.
Bonuses: +4 to strike using weaponsltools, +4 to strike by
hand to hand. +4 to parry. +4 to dodge, +2 00 initiative (this
is in addition to optics arm's bonuses).
Special Skills: Each is equal to the following Earth skills at
95% proficiency unless otherwise slated: Tracking - 60%
(+ 20% from optics arm), prowl- 70%. communications (all),
electrical (aU), mechanical (all), pilot mecha (Zentraedi.
Robotech Masters; all other mecha at 60%), pilot spacecraft,
pilot related (al!), technical (all) and W.P. energy rifle (equal
to 4th level).
Note: 1be precision engineer drone has the most sophisticated

and numerous sensory systems of all the factory robots. mak
ing it diffkult to impair. blind or hide from.

SENSORS OF NOTE
AU the robots have the following sensory capabilities: Color

vision. limited telescopic optics (equal to a pair of binoculars),
magnification, thermo-imaging, infrared, ultraviolet, prococul
ture sensors, heal/temperature sensors, radiation sensors, motion
deleClOI'S (range: 4OOftI122m), computer analysis, computer en
hancement, targeting and simple sound systemlhearing. Optic
range is about 4000ft (1200m).

The Precision Engineering Drone also has passive night sight
(light amplification), x-ray, sound amplification, radar (1200ftJ
365.7m), far greater magnification/microscopic optics and
numerous backup systems housed in its nine sensor drums.

INTERIOR DEFENSE SYSTEMS
The weapons that follow are all pan of the Robotech Factory's

internal defense system. Each mechanism has its own sensors
to identify and target an enemy. An enemy is detennined as any
alien device or organism that is NOT a Robotech Master or a
Zentraedi. The main computer can also send a message to any
and all of its weapon systems, identifying specific targets or an
all out extennination of all intruders.

LIGHT LASER TURRET
This is a dooble-barreled weapon turret that springs from a

secret compa.nment in the wall or ceiling. It's about the size of
a washing machine, but can not be deteefOd until it pops out
from its hiding place. The tum:t can rowe 360 degrees and can
fire in an arc of ISO degrees.
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Primary Pu!pose: Defense
Range: 1200 feet (366m)
Mega-Damage: 406 M.D.
Rate of rue: Six(6} blasts per melee.
Bonuses: +2 to strikeand always has the initiativeJfllSl strike.
Payload: Effectively unlimifOd.

REAVY LASER TURRET
The heavy laser tum:t is a larger, more powerful version of

the Light laser. It is twice as big, rotates 360 degrees, and can
fue in an arc of ISO degrees. Like its predecessor, the device
is concealed until it attacks.

Primary Purpose: Defense
Range: 2000 feet (609m)
Mega-Damase: 1D6x 10 M.D. •
Rate of rue: Six(6) blasts per melee.
Bonuses: +3 to strike and always baS the initiative/first strike.
Payload: Effectively unlimifOd.

MEGA·LASER & MISSILE TURRET
Fortunately, this deadly weapon is the'least common of the

factory's internal defenses. Like the others, the turret is hidden
inside a secret compartment until it strikes. However, its size,
approximately 50 feet (lS.2m) a round, prohibits a fLl"St strike
bonus. It can rotate 360 degrees and has a ISO degree arc of
frre. but never uses its missiles against a target unless that target
is more than 300 feet away.

Primary Purpose: Defense
Range of Laser: 4(X)() feet (l2OOm)
Mega-Damage: 2D6x 10 M.D.
Rate of Fire: Six(6} blasts per melee
Bonuses: +3 to strike, +3 on initiative.
Payload: Effectively unlimited.
Range of Missiles: 1800 miles (2893km); these are the same
missiles used by the Zentraedi battle cruisers.
Mega-Damage: 406 x 10 M.D.; Plasmalheat. The blast radius
is 50 feet (IS.2m).
Rate of Fire: Four(4) missiles can be fired per melee, individu
ally or in volleys of 2 or 4.
Bonuses: +3 to strike.
Payload: 24 missiles.

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
"There are many places in the tunnels, vents, conduits, and

even the haIJ ways, where the main computer can partition or
seaJ off the area. It can not only block the introder's progression
down the tunnel, but trap the characters by sealing off the tunnel
infront and behind them.

The containment wall is usually less tough than the surround
ing walls of the tunnel or interior walls; M.D.C. is 50 per 40
foot (12.2m) area. However. if a containment wall suddenly
slides into place you know that your presence has been noticed
and that defence robots will be on their way.
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RANDOM ENCOUNTERS--------

-

ENCOUNTERS IN
MAN SIZE TUNNELS

Man·sized tunnels are the smallest of the various access tun·
nels, conduits, and venuon theRobotcch Factory. lbeadvan18ge
of using lhese tunnels is that only the Ught Assault Drone can
fit inside them. The disadvantage is that the only human mecha
that will fit is the cyclone. Note that many human vehicles. such
as the hover cycle and jeep, can maneuver easily inside these
tunnels. Typical tunnel size is 14 feet (4.2m) wide and 14 feet
high (ceiling height).

Actual encounters are limited to the Light Assault Drone
(LAD) and environmental problems. The LAD does not com
monly patrol man-sized tunnels unless intJUden are known 10
be traveling inside them. 1be factory's sensor network does not
cover these small runnels well at all, thus characten in cyclones.
vehicles, or on foot can travel the tunnels without fear of detec
tion.

The chance of a random encounter with a LAD is 1-50%; roll
every hour. Of course, if the characters are known to be in the
tunnels, there is an 88% likelihood of encountering one LAD
every 20 minutes. Note that one Light Assault Drone fills the
entire 14 foot (4.2m) width of a man-sized tunnel.

ENCOUNTERS IN
MECHA SIZE TUNNELS

]be large vent shafts and conduits will measure between 40
to 60 feel (12.2 to IS.2m) wide and 60 to 100 feet (I8.3 to
3O.5m) high. This means aU of the factory's drones except the
Heavy Work Drone, may be encountered, as weU as hidden
weapon turrets.

ENCOUNTERS IN ROOMS,
CORRIDORS, AND
FACTORY FACILITIES

Any of the robots and internal defense mechanisms can be
encountered in the rooms and comdon ofthe Robotech Faetory.

A typical corridor will measure 300 feet (91.5m) wide and
400 feet (I2J.9m) lall; some are twice as large.

Rooms. as humans think of lhem are nol common to most of
the factory. Rooms, in the conventional sense, are found only
in the living areas designed for the Zentraedi and Robolech
Masters (see '1'be Return of the Robotech Masters" adventure
supplement for complete floor plans). All other chambers will
be huge storage areas. 1be smallest storage chamber will be the

size of a football stadium, while the largest may be a mile or
two long (1.6 to 3.2m) and a half mile (.8km) to the ceiling.
They may contain water, raw ores, processed metal, mecha
scraps, or finished electronics.

80% of the factory is just that. factory. Huge automated
facilities that streich four and five miles long (6.4 to 8km) and
a mile or two high, Like gargantuan caverns composed of metal
and machines. Strange mechanical appendages dangle from the
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dome ceilings and protrude from the floor and walls like stalag·
mites and stalactites. The giant construction robots scurry about
like cave spiders, each with its appoinled task. meanwhile, the
defense drones lurk in the shadows. ever vigilant, to strike down
intruders who might th.uten the factory.

These cavernous rooms are the factories that build and repair
the Zentraedi miles long wanhips. Somewhere above them. in
smaller, self<Ontained caverns, are the mecha factories that
build and repair the Zentraedi's war machines and the Masters'
Bioroids.

TUNNEL TABLES
RoD on the following tables when tiaveling through any tun·

nels,ventilation shafts, or conduits, human size or larger.

LENGTH OF THE TUNNEL
Roll every time the end of the tunnel is reached and/or a new

length of tunnel is explored. Length of tunnel given is the full
length before the tunnel changes.

01-07 SOO feet (152.4m)
08-14 1000 feet (304.8m)
15·22 2<XXJ feet (609.6m)
23-30 4000 feet (l219.2m)
31·38 5280 feet/one mile (I609.3m11.6km)
3946 2 Miles (3.2km)
47-54 3 Miles (4.8km)
5H3 4 Mile' (6.4km)
64-70 6500 feet (1981.2m)
11-TI I l.; miles (2.4km)
78·84 3 Miles (4.8km)
85-90 6 Mile' (9.6km)
91·95 8 Miles (I2.8km)
96-00 10 Miles (16km)

CHANGE OF TUNNEL
RoD whenever the end of a tunnel length is reached.

01·10 Dead End. The only way out is to go back or use exp
losive to blow your way out. Roll for the following:
01·30 Opens into the main factory complex.
31·65 Opens into a large mecha size corridor.
66-00 Opens into a new human size tunnel.

11·20 Tunnel ends with an opening in the floor and ceiling to
go up and or down. RoD for length if you go up or down.

21·30 Tunnel turns left. RoD for length of new tunnel and
environment.

31-40 Tunnels turns right. Roll for length and environment of
the new tunnel.

41·50 Tunnel branches to the right and left. Roll for the length
and environment of whichever tunnel you go down.

510060 Tunnel stops, but branches to the left, righi, up, and
down. Roll for the length and environment of the tunnel(s)
taken.

61·70 Tunnel continues straight ahead for another 304 X tOO
feet. 1bere is no need to roll for length or environment.
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71-80 Tunnel apparently dead ends. but turns up for 100 feel
(30 m) lheo rums straight again in the same direction. Roll
for length and environment of the new tunnel.

81·90 Tunnel stops. connects to a parallel tunnel directly under
it. Roll for length and environment.
environment.

91-00 Tunnel turns down. Roll for the length and environment
of the new tunnel.

TUNNEL ENVIRONMENT
Roll whenever a tunnel is entered for the rust time or when
the runnel changes direction.

01-10 Airless. sub-zero tempern.ture, and zero gravity.
II-IS Toxic fumes make air unbreathable. Inflicts 406 points

of damage every melee thai it is breathed.

16-24 Blast Furnace hot and unbreathable. Any characten
without CVR-3 body armor or mccha can not survive. Inflicts
104 x 10 points of damage to humanoids. Vehicles with rub
ber tires will begin to melt within 106 minutes and are com
pletely ruined within eight minutes. Roll: I-50 has gravity,
51-00 has no gravity.

25-32 Humid and foggy, but has a barely breathable air. and
gravity. Visibility is reduced by 4Qt.l,. Temperature is about
90 degrees Fahrenheit. Roll: 1-60 has gravity, 61-00 has DO
gravity.

33-41 Nice! Breathable air, comfortable temperature, andgrav
ity.

42-49 Antarctic cold; at least 80 degrees below freezing. Roll:
I-SO has breathable air. 51-89 has DO air, 90-00 toxic fumesl
unbreathable. Characters without meeha. spacesuits, or CVR·
3 body armor will begin to get frostbite after 2 minutes of
exposure (inflicts 206 damage per minute of exposure).

SO-S8 Airless, sub-zero temperature; roll: 140 has gravity,
41-00 has DO gravity.

59-67 Toxic fumes tiU the tunnel; will inflict 6D6 points of
damage to those not protected. Has gravity.

68-77 Electromagnetic field runs the length of the tunnel. Tem
porarily knocks out radio/video communications, radar, com
puters, heads-up display, and causes interference with the
opel1ltions of the mecha. Mecha Penalties include: - 3 to
strike, parry and dodge, -I attack per melee, -4 on initia
tive, and reduce ground speed by 20% and nying speed by
60%. There is a 1-64% likelihood that all computer data
including the factory floor plans will be erased. Characters
with computer operation and/or programming skills can bring
the computer back on line within 204 x 10 minutes, but the
floor plans and any new data are pennanently lost. Then: is
also a 1-40% chance that the targeting computer is wiped
out. If this happens an error message will appear on the screen
as follows: "Program Error 31. Access Denied! RETURN
TO BASE IMMEDIATELY FOR TARGETING COM
PlITER RElNSTAll.AnON!!!" This means that your mecha
has no targeting capabilities; - 3 to strike, - I to parry and
dodge for the rest of the adventure on the factory. Sony!

78-87 Acid mist fills the tunnel. Innicts 206 Mega-Damage
for every minute of exposure. Roll: I-50 has gravity, 51-00
has 00 gravity

88-92 Heavy radiation; lethal if not in mecha or CVR-3 body
armor. No effect on mecha. I-SO has gravity, 51-00 has DO
gravity.

1:14

93-00 Microwave tunnel: 1be microwaves bounce off mecha,
causing sparking and light flashes outside the mecha. It will
also cause electrical interference, specifically, garbling com·
munications. There is also a 1-40% chance of an electrical
rue falling the cock.pit with smoke; -4 to striJc:e, parry, and
dodge until the rue is put out. Roll every 10 minutes inside
the tunnel. Characters not in mecha will suffer 206 points
of internal damage afJer 15 minutes of exposure; and another
106 points of damage for every additional five minutes of
exposure directly to hit points (roll every five minutes). Most
of this hit point damage can be healed, but 104 hit points of
damage are permanently lost.

Nott: Unless otherwise indicated, damage is S.D.C. and
hit point damage.

RANDOM TUNNEL AND
CORRIDOR ENCouNTER TABLE

This table is applicable to all mecha-sized tunnels and cor
ridors. All weapons and robots fight until destroyed or incapaci
tated. Roll every 20 minutes or as needed(GM's discretion).

01-06 A Mega-Laser and Missile Turret pops out of the ceiling.
Everybody roll for initiative. Tbe turret will open rue im
mediately, using lasers first and missiles next.

07-12 One lone Light Assault Drone. It will attack on sight.
ID4 + 1 Heavy Laser Turrets erupt from the walls, shooting
at everything.

1J.20 One Heavy Assault Drone and two Light Assault Drones
are on the prowl. They open fire the moment an intruder is
sighted.

21·27 106 Light Laser Turrets spring from the ceiling, blasting
away.

28-35 A Precision Engineer Drone is busy working on some
damaged area of the tunnel. It will react as follows; roll:
01·20 Completely ign<ns intruders unless attacked.
2140 Turns to attack the closest target! Will fight until all

intrUders are eliminated or it is destroyed. Does not call
for aid.

41-60 Will ignore intruders as long as they remain 200 feet
(61m) away or farther. It will anack anyone who ventuJl:$
nearer with its heavy laser. However, if the intrUders retreat
to at least 200 feet (61 m) away, it will ignore them and
go back to work.

61-80 Attacks and pursues any intruder(s) while it radios
for help. 104 ught Assault Drones will arrive at its coor
dinates within 204 melees. 104 Heavy Assault Drones
will arrive within 304 melees. This will also alert the main
computer to the presence and general location of the intrUd·
ers. Robot patrols are doubled. Roll (or encounters twice
as often.

81-00 Obviously observes the intruders, but does not anack
unless it is attacked. However, it docs radio the location
and direction of intruders. 2 Heavy Assault Drones and 2
Light Assault Drones will arrive within 204 minutes to
extenninate the intnlders.

36-41 106 Heavy Assault Drones 00 patrol. They attack intrud
en on sight and fight until destroyed. They will not communi·
cate with the main computer unless their foe seems to be the
victor. However, if characters can liquidate them within 10
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melees, the drones will not have a chance to contact the main
computer.

42-47 1D4 Light Assault Drones and 104 Heavy Assault
Drones on patrol. They attack intruders on sight and fight
until destroyed. They will not communicate with the main
computer unless their foe seems to be the viclOr. However,
if the characters can liquidate them within 10 melees, they
will not have a chance to contact the main computer.

48-54 There is a loud clank 200 feet (61m) behind you as a
containment wall locks into place (SO M.D.C.). Suddenly, a
second containment wall drops down 20 feel (6. I m) in front
of the lead character, effectively boxing everybody in. The
only way out is to cut or blow through one of the walls. 104
Heavy Assault Drones and one Light Assault Drone will arrive
to investigate within 204 minu[eS.

55-61 206 Light Laser Turrets erupt from the walls, firing at
all interlopers. ID4 Light Assault Drones will come to inves
tigate within 304 melees.

62-67 ID4 Heavy Laser Turrets pop out of the floor 200 fcct
(61m) behind you and open fin:.

68-74 Suddenly. a containment wall slides down from the ceil
ing in front of you. Moments later. ID4 Light Laser Turn:ts
spring out of the ceiling 400 feet (121.9m) behind you and
open frn:.

75·80 Two Heavy Laser Turrets slide out of both walls (total
of 4 turrets) and begin ftring. Six melees later (90 seconds),
104 Light Laser Turrets descend out of the ceiling 100 feet
(30m) behind the four turrets and open frn:.

81-35 A containment wall slides in between the characters,
dividing the group in half.

~92 One Heavy Laser Turret rises out of the floor and begins
to fire. A Precision Engineer Drone comes to investigate ID4
melees later. It will attack the intruders on sight. If it can be
destroyed within 6 melees it will not get a chance to call for
reinforcements. RoD to determine the type ofreinforcements:

01·33 Another Precision Engioeer Drone
34-66 104 Heavy Assault Drones
67-00 106 Light Assault Drones

93-96 A containment wall drops down directly in front of the
intrUders. Two seconds laler, another containment wall slams
into place 200 feet (6Im) behind them. 104 Light Laser
Turrets spring from the wall shooting. At that same instant,
one Heavy Laser Turret drops out of the ceiling and also open
fires.

97-00 204 Heavy Assault Drones on patrol.

RANDOM ENCOUNTERS
INSIDE THE FACTORY
Roll every to minutes (or as needed) inside a/ae/ory facility,
room, or chamlMr.

01-07 1D4 Heavy Laser Turrets pop out of the floor 200 feet
(61 m) behind yoo and open frn:.

os.I4 ID6 Heavy Assault Drones on patrol. They attack intrud
ers on sight and fight until destroyed. They will not communi
cate with the main computer unless their foe seems to be the
victor. If characters can liquidate them within 10 melees, the
drones will not have a chance tocontact the main computer.

15-21 One Heavy Work Drone. It wiU react as follows; roU:
01·20 Completely ignores intruders unless attacked.
21~ Turns to attack the closest target! WiD fight until all

intruders are eliminated or it is destroyed. Does not call
for aid.

41~ Will ignore intruders as 100g as they remain 500 feet
(132.4 m) away or farther. It will anack anyone who 'len·
tures nearer with irs laser welding arm. However, if the
intruders retreat to at least 500 feet (132.4 m) away, it
will ignore them and go back to work.

61-80 Anacks and pursues any intruder(s), while it radios
for help. 106 Light Assault Drones will arrive at its co-or
dinates within 204 melees. 1D4 Heavy Assault Drones
will arrive within 404 melees. This will also alert the main
computer to the presence and general location ofthe intrud
ers. Robot patrols are double. Ron for encounters twice
as often.

81-00 Obviously observes the introders, but does not attack
unless it is anacked. However, it does radio the location
and direction of intruders. 104 Heavy Assault Drones and
2 Ught Assault Drones will arrive within ID4 minutes to
exterminate the intruders. •

22-27 204 Light Assault Drones on patrol. AU fight tin de
stroyed. lfthe characters can liquidate them within 12 melees,
no reinforcements will be summoned. Otherwise, reinforce
ments will include 104 Ught Assault Drones, 104 Heavy
Assault Drones, and one Heavy Work Drone.

28-34 106 Precision Engineer Drones and two Heavy Work
Drones are busy working. They will attack only if any one
of them are attacked. TIley will not report intruders unless
attacked.
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35-40 104 Mega-Laser & Missile turrets pop out of their place
of concealment and open fire with lasers and missiles. The
commotion will bring 206 Light A"ssault Drones and 306
Heavy AssaullDrones to investigate within 104 minutes.

41-47 206 Heavy Work Drones and 104 Precision Engineer
Drones are busy working. They will ignore the inttuders unless
they come within 600 feet (I82.8m) of them. At that point,
one of the Precision Drones and one of the Heavy Work
Drones will tum to attack. The others continue 10 work as if
oblivious to the combat. There is a 1-50% chance that the
sounds of combat will bring 104 Heavy Assault Drones to
investigate.

48-53 One lone Heavy Assault Drone! If it can be destroyed
within 6 melees, the group will remain unnoticed. Otherwise,
204 more Heavy Assault Drones will arrive within 104 mi·
nutes.

54-60 One Heavy Laser turret rises out of the floor and begins
to fire. A Precision Engineer Drone comes to investigate 104
melees later. It will attack the inttuders on sight. If it can be
destroy within 6 melees it will not get a chance to call for
reinforcements. Roll to detennine the type of reinforcements:

01-25 Another Precision Engineer Drone
26-50 106 Heavy Assault Drones
51-75 106 Light Assault Drones
76-00 A Heavy Work Drone

61-66 106 Precision Engineer Drones and two Heavy Work
Drones are busy working. They will notice any inttuders
within 3000 feet (914.4m)andchargetoattack. If the inttuders
flee, they will give up the chase in 106 minutes, but will
notify the main computer of the incident. A patrol of six
Light Assault Drones and ID6 Heavy Assault Drones will be

dispatched to seek out and destroy the inttuders. Or. combat
with the worker drones will alert the 106 Light Assault Drones
in the area that there is trouble; 'they will join in the fight
within 2 melees ..An addition 106 Light and Heavy Assault
Drones and 106 Heavy Work Drones will arrive 204 minutes
later to lend a hand.

67·73 106 Mega-Laser & Missile Turrets descend from the
ceiling 2000 feet (~m) ahead of you. Another 206 Heavy
Laser Turrets spring from the ceiling area around the Mega
Turrets and begin to fire.

74-79 Two Precision Engineer Drones rise out of an opening
in the floor (a storage bay where they dock when not active)
and attack. If they are destroyed quickly, within 12 melees,
they will not get an opportunity to call for aid. Otherwise,
another 1D4 Precision Drones will drop out of the ceiling
above the' combat area and be joiQed be 104 Heavy Work
Drones and ID6 Heavy Assault Dronet' within a couple mi·
nutes. .

80-86 104 Light Laser Turrets rise out of the floor. shooting.
104 Light Assault Drones will come to investigate within
304 minutes.

87.89 A nosy drone follows the group (pr individual). It will
not attack unless it is attacked or it sees the intruders attack
another drone. Roll: I-50 Precision Engineer Drone. 51-00
Heavy Work Drone.

90-95 One Mega-Laser & Missile Turret emerges from the
wall and opens fire. There is a 1-40% chance that 104 Heavy
Assault Drones will come to investigate.

96-00 A hub of activity: 404 Heavy Work Drones, 106 Pre
cision Engineer Drones, 204 Light Assault Drones, and 106
Heavy Assault Drones are busy at work. They will notice
any intruder within 3000 feet (914m) and converge to attack!

Game Master Section
Adapting RDF/Macross/Southern Cross
skills and O.C.C.s to the REF/Sentinels
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The skills found in Sentinels and Invid Invasion for the new
Occupational Character Classes(O.c.C.) of the REF can be
somewhat different than the old RDF skills. The questions that
have arisen are: what exactly are these differences, why are they
different. and can the old skills still be used without penalty.

The answer in most cases is that there is no significant differ
ence. The Communication, Domestic. Espionage. Medical,
Physical, Pilot Related. Science. and Technical skills are all
unchanged! Most of the Weapon Proficiencies and most Pilot
skills are also unchanged. In these two latter cases, the differ
ences are the addition of NEW skills that were not avail
able to the RDF characters. These new skills are NOT available
to characters trained by the RDF unless the character is now
part of the REF expedition and they can be acquired only as
additional "other" skill knowledge gained from attaining new
experience levels (use the REF Other Skills list and level of
availability for the equivalent O.C.C.).
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However. RDF training in mecha and mecha repairs is anti·
quated and limited to RDF mecha. The RDF mecha are much
older. prototype versions of the new, smaller, faster, and more
powerful REF/Sentinels mecha. In some cases the mecha is
completely different from anything the RDF soldier is familiar
with. A good example of this is the cyclone. The RDF never
dreamt that such a tiny mecha unit was possible. Furthennore.
the operation and handling of a cyclone is unlike any mecha the
RDF destroid pilot has ever operated. Likewise, the operation
and response of the Alpha. Beta, and the new destroids are very
different than that of the old 40 foot RDF giants, even though
the basic principles behind the mecha are the same or similar.

The Robotech world is one of turmoil and vast changes in
environment. values. and technology. It was the introduction of
alien technology and an alien power source that enabled the
humans to create mecha, build energy weapons and conquer
space travel. The Macross era mecha and spacecraft were among
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the very fmt products of this new leChnology. They are impre
ssive and powerful, but they are still the result of a new science
in its infancy. The scieotisls of those early days barclyundc:rstood
the most rudimentary possibilities of robotechnology and pro
toculture. The mecha of lIle REF/Sentinels were designed a
decade or two later. A lot can, and did, happen over those 15
to 20 years. The development of mecha and spacecraft were two
ueas of the greatest progress.

SPECIFIC SKll.L
DIFFERENCES AND MODIFIERS

The RDF Mechanical Engineer vs
The REF Bio-Maintenance Enginftr

In his day, the RDF mechanical engineer was an expert in
mecha repair. However, the REF Bio-Maintenance Engineer is
a mecha mechanics specialist whose knowledge in the area of
mecha mechanics surpasses all others.

Its like a modem day car mechanic who has only worked on
American made cars prior to 1975. He can tear apart an engine
and put it together perfectly without a second thought. Then,
one day, he's asked to work on a 1989 Toyota. A car is a car;
no problem, right? Wrong!

Although the car mechanic is likely 10 be able to figure out
wbat's wrong and how to fix it. he'll have 10 spend hours pouring
over Toyota manuals, endure hours of trial and error, and will
flod that many of his tools will DOl work on the foreign vehicle
necessitating thar he get new tools. Some of these new tools
will be awkward 10 use, because the mechanic is not famiUar
with them. To make maners worse, this car has things that cars
never had 15 years earlier. Not just because it's a foreign made
car, bul because technology and design has changed under the
hood. Things like pollution control devices, computers, new
safety features, engine size and requirements, beck, even the
location of engine components and their accessibility are vastly
different.

The RDF mechanic is in the same situation as our car mechanic
in the previous example. The RDF mechanical engineer is still
among the elite few who understands mecha mechanics, but his
area of knowledge is limited to the old RDF mecha. He can
repair an old VF-1J with his eyes closed, but the new mocha
are different and present cenain obstacles.

Remember, this is war. There is no time for fonnaJ retraining.
The RDF mechanical engineer is just that. His O.C.C. is his
area of specialty (MOS). Considering that 90% of the old RDF
mecha were taken with the Robolech Expeditionary Force, it's
a good thing that the mechanical engineers are along.

Penalties and Modifiers
RDF Mechanical Engineer and RDF Electrical En
gineer

1be RDF engineers can attempt: 10 work on any mecha, old
or new. However, the character's specialjzation in RDF mecha
limits his effectiveness when working on the new REF mecha.

The following penalties apply whenever the character tries to
build, repair, or modify REF mecha. All penalties are accumula~

tive.

- 30% on all REF meeha, except the VF~1V Vindicator.
- 15% when working on the new miniaturization aspoc1 of the
new mecha.
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- 25% when working on the new, tiny, protoculture cells (but
+ 10'% working on actual protocuJture engines.

-10% when working on REF electrical systems (-40% iftbc
character does DOl have lhe electrical engineer skill).
- 10% when working on new REF weapon systems.
- 10% when working on the EU-13 and EU·12 Destab-
liur.

- I()lf, when working on the cyclones.
- 10% when working on REF space ships.
-20% when working on the MTA-Titan.

Time RfStrictioDs: Takes 104 times longer than usual
whenever working on REF mecha.

NOTE: Use the repair data found under the REF Bio-mainte
nance Engineer for the general repair penalties of anl mecha.
Like the ~F bio-maintenance engineer. the RDF engineers
are forbidden to pilot REF mecha·(no training is provided).
However, the RDF charactcts are ~II authorized to pilot any
RDF destroids that they may have been traint410 use. Further
more, their experience at piloting dc:strotds enables them to
pilot REF destroids, but only althe: very base piloting profi
ciency (50%) and only at the basic level of destroid hand to
hand combat training (even if the mecha is the new version
of the RDF pilot's old RDF mecha).

Penalties ror the REF Bio-Mainlenance Engineer
- 20% when working on all RDF Destroids.
- 5% when working on VF-5eries veriteeb fighters, including

the VF~IV Vindicator.
- 5% when working on RDF weapon systems.
- 20% when working on old style protoculture engines!

generators that do n01 require protoculrure cells (this
includes the engines of spacecraft).

NOTE: This character is still DOl allowed 10 pilot mecha.

The RDF Veritecb Fighter
1bere an: few differences between the RDF and REF veriteeh

pilot O.C.C.s. 1be main difference is in the area of training.
The REF veritech pilot is trained in all modem veriteehs including
the Alpha and Beta fighters. 1be RDF veritech pilot is only
trained to pilot the VF series veritech. However, the RDF pilot
CAN fly the new REF mecha with. slight penalty.

The modiftCrs for the RDF veri1CCh pilot are as follows:

- 5% on veriteeh pilot skill when operating the Alpha Fighler.
- 10'% on veriteeh pilot skill when operating the Beta Fighter.
No penalty at operating the Vindicator.

Combat skills while operating REF or Southern Cross ver
itechs are at the BASIC training level. The RDF character may
.select training in mccha combat as an ..other" skill at a higher
level.

~ RDF verlteth pilot does flOC aUlOmatically receive cyc
lone training, although it can be selected as an ..other" sk.ill
choice at a higher level of experience. 1be same REF limitations
apply. Additional "other" skills can selected from the available
skill categories listed under the RDF Veritech Pilot
O.C.C.(Robotech, Book One) or if a member of the REF (lnvid
Invasion, Book Five 01" Sentinels) the available skill categories
under either the RDF aodIor REF Veriteeh Pilot. The number
of sIcills and at what level of experience they can be .selected
are identical to the REF O.C.C.; one additional skill al level
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three, two at level six, and one at level eleven. See Sentinels,
page 15.

The RDF Destroid Pilot
There is little difference between the RDF and REF Destroid

Pilot D.C.C.s except the focus of training. The REF pilots are
uained in the operation of the new REF mecha and usually not
the larger RDF mOOels. Pilots trained in the RDF were specifi
cally trained on the original giant destroids. However, both the
RDF and REF Destroid Pilot a.c.C.s can operate ANY destroid,
old and new, at the Destroid Basic Combat Training level. Train·
ing in a specific type of RDFIREF destroid can be selected as
an "other" skill choice at a higher level of experience. The RDF
Destroid Pilot can select additional "other" skills the same as
his REF counterpart; two at level three, two at level six, and
one at level eleven. See Sentinels, page 17.

General skill and O.C.C. Notes
When integrating a RDF or Southern Cross charncter into a

REF/Sentinels setting (Invid occupied Earth or Sentinels space
opera), always remember that the RDF characters were trained
to operate the first types of meeha. If the character was a soldier
in the RDF then he or she has been trained by the RDF and has
only RDF skills, D.C.C.s, meeha, and equipment initially avail
able to him. This is the character's orientation. However, should
that RDF trained character join the REF expedition or the REF
freedom fighters of Earth, years later, then that character can
receive minimal new training and can therefore select additional
"other" skills from the REF a.c.c. category. For example: An
RDF destroid pilot who joins the REF can select new "other"
skills from the skill categories available from the REF Destroid
Pilot a.c.c. and/or the RDF Destroid a.c.c., but only when
he attains the appropriate level of experience. Thus,at third,
sixth, or eleventh level the RDF Destroid Pilot is allowed to
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select skills from the REF Destroid categories if the player so
desires.

Please realize that RDF and Southern Cross characters are
just as capable, heroic, and tough (and usually more experienced!
higher level) as any REF character. All are members of the elite
Robotech Earth Defenders. The only differences are that the
RDF, REF, and Southern Cross all use different mecha(not
necessarily better, just different) and have a slightly different
combat orientation/training. The advantage of being able to play
your favorite RDF characters in a Sentinels setting is the variety
of possibilities presented by the range of different meeha, skills,
and equipment. Personally, I love the YF series veri tech and
the Macross destroids. They're fabulous designs, fun to play,
and hold up in combat against the Invid and Robotec~ Masters
as well as any REF meeha. If you're dying to play REF meeha,
put your other Robotech characters ,aside and roll up a REF
character rather than try to blend the ~o"into one character.

Some Common Sense Rules
Regarding Physical S.D.C.

I've heard some pretty silly and outrageous incidents regarding
players abusing the concept behind S.D.C. for characters. For
tunately, these incidents seem to occur' mostly in Palladium
Books' super hero RPGs where the outrageous is more common,
however, I still want to set a few things straight.

First of all, RPG characters are larger than life heroes whether
they be set in a fantasy world of magic and dragons or Robotech.
This means our player characters and many non-player an
tagonists are not the average guy. They are heroes and therefore
stronger, more capable than a typical Joe. The inclusion of
S.D.C. defines one of the ways that the player characters are
differenl than you or I. In the case of Robotech, they are all
soldiers or warriors of some kind struggling against an alien foe.
Their training has made them physically stronger and skilled in
the ways of combat. The example of the professional boxer vs
an average Joe is a very accurate and realistic one (see Sentinels,
page 9, under the S.D.C. section). However, I've had fans tell
me stories about other players whose characters charge gunmen
without fear, because the bullets will affect their S.D.C. points
flTSt and they know that they can defeat the gunmen before their
character gets shot more than three or four times (perhaps not
even getting hit point damage). One character even jumped on
a live grenade, took the full blast, got up, dusted himself off
and said, "Heck, its only 40 S.D.C., I'm flne." Now, while the
idea is that a charncter can endure more than a nonnal person,
this is ridiculous!! Yes, this is also an example of PJOr game
mastering, but I've heard these horror stories so often that I feel
that I must address this problem.

Come on guys, think about the situation and use some common
sense. Let's taekJe this gunmen scenario. 1be character may
suffer only S.D.C. damage, and that's good because he is not
seriously wounded. However, what that means is that the wound
is not immediately life threatening, but the character is hurt! He
IDay be able to shrug off the pain and impact of a bullet wound
and keep on fighting, because that's what heroes do, but do not
ignore the fact that the character is hurt. The immediate problems
for the wounded character are pain, further blood loss, and
treating the wound. Unless each wound is correctly bandaged
(roll on the appropriate medical skill), the character will continue
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to lose blood, causing further physical damage. The wound is
aJso very painful and may impair further movement and/or the
performance of skills. Think about how little you can do when
you cut your handor even cut or injure a finger. Somerhing as
simple as writing your name or opening a jar may be impossible
or, at best, difficult and painful.

The following rules are some simple and realistic ways to
play physical damage.

Blood Loss
A character loses blood from every wound that has penetrated

the body. This includes cuts, stabbings. and gunshots. The in
jured character will suffer one point ofdamage for every wound,
every minute (4 melees). Three gunshots means three points of
damage every minute (60 secondsl4 melees). The damage is fint
subtracted from the S.D.C. When aU the S.D.C points are aU
gone. the damage is subtracted from the character's hit points.
Only fUSHid techniques that bind the wounds will prevent blood
loss. A successful roll under one's first-aid. paramedic. or med
ical doctor skill means the wound is properly bandaged and there
is no further blood loss/damage. There is a - 20% skill penalty
if the character is trying to perfonn a medical skill on himself.
Yes, the character can function without medical treatment while
losing blood and taking rDCK"e damage every minute, but he will
pass out when be reaches less than five hit points. This would
be the classic Roy Fokker. nobody knows l'm hurt, keep on
moving,and then collapses or dies siwation. This happens aU
the time in heroic fiction.

When a character is severely hurt, down to only 15% of his
hit points, he will suffer from internaJ bleeding. Only a medicaJ
doctor and surgery can save him. First-aid and paramedic skills
can only be used to make the injured character more comfortable;
they will not save him. Without the appropriate medical aid the
person will continue to lose blood and take one point of damage
every minute (4 melees). When the injured character's hit points
fall bellow zero be has lapsed into a coma. See coma recovery
rules in the Robotech RPG, pages 5 & 6. or Sentinels, pages 7
&8.

Game Masters may find it useful to use the Optional Damage
Rules (Table # I) as temporary side effects even from S.D.C
damage. Or use the table as a guide for side effects to damage
to specific body parts (the random roU may DOC be appropriate).
This damage table is found on page 6 of the Robolech RPG and

on page 8 of Sentinels.

Damage at Point Blank Range
There is a big difference between Getting shot from 300 yards

away (about 300m) or at a range of 10 feet (3m). For one thing,
the assailant will be less accurate and for another. the bullet will
have less impact at the greater distance.

We will dertne close range as .pproximateJy ten red (3m)
or doser. At ten feet away the assailant has a belter.chance to
hit his target (especially a human size target), the bullet or energy
bolt will have greater impact (inflicting more damage), and the
attack is more likely to hit a vital organ.

The following rules take into consideration the damage and
effects of point-blank attacks.

1.) lIthe target is immobile. such as an unconscious person
or somebody who is tied up, the anacker will automaticaJly
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strike his wget at point-blank range (IOftI3m or closer). No roll
to strike is necessary unless the taIgCtlvictim can dodge or unless
the attacker is shooting wild. However, without the strike roll,
a critical strike (double damage) is impossible. On the other
hand. damage is automatically much &lUter.

2.) Damage at point-blank range isful/ S.D.C. damage and
half hit point damage. For eumple: Your character is shot at
point-blank range and su~fers 12 points of damage. The full 12
points are subtracted from the S.D.C. and another 6 points (half
of 12) are subtracted from the character's hit points as well.
When all S.D.C. points are gone, the full damage is subtracted
from the hit points. Yes, this does mean that a character may
survive a poilJl-blank attack. but that's because it is possible
even in real life.

3.) AdditiofIDl affects from point blank attack! The"force of
this brutal at'tack will always momeAtarily impair its victim.
even if it is only S.D.C. damage. Ro,U oil the following table
whenever a character is shot at close range. Game Masten who
want a more realistic game can have players roll on the following
table whenever a character is shot from any distance. Of rowse,
these rules do not apply to meeha.

Additional Erreds T.ble
rrom Gunshots (projectik and energy) .

01·20 Momeatarily stu.nDed: Victim loses one attack that
melee (or one the following melee if he has no attacks left
thai melee).

21-40 Stu.nned aDd knocked down: Victim is knocked 10 the
ground by the blast; loses two melee anacks, loses initiative,
and is - I to strike for the rest of that one melee round.

41-60 Stunned ud knocked down: Victim is in terrible pain
and is Iolocked to the ground by rhe blast, loses aU melee
attacks/actions for one: full melee and is - 2 to parry and
dodge for that melee.

'1-80 Momentarily knocked WICOO.Scious: The shock to the
nervous system temporarily renders the victim unconscious
for ID4 melees (IS 10 60 seconds). While unconscious the
character can not move, think, or plan, nor is he aware of
events happening around him. The unconscious individual is
completely helpless and open to attack.

81·96 Knocked unconsdous: The victim is knocked out for
ID6 minutes. While unconscious the character can not move,
think, or plan, nor is he aware of events happening around
him. 11Ic: unconscious character is completely helpless and
open to attack.

97-00 Momentarily stunned: Victim loses one attack rhat
melee (or one attack the following melee if he has no attacks
left).

NOTE: Roll for each gun shot.

4.) Damage from a point blank shot to the head or Man is
the same as #2; full damage is subtracted from the S.D.C. and
half directly from hit points. However, the side effects are much
more deadly. Roll on the following table.



Head and Heart Table
01·35 Lucked oul! Missed all viw organs; however. the blast

knocks its victim unconscious for 304 minutes and coven
the character in his own blood. You look: bad and feel worse;
throbbing headache, tenible pain, shortness of breath, diffi·
culty in concentrating and woozy. Penalties: Reduce speed
by half, - 30% on all skills, - 10% on initiative, - 3 to
strike, - 3 to pany and dodge, and the character is stilllO$ing
blood (see rules for blood loss). 1be penalties apply for 24
hoon.

36-70 Knocked unconscious! TIle victim's condition is bad
but could be worse. In addition to the physical damage, the
character is unconscious for 206 hours and requires immediate
trealment to stop the bleeding and may need hospital treat
ment. When consciousness is regained. lhese penalties apply:
Reduce speed by half, -40% on all skills, -10% on initia
tive. -4 10 strike, -4 to pany and dodge. The penalties
apply for 72 hours, then reduce them by half for another 72
hoon.

71-00 Coma! 1lIe shock to the nervous system is too much
and/or serious intemal damage. The character lapses into a
coma (this automatically reduces the character's hit points to
zero regardless of the damage die roll). From all outward
appearances the character will seem 10 be dead. Only a careful
examination will reveal life signs. Under these special cir
cumstances the character can survive in a coma state three
times as many hours as normal. See Surviving Coma and
Death, page 5, in the Robotech RPG or pages 7 and 8 in
Sentinels. l1le victim is + 6% to save vs coma. Penalties are
the same as #36-70 Knocked Unoonscious, but the duration
is twice as loog.

NOTE: Depending on the situatioo, the victim of a point
blank anack may be automatically kiUed too. But this is left up
to the Game Master's discretion. TIle general rules presented
here are to be applied to not necessarily lethal situations.

EXPLOSIVES
Again, I must say 'use some cO,mmon sense.' A character can

not survive a pJint-blank confrontation with a grenade or dyna
mite, no matter how much S.D.C. or hit pJints he might have.
If your character leaps on top of a grenade to save others, that's
great, but he's dead. And I mean DEAD! 1bere is DO chance
of survival, because he was laying right on the grenade. At the
risk of being gory, his guts were blown to smithereens.

At the GM's discretion, the character might survive, bUi a
limb or two wiu be blown ofT, like a hand, or hand and ann,
or leg(s), etcetera. That's the only realistic way to play explosives
vs the human body.

A basic rule of thumb when using explosives is that they
innict double damage directly to hit pJints when at point-blank
range (10ft/3m). Point-blank range could be doubled or even
greater depending on the power of the explosive.

If the character is not caught in the point-blank range of an
explosion then the normal damage is subtracted first from S.D.C.
and then hit points. In this case, the character could walk away
with just a few scratches; no serious damage.

,
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JAPANAMATION
SIDE NOTES
ROBOTECH D: THE SENTINELS~ T.V. SERIES
As most of you Robotech junkies know, the original Robolech
animated series was actually the TC$ull of skillful rewriting and
editing of three completely unrelated Japanese science fiction
cartoons. Because this was the case, I've heard many rumors
about Sentinels and its animation; all of which are wrong. So,
once and for all. here is the scoop on Sentinels.

Unlike its prcdocessor(s). Sentinels was a brand new story
written by Carl Macek specifically for the American T. V. mar
ket. The idea was to give fans the continuing story of Rick,
Lisa. and the SDF-3 ... Robocech Two. For the sake of con
tinuity, Tatsunoko Studios, the people responsible for the Mac
ross part of Roboteeh, was hired 10 do the animation for Sentinels
(a great deal of American T. V. animation is done by the Japanese
so this is nothing new). Harmony Gold knew the level of quality
would be high and also knew that Tatsunoko Studios oooid
handle the action and dynamic look for the mecha. Three episodes
of the ill·fated T.V. series were completed by Tatsunoko before
the project collapsed. Those three episodes are currently available
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on VHS video tape from Palladium Books and/or from comic
book and hobby shops throughout North America. ALL the
animation is by TalSunoko! Yes, the animation style is a little
different, but it is still Tatsunok.o Studios. NO additional anima
tion by any other company was added later. As Carl Macek said
to me, why would Hannony Gold have to bring in somebody
else? TalSunoko was responsible for all the animation from A
10 Z. How the rumor s~ed that parts of Sentinels were done
by a lower quality American animation studio is a mystery. One
Japanamation fan even insisted that you oould see the differenl
quality/style in the video. Sony pal, any differences you think
you see are in your imagination.

The following Japanamation side notes are really from the
lasl portion of the Robolech series, Mospeadallnvid Invasionffhe
New Generation. The translations are from copies or" original
model_Ii.

THE CYCLONE
I.) M.O.S.P.E.A.O.A. stands for Military Operation Sol

dier Protection Emergency Aviation Dive (Drive?) Annor
(AulU?). If you recall we see Scott Bernard take a cyclone out
of his crash landed Alpha. So was the cyclone really intended
as an emergency all-terrain vehicle for downed pilots?

2.) "VR-oS2 RkJe.Annor Mospeada": Length: lOS em, dry
weight: 132kg, maximum speed: 220 kilometers per hour (about
14Omph), 98hpil6OOrpm, maximum range: about 380km (aboul
240 miles), power unit: liquified hydrogen turbine engine.

3.) Has "multiple sensors."

4.) "Blowsperior" is the name of "Yellow's" (Yellow
Dancer) "VR-041 Ride Annor." It has a "high frequency saber,"
which makes it different from the "VR-oS2."

05.) "Fuke" (Rook Bartley) rides a ''VR-03S'' because it "is
easy to use, even for • woman." It is lighter and clearly does
not have missiles.

6.) "VR-Q.52 ArmamenlS: anti-armor missile x4" (GR·97
Forearm Missile Launchers), "hand grenade ,,6" (?), " beam
cannon x ," (the EP-40 Pulse Beam Gun), "grenade launcher x
I" (GR-I03 mini-missile launcher), and "12.7mm galling gun
xl" (EP·37 60mm Beam Cannon).

THE ALPHA FIGHTER & BETA
I.) The Alpha and Beta seem to be considered to be one

unit called "Legios." The Alpha alone is called"Armored Soldier
Legios". The Beta appears to be called a tread".

2.) "Legios" in various modes of transfonnation are: "Ar·
mort:d Soldier" (BattJoid), "Armored Diver" (Guardian), and
"Armored Fighter" (Jet Mode). A continual reference to the
word "Dive" suggests thac these mecha were dive ships for space
to planewyltransabnospheric attacks.

3.) The armamenlS for the "Legios Armored Soldier'"
(Alpha) are 60 missiles and an "8Omm gatling beam gun" (GU·
XX).

4.) Basic data for the "Armored Soldier Legios: 1O.2Sm in
length, 8.7Sm in height, 4.3Om in width, and 16.70 tons in
weight. Main engine: JG·97M. maximum power. 48OOkgX4,
maximum speed: Macb 2.3.; one pilot and capable of carrying
one ride umor."

05.) TIx:re is little mentioned about the BetafTread. However,
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it does mention its "docking" ability with the LegioslAlpha and
does detail its armaments as we've described for the Beta. Ac
tually. the drawings and diagrams revealed more about the Beta

than wrinen word.

REFSPACECRAFf
I.) "lkazuchi": Mars to Earth troop carrier from the Second

Earth Recapture Force. Carries 140 Legios (AJphas & Betas)
and can tow several tens of Horizont carriers by beam. Beam
cannons concentrate from the top of the ship. The bridge is
located on the top of the ship. Hangars are scattered throughout
the ship.

2.) ''Garlish'': High speed,long distance, arIIl()mi transport
ship. Three cargo containers hold a total of nine l..egios (AJphas
& Betas). Armaments include missiles and beam cannons.

3.) "Horizont": Dive Transport shuttle fO(" the delivery of
soldiers and munitit>ns. Carries detachable, hexagonal storage
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containers. Inside of the Horizont is a three section ready deck
with combat troops; 12 soldiers in each, plus cockpit with a
crew of 4to 6, and Legios take-offdeck. Underneath the HorilOnt
is where the Legios and Tread is stored.

THE MOSPEADA STORY
1be solar system is invaded by aliens. 1bc: human race is

anacked by the aliens. the invid ("inbits"),but only the Earth is
occupied, defeated by overwhelming power and numbers. The
aliens always wear battle annor and never reveal theirtrue nature.
As time goes on, the battle armorIaliens seem to improve. "New
typesImodels begin to appear, one after the other." Mars is where
the human's reserve military bases are located. The reserve army
sends several "recapcure" missions to Earth. Additional factories
and human colonieslbases exist on the moons of Jupiter.

THE INVID (''The Conquerors of Earth")
I.) "Shell-Dor" is the clam shaped invid transpon. It has a

synunetrical design with four"nozzles~' in the center for adjusting
orbit. Total length about 150 meters (about 500 feet). Also called
a "mothership" and states that their are about 10,000 around the
Eanh.

2.) lnvid Scouts are called "ligaa." They are the smallest of
the invid mecha. but more agile than the trooper."Some models
of Iigaa have beam guns." Translations seem to suggest thai the
various types of invid are each a new "generation" which is
better than the previous.

3.) The Invid Trooper is called a "Gurab." A bigger more:
powerful generation of invid. The next "generation" of invid is
Gurab with "laser cannons" (the Shock Trooper).
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4.) The Pincer Command Unit is calJed "'Gamo" and is con·
sidered to be an ''ultra beavyweight battle annor" Above each
arm is a "beat cannon which is able to meh Mospeada size
objects down." The "heatcannons both move together like human
eyes." There are ''two nouJes for flying on the back and a pair
ofsub-jets."

5.) The Royal Command Battloid is calJed "Gosu" and the
pilots are "Solugi(?), ~ most evolved among the lnvid,"

6.) The Enforcer is called a "Protector lnvid" and is referred
to as the "last evolution body" of the invid. "This is able to
command the other battle armors." "Inside both arms are lasers
and the head has a camera eye." The assault rifle is translated
as a "bazooka gun" (later as a "laser") and the energy shield is
called a "buckler." The laser guo can not be used wheo the
buckler is 00. .

WHERE IS REFLEX POINT?
There has been a lot of speculation as to where our heroes

traveUed and exactly where Reflex Point is located. Well, our
research indicates the fonowing. Scott Bernard crash lands in a
wasteland/desert in Brazil. His journey leads him up through
Brazil into Venezuela. The tropical island episode almost cer·
tainly takes place in Cuba or Jamaica or one of the neighboring
islands (but the fact that a military base with a patrol boat is
found suggests Cuba). Our heroes then seem 10 be out west
(southwest), Texas perhaps, and zigzag from Aorida to Denver.
Colorado (Denver is clearly identified) to New York (also clearly
identified) and finally, Reflex Point. The T.V. show seems to
imply that Reflex Point is near New Yon: , but a distorted aerial
map/view seems to place Reflex Point near the Great Lakes.
Narrowing that down further I it would seem that the Point lies
between Thunder Bay and Winnipeg in Canada, or perhaps Min
nesota or Wisconsin. HOWEVER, if the site of Reflex Point is
at or near the burial site of the SDF-I, then it would have to be
Calgary, near the Montana border.
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Age: _

Sex:
Weight: _

Height:
Land of Origin:
Binh Order.
Disposition:· _

l.Q.:
M.E.:
M.A.:
P.S.:
P.P.:
P.E.:
P.B.:
Spd.:

Primary Mecha:
Secondary Mecha:

Veriteeh Pilot

ROBOTECH'· RPG CHARACTER SHEET
Name:
Rank:
Alignment:
Hit Points: S.D.C. (Physical):
Experience Level:
O.C.C.:
Savings:

O.C.C. SkiUs:

Range: __
Range: __
Range: __
Range: __Other Skills:

Combat: See Mecha Log
Body Armor: M.D.C.: _

WEAPONS
Weapon: Damage: _
Weapon: Damage: _
Weapon: Damage: _
Weapon: Damage: _
Olbe,,:

Vehicle Type:

Notes:

Weapon Proficiencies:
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